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NEW YEARS HYMN

Break, newborn year, on glad eyes break!

Melodious voices move!

Oh, rolling Time! you cannot make

The Father cease to love.

The parted year had winged feet;

The Saviour still does stay:

The New Year comes; it too is fleet,

But He goes not away.

Our hearts in tears may oft run o'er;

But, Lord, Your smile still beams;

Our sins may trouble more and more,

But grace transcending streams.

Lord! from this year more service win,

More glory, more delight!

O make its hours less sad with sin,

Its days with You more bright!

—adapted from

Thomas H. Gill
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BEING the FIRST NUMBER of VOLUME SEVENTY-TWO

EDITORIAL

Over fifty years ago the late Pastor George L.

Rogers commenced a series of articles on the book of

Romans in this magazine (January 1929) under the

heading "Bible Class Studies/' The series continued

through the 1930s with verse by verse expositions. In

1936 the articles covering the first eight chapters of

this epistle were issued in book form under the title

Studies in Pauls Epistle to the Romans, Volume

One. A second volume was planned, and articles on

Romans 9:1 through 10:13 and one on 12:1 appeared

in Unsearchable Riches, but the series was never com

pleted.

Many, like myself, have found this series very help

ful and have expressed a desire to see it carried

forward to the end of Romans. In undertaking this task

I can only repeat Pastor Rogers' words in saying, "I

claim no special competence for such work . . . ." But

the great value this letter has been to me in my life

and the interest so many others have shown lead me to

take this opportunity of preparing studies on the latter

eight chapters of Romans. What Pastor Rogers has

written on Romans 1-8 is complete in itself. But as

shown in the " Literary Framework in the Concor

dant Commentary on the New Testament" (p.229),



4 Series of Articles on the Word

there is a natural division starting with chapter 9

where the themes of the first eight chapters are

repeated in reverse order. Recognizing also that no

two people will think alike on every point, it seems

best in continuing this series on Romans to go back to

chapter 9 and start again from that point. However, I

want to give careful attention to what Pastor Rogers

and others have written on these chapters and must

acknowledge my great debt to them.

As with this series on Romans I can claim no special

competance in continuing the series of articles on the

Minor Prophets. Vladimir Gelesnoff s studies which

have been appearing in abridged form were complet

ed only through Habakkuk. But feeling that it would

be appropriate to round out the series I am prepar

ing some brief notes on Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah

and Malachi, the first of which is included in this

issue.

We try to avoid concluding a series in a January

issue because it is the beginning of a new volume, but

it has worked out this way in this issue for Bro. A. E.

Knoch's articles on Colossians and Bro. John Essex's

study of the fulfillment of God's purpose. Back issues

containing all the installments of these series are

available.

To complement Bro. Knoch's final article on

Colossians we are reprinting William Mealand's

meditation on that epistle in this issue. Entitled "A

Great Unfolding/' it reflects the joy of faith of one

who never knew his earthly father but who came to

rest in his recognition of the God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ as His heavenly Father, Who

rescues us into the kingdom of the Son of His love.

Now. may the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be

with your spirit. D.H.H.



Studies in Colossians

THAT WHICH IS ABOVE

Our bodies have not yet been raised to celestial

spheres, but, in spirit, we have been vivified together

with Christ (Eph.2:5) and roused with Him (Col.3:l).

Hence come the great conflicts in our conduct, for

while we are on earth in flesh, our spirit and our soul

belong above, where Christ is sitting at the right hand

of God. The body apart from the spirit is dead. As our

life is hid together with Christ in God, we are dead to

the things of this nether sphere. We have no future on

the earth. Any moment may call us away to our

celestial home.

This includes far more than death to sin, as set

before us in the sixth of Romans. This exhortation is

not based on Christ's descent for us, but on His ex

altation among the celestials. It does not appeal to His

past suffering for our sakes, but to His future glory and

our public manifestation with Him in it. The power of

that glory is already operating in our spirits and

attracts our souls as a magnet to the empyrean. Our

life is an invisible one, even as Christ is hid from mor

tal gaze. We belong to the celestials.

Correct conduct consists in conformity to truth. All

our acts should fit the facts. So long as we belonged to

this earth and the decadent humanity which inhabits

it, we deported ourselves accordingly. Now that our
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vital interests have been transferred to a higher and

nobler sphere we should comport ourselves as

becomes its dignity and glory. We no longer belong

down here. The earth with the human beings upon it

is no connection to be proud of. We should be glad to

be rid of our relationship to such a race, and to enter

into practical possession of our new dignities by con

ducting ourselves as those of a higher, nobler, and yet

humbler company.

PUT TO DEATH

God's indignation is coming on the sons of stub

bornness because of their sins and transgressions and

offenses. True, this does not meet them, as a rule, in

this life, but it will surely visit them in the judgment

and in the days of vengeance, when God deals with

the race as a whole. Not only the baser sins will endure

His indignation, but some which almost parade as vir

tues will call down His wrath. Greed is the worship of

things, the reliance on the creature, and will be dealt

with as idolatry, for it puts possessions in the place of

Him Who must possess the undivided loyalty of every

heart. Reliance on riches is idolatry, for One alone is

reliable.

Once we lived in these things, but now we should

gladly put them in the place of death, so that they

have no more attraction, no further power, no longer

any part in our lives. Death to the indulgences of the

flesh! Death to all evil desires that drag us down!

THE OLD AND THE YOUNG HUMANITY

The race of mankind is hopelessly decrepit and

depraved. In a fine figure its conduct is compared with

the clothes with which it covers its nakedness. But its

outward behavior is by no means ideal. Its conduct is
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no fit covering for us. Hence we are exhorted to strip it

off and put on a different dress, more suited to our

new relations. We are to leave off anger, fury, malice,

calumny, obscenity, and falsehood. These are no

fitting garment for the young humanity which has

Christ as its Image. Such should put on the very op

posite. Anger, fury, malice, should be replaced by

compassion and kindness, malice and calumny by

humility, meekness, patience, gracious forbearance.

The cause of much misconduct in the old humanity

is its shattered condition. It is split up into conflicting

factions. In it the Greek is set against the Jew, the Cir

cumcision against the Uncircumcision, the slave

against the freeman. Its unity is destroyed, its parts are

antagonistic. There is mutual distrust and jealousy and

hatred between its sections. All this is done away in

the young humanity, in which Christ is everything to

each one. It is, and always will remain, an indivisible

unity, with no friction or faction. In Christ we

recognize no distinctions, such as mar humanity. Race,

religion, ritual and social standing all disappear. These

are the hindrances to unity which must be discarded.

GRACE OUR GUIDING STAR

How has the Lord dealt with us? He has not merely

been kind and forgiving, but, above all, gracious.

Grace does not get, but gives. Grace does not con

demn, but condones. Grace does not hinder, but helps.

Grace does not find fault, but freely bestows its favor.

No matter what we are or what we have done, we can

always be sure of sufficient grace from our adorable

Lord. O that we could count upon the same con

sideration from those who are His! O that we would

show the same grace to all who are the recipients of

His favor!
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LOVE, THE TIE OF MATURITY

With whatever else the young humanity may be

clothed, it should always wear, over all, the magic

mantle of love. The ties that bound together the sec

tions of the old humanity also divided these from one

another. Descent from Abraham united some, yet

severed them from the rest. But love makes no

divisions, no separations. Hence it is the bond that

binds abidingly, and abolishes all dividing barriers. It

is God's love expressed in terms of grace which has

united us to Him, and it is the same love which will

unite us to one another.

THE ARBITRATION OF PEACE

Christ has made peace. In Him and through Him all

cause for strife and dissension has been done away. He

has made peace between us and God when we were

enemies. He has made peace between the Circum

cision, who were near, and the Uncircumcision, who

were far from Him. In the days to come He will be the

Prince of Peace. During His reign upon the earth there

will be no wars upon the earth, no armies, no soldiers

on the land or sea or in the air. So even now, in Him,

all cause for contention is unknown. Dissension among

the saints should always be settled by an appeal to this

peace. Love should weld all who are Christ's into one,

and peace should preserve the unity of love.

BE THANKFUL

One of the most elementary demands upon the

creature is thankfulness. It is because men were not

thankful that God has given them over, that their

heart is darkened (Rom. 1:21). Not, indeed, as a

punishment for their ingratitude, but rather to in

troduce a process by means of which mankind will
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learn by their lack to appreciate the gifts of God. It is

difficult to see how anyone who has even a dim

apprehension of his place in Christ should not

overflow in gratitude. Yet it is well for us continually

to remind our hearts to bring their adoring response

and lay it at the feet of Him Who hungers for the

homage of all the hearts He has created.

TEACHING, ADMONISHING, SINGING

All conduct depends upon a knowledge of God and

His Christ, as found in His Word. Therefore the one

who desires to walk acceptably should make his heart

a home for the word of Christ in such a redundant

measure that philosophy will be replaced by real

wisdom, and ritual by genuine, heartfelt homage and

worship. The secret of Christ is the sum of all

philosophy, and the goal of all wisdom. It should be

the basis of our teaching and admonition, along with

all the rich grace which accompanies it, and then it

will overflow in affectionate response to God in psalms

and hymns and spiritual songs.

DO ALL IN THE NAME

The secret of Christ unfolds to us the great truth

that God will fulfill all His will through His Anointed.

He was the Medium of creation and will be the Means

of reconciliation. All is through Him even as all is out

of God. All the divine activities during the eons are

under His control. Hence all that we do or say should

be in His name. It is the incense which makes all

acceptable. Even our thanks should not ascend to God

without its savor.

SUBJECTION

Subjection is one of the great lessons of the eons.

The future does not consist in the self-assertion and in-
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dependence of God's creatures, but in their subjection

to Him (1 Cor. 15:28). Even the Son Himself, the great

King and Head of the whole universe, will resign all

rule and take the place of subjection. It is the only nor

mal and natural condition for a creature. There can be

no ultimate perfection so long as all are not in delight

ful and loving subjection to the Creator. Hence it is

one of the chief lessons of the eons to learn to be sub

ject, each in his own sphere. Even masters are

reminded that they have a Master above them.

In these degenerate days there is a strong tendency

to throw off all yokes, and to demand a spurious

liberty and independence. This generally accompanies

the repudiation of God and the rejection of the

lordship of Christ. Where men will not bow in sub

jection to God, it follows that the authority of the

husband is weakened, that children will not obey their

parents, and that workers will not take their proper

place beneath their superiors. Among the saints sub

jection to God should be emphasized, as well as to one

another, for it, rather than a theoretical liberty, brings

blessing and happiness.

The eons are a training school for the future, and

are intended to teach, not merely the creature's

dependence upon God, but that insubordination leads

to suffering and even death. Herein we see the reason

for our social institutions, and the various ranks of

mankind. Theoretically, we imagine that mankind

would be happier if all were on a level, and there were

no subordination. So they would, if all were subject to

God. So it will be after the eons are past. But, until

then, subjection is Gods means of preparing for that

blessed ultimate. In the various relations of life we

must learn to be subject, each in our sphere.

There is no call upon us to rule, even though this is
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implied in the subjection of others. The husband is not

told to lay down the law, but to love. Parents are not

told to be strict with their children, but to refrain from

vexing them. Masters are not exhorted to domineer

over their slaves, but to be just and equitable in deal

ing with them. The grace we have received will help

us to bow in acquiescent subjection, and also greatly

soften the severity and harshness usually associated

with human authority. Mans inhumanity to man has

become a proverb. It has its place in Gods purpose, as

a contrast to God's loving rule. It is our privilege to

reflect this in our earthly relationships, as well as our

own affectionate subjection to Him in the consum

mation.

CONCLUSION

Colossians is colossal in its scope. Written, indeed,

by the apostle of the nations to them, yet it deals with

the secret of Christ, which is not confined to us or to

this present administration, but reaches back to

creation and on to the ultimate reconciliation of all.

The Son of God's love, and His activities, from the

commencement to the consummation, filling the earth

and the heavens, bringing all back to God's heart—

such is the background of this epistle. From these

transcendent verities follow the truth for us and for

today. His high heavenly honors He shares with us,

having made us complete in Him. Hence we turn our

gaze from the earth to that above.

O that God would open hearts to receive and revel

in these revelations! How these would deliver them

from their bonds! How these would illumine their

darkness! How they would outgrow the immature con

ceptions of Christianity which stunt and dwarf their

spirits! Here we have the fullest knowledge, the
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highest wisdom, the greatest glory, the very pinnacle

of God's revelation. O that God would open the eyes

of His saints! Alas! As a whole they reject His glories in

place of receiving them. Most of them oppose His

blessings in place of believing them. But, thanks be to

God, the time is coming when all will find in Him

their All; the day is approaching when all will see in

Him Who is Gods Complement, One competent to

reconcile to God all that is now estranged.

A.E.K

AMY JACOBS AND WILLIAM NEIL

The saints in England are saddened at the loss of these two very

dear fellow believers. Both were strong supporters of the Con

cordant work there, and we are thanking God at every

remembrance of them. Bro. Neil suffered a stroke and died within

a few days at the age of 74. Sister Jacobs died in a hospital, age 89.

Their bright lights are extinguished only temporarily. Our prayers

are with their surviving relatives. F.O.

FRANCES JACOBSON

After a number of bouts with cancer and weeks of suffering,

Sister Jacobson, beloved wife of Victor E. Jacobson of Aitkin,

Minnesota, was put to repose at Lakeside Cemetery on December

21, 1980. Besides her husband she is survived by their daughter,

Mrs. Jay (Virginia) Willett, two sisters and one brother.

Copies of the Concordant Version are being placed on College

and Seminary campuses in her memory.

OTIS DON CARTER

Our good friend, Dr. Otis D. Carter of Glendale, California,

died last October after an extended illness. He greatly rejoiced in

God's purpose for all mankind and faithfully shared the evangel of

Christ's victory with others. We are dedicating Bro, A. E. Knoch's

book, Consolation in Expectation, in Bro. Carter's memory.



The Word of God and of the Lord

REMAIN IN THE FAITH

'Evangelizing that city besides, and making a con

siderable number of disciples, they return into Lystra

and into Iconium and into Antioch, establishing the

souls of the disciples, besides entreating them to

remain in the faith" (Acts 14:21,22).

It seems unlikely that Paul, after having been

stoned in Lystra, would stay only a short time in Derbe

and then retrace his steps back to those places where

just recently persecutions and sufferings had occurred

to him (c/2 Tim.3:ll).

Lukes account is here very brief; the city of Derbe

was evangelized, and a considerable number of dis

ciples followed Paul. He certainly would not have left

them after a few days or weeks, since it was his policy

to establish the young believers in the faith and to ap

point elders for them. It would take some time for Paul

to find men among the disciples who were qualified to

act as supervisors, who would remain in the faith and

be able to uphold the faithful word according to

Pauline teaching so as to entreat others with sound

teaching and to expose those who might contradict (cf

Titus 1:9).

SELECTING ELDERS

We do not know whether Paul and Barnabas stayed

one month or two months in Derbe or even longer.

When we think of Gaius the Derbian, it is conceivable
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that he soon emerged from the rest of the disciples as a

possible candidate for the office of supervisor or elder.

Gaius the Derbian was one of Paul's fellow travelers

mentioned in Acts 20:4; in this capacity he must have

been able to entreat others with sound teaching as well

as to expose those who contradicted. Gaius may have

developed these qualities during those months when

Paul and Barnabas stayed in Derbe, evangelizing the

city.

BACK TO LYSTRA, ICONIUM, ANTIOCH

When the apostles decided to leave Derbe, they

could proceed in an easterly direction toward the

Cilician Gates and then descend the Taurus moun

tains into the Cilician plain, going southward to Tar

sus in order to visit the ecclesias which Paul had

founded in the province of Syria-Cilicia in earlier

years. But he did not rationalize this way so as to find

an excuse for not going back to the young ecclesias in

the Galatian cities where he had endured suffering

and persecution.

Hence the two apostles went from Derbe

northward, back to Lystra, Iconium and Antioch,

"establishing the souls of the disciples, besides
entreating them to remain in the faith/' It seems that

the opposition by their stubborn Jewish antagonists

had died down for the time being, for Luke does not

mention anything about it, apart from quoting one

Pauline thought verbatim: "Through many afflictions

must we be entering into the kingdom of God* (Acts

14:22). At this juncture Paul may have explained what

he understood by this term, perhaps in some way

similar to what he wrote later in Romans 14:17,18.

"Let not then your good be calumniated, for the

kingdom of God is not food and drink, but
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righteousness and peace and joy in holy spirit. For he

who in this is slaving for Christ, is well pleasing to God

and attested by men."

Obviously a number of disciples in the three cities

met these high standards, both in their demeanor and

in their service; they had remained in the faith and

could qualify as candidates for the eldership.

NO SHOW OF HANDS

Even though Luke uses the term "selecting"

(cheirotonesantes, hand-stretching) this does not

necessarily mean that the members of the Pauline

ecclesias elected their elders by a show of hands. The

verb "select" (Keyword Concordance, page 264) came

to be used in the same sense as the verb "constitute"

(or: appoint) in Titus 1:5 (constitute elders city by

city). And in Acts 10:41 there could have been no

show of human hands at all; for the witnesses who had

seen the risen Christ had "been selected before by

God!' Hence it was a divine appointment. This was

also true of the selection of elders.

DIVINE APPOINTMENTS

It was from Miletus that Paul sent a message to

Ephesus and called "for the elders of the ecclesia"

(Acts 20:17). He admonished them, "Take heed to

yourselves and to the entire flocklet among which the

holy spirit appointed you supervisors, to be

shepherding the ecclesia of God" (20:28). Their divine

appointment, however, was not a guarantee against

possible misuse of their status as elders; some of them

would not remain in the faith as Paul intimated when

he said: "And from among yourselves will arise men,

speaking perverse things to pull away disciples after

themselves. Wherefore watch . . . and now I am com-
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mitting you to God and the word of His grace" (20:20-

32).

Paul would have told the ecclesias in Lystra,

Iconium and Pisidian Antioch what he considered to

be the basic rules for the selection and service of elders

and supervisors. He may have pointed out their func

tions and the necessary qualifications for their

positions in about the same way as he put them down

in writing in his letters to Timothy and Titus in later

years. We do not know how many elders were

appointed in each ecclesia, but the selection may not

have been much different from the proceedings

reported in Acts 6:3 where Peter requested the mul

titude of the disciples to "pick out seven attested men

from among you, full of the spirit and of wisdom,

whom we will place over this need."

Luke does not go into any of these details; he puts it

all into one sentence: "Now, selecting elders for them

according to the ecclesia, praying with fastings, they

committed them to the Lord in Whom they had

believed" (Acts 14:23). This short statement seems to

show how the holy spirit appointed elders: their

qualifications had become apparent to the multitude

of the disciples and had been verified by the two

apostles who gathered the members of the ecclesia,

prayed with them and appointed the new elders. We

may be sure that the selection ceremony was just as

solemn as the one in Syrian Antioch had been after the

severance of the two apostles by the holy spirit for

their missionary work among the Gentiles. In Acts

13:3 we read that after "fasting and prayer and plac

ing their hands on them" the ecclesia dismissed Bar

nabas and Saul. In Acts 14:23 it was again "after pray

ing and fastings" that the selected elders were

committed "to the Lord in Whom they had believed."
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PAUL, THE SICK TRAVELER

When the two apostles left southern Galatia, they

turned southward and, through rugged mountain

passes, descended to the plain of Pamphylia, the

Roman coastal province, where they spoke the word of

the Lord in Perga.

It was here that John Mark, the cousin of Barnabas,

had departed from them (Acts 13:13). At that time

they had passed through the city of Perga, probably

because the enervating climate of the coastal plain

during the long summer months was more than Paul

could stand. It is possible that his health was impaired

so that it became mandatory for him to escape into the

more moderate climate of the central tableland in the

North.

With reference to Galatians 4:15 (gouging out your

eyes) A.E.K. remarked in his Concordant Commen

tary, page 283: "Eye diseases are very common in the

East. Paul's first acquaintance with the Galatians was

when, as a sick traveler, he proclaimed the evangel to

them in the midst of his infirmities. From this passage

we get a glimpse of the fervent love his message

evoked, and are led to suppose that he had some

affliction of his eyes/'

However, this eye disease, if there was any, could

not have been of a permanent nature, for Pauls com

pelling personality shone through his eyes when he

was "looking intently" at the gathered Sanhedrin.

And at an earlier date both Elymas in Paphos and the

lame man in Lystra had felt the power of Christ

resting on Paul when he had looked intently at them

(Acts 13:9; 14:9; 23:1).

If the eye disease was not permanent, it could not

have been the splinter of the flesh (2 Cor. 12:7) as
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some expositors have claimed. The oldest tradition on

this matter, as quoted by Tertullian, explained the

thorn in the flesh" as a severe headache. And others

who suffered from malaria fever have described the

peculiar headache which goes along with the shaking

fits and the shivering, as a red hot bar thrust through

the forehead.

It was William Ramsay who suggested that Paul

may have contracted malaria when he set foot in

Pamphylia the first time. As a sick traveler he may

have felt a contempt and loathing for himself when he

was shaken by recurring attacks of malaria fever; and

he may have thought that his condition might become

a " trial' to the Galatians. Anyhow, those who knew of

his infirmity did "not scorn, neither loathe it," but

received him "as a messenger of God, as Christ Jesus"

(c/Gal.4:13,14).

So we do not know for sure whether it was an eye

disease or a malaria fever which invited scorn or

loathing by those who saw him and heard him. Paul is

silent on the details of his "infirmity of the flesh," and

we have to concede that either surmise of ours does

not rest on any sure ground, and may not accord with

the actual diagnosis. But one fact stands out in this

context: Paul would entreat all "sick travelers" among

us to become imitators of him and remain in the faith.

FROM PERGA BACK TO SYRIAN ANTIOCH

"And passing through Pisidia, they came to

Pamphylia. And speaking the word of the Lord in

Perga, they descended to Attalia, and thence they sail

away to [Syrian] Antioch, whence they were given

over to the grace of God for the work which they

fulfill" (Acts 14:24-26). HHR

(To be continued)



The Fulfillment of God's Purpose

THE COMPLETING OF THE ALL IN ALL

"That God may be All in all" (1 Cor.l5:28). That is

the goal of God's purpose, and we cannot deny Him

one whit of the glory that He desires. Yet to leave

anybody out of that final all would be to do just that.

"A// in all*—does not this expression occur

somewhere else in Scripture? Surely it rings a bell in

our minds. What about the last verse of Ephesians 1,

which relates specially to the ecclesia which is the

body of Christ, and is described as "the complement"

by which He (Christ) is completing the all in all?

We remind ourselves of the context of this passage,

beginning at verse 20, "... in accord with the might

of His strength, which is operative in the Christ, rous

ing Him from among the dead and seating Him at His

right hand among the celestials, up over every

sovereignty and authority and power and lordship,

and every name that is named, not only in this eon,

but also in that which is impending; and subjects all

under His feet, and gives Him, as Head over all, to the

ecclesia which is His body, the complement of the

One completing the all in all."

Notice the connection between this scripture and

the one we have already considered in 1 Corinthians

15. In both passages we learn that God is making all to

be subject to Christ, and in each case it is equally clear

that only God Himself is excluded from this subjec-
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tion. Therefore, the second "all" in both cases is

equally comprehensive. When it says "all," it means

"all," and not "some" or "many" or even "most."

And the first "all" in this Ephesian scripture is also

emphatic. In the Greek, it has the definite article

before it—the complement by which the all in all is

being completed. If words have any meaning, this

scripture is telling us that somehow the ecclesia, which

is the body of Christ, is to be used by Him to bring

about the completion of whatever is needed to make

creation ready for handing back to God at the consum

mation. That is why God is to have such glory in the

ecclesia and in Christ Jesus until the very end of the

eons of the eons.

But how does this come about?

THE MEANING OF THE COMPLEMENT

It is the word "complement*' which provides the

key. The concept of the complement (as the term is

used in connection with man, with Christ and with

God Himself) throws a tremendous flood of light on

the meaning and function of the ecclesia today and in

the eons to come.

The Greek word pttroma, translated "complement"

in the Concordant Version, means "that which is put

in to fill" or "that which fills up." Suppose, for a

moment, you have made a cake, and you cut out a

segment to see what it is like. That cake is then in

complete, and the only way to make it complete is to

put the slice back. The slice is the complement, which,

when put back, makes the cake complete. Note par

ticularly, it must be the slice out of the original cake; a

substitute slice out of another cake will not do.

Now God has given us in the Scriptures a wonderful

illustration of how we are to understand this word in
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its application to the ecclesia which is the body of

Christ. Paul himself, in Ephesians 5, when speaking

(in reference to Christ and the ecclesia) of the secret

which he describes as great, quotes a passage from

Genesis 2.

This chapter in Genesis describes how God formed

what is termed in the King James Version "a help

meet" (or suitable) for Adam, but which in the Con

cordant Version, is termed "a helper as his com

plement." Without going into a lot of detail, we notice

that, immediately after announcing this decision, God

caused all the animals and birds to pass before Adam

to be named (v.19). Now what is the significance of

this? Primarily to show that, in all these God does not

find a helper as man's complement (v.20).

Why not? Because all these were of a different

creation from man, and the complement must be of

the same kind as the one whose complement it is. But

then what did God do? He had made Adam of the soil

of the ground. Did He form Eve in the same way? If

all that was required was a helper or companion for

man, He could have done just that. But no! The helper

must be man's complement. Like the slice of cake in

the illustration, the complement must first be removed

from the whole, so that it is intrinsically part of the

whole. It is essential that the complement should be

out of the one whose complement it is.

This is a basic requirement which must be

thoroughly understood. We cannot emphasize it too

strongly. It is true of man and his complement,

woman. It is true of Christ and His complement, the

ecclesia which is His body. It is true of God Himself

and His Complement, Christ.

And so God caused a deep sleep, a stupor, to fall

upon Adam, and while he was in this unconscious
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state, God removed an organ from him (not a rib, for

man has still his full quota of ribs, but an organic part),

and around this He formed a woman, and brought her

to the man. And Adam knew at once that this was part

of himself, for he said, "This was once bone of my

bones and flesh from my flesh; that shall be called

woman, for from her man is this taken.'

THE LATENT COMPLEMENT

In the seventh verse of this second chapter of

Genesis, we find a brief description of the forming of

the human (Adam) from the soil of the ground; it is

not until the twenty-second verse that woman is given

a separate identity. In the intervening period, however

short or however long that may have been, the woman

had remained latent and unseen in man, for from the

first God had created humanity male and female, and

had called their name Adam in the day that they were

created (Gen.l:26-28; 5:2).
In exactly the same way, from the moment that

Christ, as "Gods creative Original" or "The Begin

ning of the creation of God" (Rev.3:14)—from the

moment that He came into being, the ecclesia, which

was to become His complement, remained latent and

unseen in Him. But in Gods eyes and Gods purpose it

was surely there, for He gave us, in Christ Jesus, the

gift of grace before ever the eons began, as He tells us

in 2 Timothy 1:9. For there we read, "... in accord

with the power of God, Who saves us and calls us with

a holy calling, not in accord with our acts, but in ac

cord with His own purpose and the grace which is

given to us in Christ Jesus before times eonian."

THE MINISTRY ENTRUSTED TO THE ECCLESIA

That gift of grace, given to us in Christ Jesus before
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God began to put His purpose into operation,

determined and settled the nature of our ministry now

and in the eons to come. Since that gift is in accord

with God's purpose, our ministry must always be one

of grace and conciliation. It can never be otherwise.

We have no right or power, and should have no desire,

to vary it. Once we are caught up to meet the Lord,

and these bodies of humiliation are conformed to His

body of glory, we shall surely make no attempt to vary

the nature of our service, but while we are still in these

bodies of flesh, we sometimes do. We are sometimes

less than gracious to one another. Whenever this

happens, we do not jeopardize our future salvation,

but we do grieve the Spirit of God by which we are

sealed for the day of deliverance. That is why we

should endeavor to walk worthy of the calling by

which we are being called, by being gracious to one

another, and indeed to all, and thus remain true to the

gift that was given to us in Christ so long ago, and true

to the ministry that has been entrusted to us, and to no

one else.

For let us note some further facts concerning the

complement. When once the complement becomes a

separate entity, a separate being, then he whose com

plement it is, operates through that complement, and

the complement remains true to its lord and head, and

completes the mission with which it has been charged.

This is seen in the case of Adam and the woman; it is

true with God Himself and His Christ; and it is true

with Christ and His ecclesia.

For Adam was instructed by God to be fruitful and

increase and fill the earth and subdue it, but he could

only obey this command through the medium of the

woman, and since the time of Adam, generations of

women have preserved the form of humanity, as it was
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first created by God, so that thousands of years later,

God's Son could come in the likeness of that same

humanity by being born of a woman, and we today

were all born in the likeness of that same humanity.

Similarly, God, having brought into being the Son

of His love, in His own true Image, put into Him all

further acts of creation, so that He became the First

born of every creature, as we learn from Colossians

1:15,16. "All is created through Him and for Him"

(see also John 1:3). Everything that God does is

through Christ, the Son of His love, and His

Complement. "Whatever promises are of God, are in

Him [Christ] 'Yes.' Wherefore through Him also is the

'Amen' to God" (2 Cor. 1:20).

With His resurrection, Christ became Firstborn

from among the dead, but now follows a period of

waiting. Waiting for what? Christ is seated at God's

right hand, waiting for the ecclesia, which is His body,

to be brought together in a comprehensive whole on

that grand day when all the members are to be caught

up together to meet their Lord in the air. And that

great shout, which brings this about, is the shout that

all creation is waiting for, for they are described as

"groaning and travailing together until now . . . await

ing the unveiling of the sons of God" (Rom.8:18-22).

For in the wonderful ministry of grace, which ul

timately brings about the reconciliation of all, both in

earth and in heaven, Christ will operate through the

ecclesia, which is His complement, and we shall be

used of Him to provide that which is necessary to com

plete the all in all.

In the quotation a few lines back, from

2 Corinthians 1:20, we did not complete the passage.

We now quote it in full, and note the additional words

which we have italicized. "Whatever promises are of
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God, are in Him 'Yes/ Wherefore through Him also is

the 'Amen' to God, for glory, through us." Christ af

firms all the promises of God; He is the "Yes;" the

ecclesia confirms these promises by joining Him in the

"Amen." Thus God finds glory for Himself in the

ecclesia and in Christ Jesus throughout the eons of the

eons, until all is brought into harmonious recon

ciliation with Himself at the consummation.

THE COMPREHENSIVENESS OF THE MINISTRY

OF THE ECCLESIA

It has sometimes been suggested that the ministry

of the ecclesia complements that of Israel, in that the

sovereignty over the earth is given to Israel while the

sovereignty over the celestials is the portion of the

ecclesia. As regards the question of sovereignty, this is

true, but there is no doubt that the ministry allotted to

the ecclesia far excels that entrusted to Israel. The

ministry of Israel dates from Sinai, when she was

appointed to be "a kingdom of priests, a holy nation"

(Ex. 19:6); it is restricted to this earth, this speck of

dust in the universe, and is in line with the teachings

of her apostles and prophets. In contrast, the ministry

of the ecclesia finds its source in the grace given to it

in Christ Jesus before times eonian, and therefore in

cludes all creation, both in earth and in heaven, within

its scope (see Col. 1:18-20). It is as Head over all that

Christ is given to the ecclesia, and in Ephesians 1:20-

23, this "all" includes "every name that is named, not

only in this eon, but also in that which is impending,"

and this is further defined, in Philippians 2:9-11, as in

cluding "every knee" that is bowing, "celestial and

terrestrial and subterranean."

What we are suggesting, in all deference, is that

while, in one sense, the ecclesia may be the com-
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plement of Israel, this particular scripture (Ephesians

1:23) is proclaiming it to be the complement of Christ;

and as Christ is given to the ecclesia as "Head over

all/' every creature, both in earth and in heaven, will

surely find a need for the ministry of grace entrusted

for all the eons to the ecclesia which is Chist's body—

the ministry which will enable the all in all to be com

pleted. The ministry of Israel in association with

Christ in His kingdom on earth will undoubtedly be

glorious, but we cannot find anything in Israel's

writings to reach up to some of the basic themes of

Paul's evangel, which is in line with the ministry of

grace committed to the ecclesia. For instance, they say

nothing about the word of the cross, which deals with

the barrier of sin, nor do they speak of such matters as

justification by faith apart from works, or the

vivification and reconciliation of all. Again, Paul alone

speaks of immortality, which must be the lot of all if

God is to be All in all. Israel may indeed be used of

God to bring the peoples of earth to a point where they

may be receptive to these truths, and this would be a

glorious achievement, but we are inclined to think

that it is through the ecclesia alone that the all in all is

to be completed, because only in the ecclesia is the

operation of God's grace to be seen in its majestic

fullness, and in the ecclesia its transcendent riches are

to be put on display. Moreover, to us alone, members

of Christ's body (1 Cor. 12:27), and participants of the

new creation in Christ (2 Cor.5:17), is given the dis

pensation of the conciliation, which enables us, as of

God entreating through us, to beseech all, "For

Christ's sake, be conciliated to God."

At this point, let us emphasize that we do not wish

to detract in the slightest degree from the glory in

store for Israel, and still less do we wish to diminish
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the glory that will ensue from Christ's righteous reign

on earth, or from Gods tabernacling with mankind in

the fifth eon. All these will contribute to the ultimate

state of God being All in all; all are essential features

of His purpose, but something still has to be added.

The use of the word "tabernacling" in Revelation 21:3

does not indicate the measure of permanence that is

attached to the word translated "dwelling place" in

Ephesians 2:22. Only when God dwells permanently

in the hearts of all His creatures can He be truly All in

all; and this can only come about through a new

creation. Notice how God inspired David to use the

word "create" in Psalm 51:10, in connection with a

clean heart, which was the prerequisite for the renewal

of a correct spirit within him, and how the same word

"create" is used in Isaiah 65:17 in reference to the new

heavens and the new earth. Yet John, in Revelation

21:5, uses the weaker verb "make," as in Isaiah 66:22.

Paul alone of New Testament writers speaks of "a new

creation" (in 2 Corinthians 5:17 and Galatians 6:15);

he can do this because he has previously preached the

word of the cross, which is the power of God

(1 Cor.l:19). The evangel entrusted to Paul is "God's

power for salvation" (Rom. 1:16). Elsewhere it is called

"the evangel of the grace of God" (Acts 20:24), and

the ecclesia is to be used of God "in the oncoming

eons" to display "the transcendent riches of His grace

in His kindness to us in Christ Jesus." Thus will all

eventually learn that it is in grace that they, too, are

being saved, and that it is in no way out of themselves.

THE POWER BEHIND THE MINISTRY

OF THE ECCLESIA

When we consider the ministry of grace committed

to the ecclesia, and endeavor to discover the power
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behind it, we are driven to the recognition of one great

fact, namely, that in whatever we may be called upon

to do in furtherance of this ministry, we shall at no

time be acting in our own strength, but in that of our

Lord and Head, Who will be guiding and directing us

in accord with Gods will and purpose.

Such thoughts as we have been expressing should

fill us with intense gratitude and extreme humility.

Are we truly perceiving "what is the expectation of

Gods calling, and what the riches of the enjoyment of

His allotment among the saints, and what the

transcendent greatness of His power for us who are

believing" (Eph.l:18,19)? For only if we perceive

these things shall we attain to the state of maturity

implied in "the measure of the stature of the com

plement of the Christ" (Eph.4:14). O that we might

be "strong to grasp, together with all the saints, what

is its breadth and length and depth and height—to

know, besides, the knowledge transcending love of

Christ—that we may be completed for the entire com

plement of God" (Eph.3:18,19). The entire com

plement of God is the whole of creation, for all is out

of Him, and in Him every kindred in heaven and earth

is being named (Rom. 11:36; Eph.3:15).

Our appreciation of these truths concerning our

future ministry as the complement of Christ is the

measure of our maturity (Eph.4:13). Let us con

tinually be giving thanks to the Father, "Who makes

us competent for a part of the allotment of the saints,

in light" (Col. 1:12), and may He, "Who is able to do

superexcessively above all that we are requesting or

apprehending, according to the power that is

operating in us" have glory in the ecclesia and in

Christ Jesus for all the generations of the eon of the

eons! Amen!
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

What more can we add to what we have already

written? Only this: we have been allowed to appear in

the guise of sinful humanity in order that God may be

able to use us to display His grace to others (Eph.2:7).

As He has shown kindness to us, so He will show it to

them. For grace is the basis of ultimate salvation (as

was pre-determined, even before creation was brought

forth); therefore works have no place in this, and the

way is opened for all to become Gods achievement,

even as are the saints today (Eph.2:10).

It is, indeed, a marvelous scripture (partially quoted

earlier) in Romans 8, beginning at verse 18. There

Paul declares, "For I am reckoning that the sufferings

of t|ie current era do not deserve the glory about to be

revealed for us. For the premonition of the creation is

awaiting the unveiling of the sons of God. For to

vanity was the creation subjected, not voluntarily, but

because of Him Who subjects it, in expectation that

the creation itself, also, shall be freed from the slavery

of corruption into the glorious freedom of the children

of God. For we are aware that the entire creation is

groaning and travailing together until now/'

Yes, the whole creation is awaiting the unveiling of

the sons of God, and that unveiling will begin when

we are united with our Lord and Head, and will last

throughout the oncoming eons, during which we shall

be displaying the riches of God's grace. Notice that

Ephesians 2:7 does not say that we shall be displaying

the grace of God among the celestials only, but rather

that from our place among the celestials we shall be

displaying that grace. It is our understanding that we

shall be displaying it to the whole of creation.

Let us not, therefore, chafe at the restrictions and
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discomforts under which we find ourselves today;

these are associated with our bodies of flesh which will

ultimately be discarded. If our ministry here seems

weak, with seemingly little results, let us not be

disappointed or disheartened. Let our spirits rather be

rejoicing in the prospect of the service that lies before

us, for we are to be used of God in a way that we could

never have imagined, in a ministry that is both unique

and glorious, admitting of no failures, but of such

magnitude as to embrace all in its compass, and of

such luster as to bring continuous glory to God

Himself.

Such, we submit, is the ministry of the ecclesia,

which is the body of Christ, the complement by which

the all in all is being completed. May we be given the

grace and the wisdom to grasp its marvelous im

plications! What a prospect, what a calling, what a

privilege is ours! For we have been

Designated in Gods purpose

For a grand and glorious place,

To display in future ages

All the riches of His grace

In His loving kindness to us,

Which to all will be made knowri,

How in grace alone He saves us

Through no merit of our own.

An appreciation of Gods powers of achievement, as

gained from this display of salvation in grace, totally

removed from creature endeavor of any kind, is the es

sential requirement of all creation for God to become

All in all. In this way, the ecclesia provides that which

is necessary for the all in all to be completed. In this

will God find glory in the ecclesia, and in Christ Jesus,

throughout the eons to come until His purpose is con

summated. J.H.Essex
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ZEPHANIAH

Zephaniah wrote in the days of Josiah when zealous

efforts were being made toward reform in Judah and

Jerusalem. But the land and the people needed more

than reform. There had to be a complete cleansing

away of the evil which had penetrated into every facet

of life. The reformation, although good and commen

dable in itself, could not reverse the corruption which

had captured the minds and spirits of the society. It

would fail and be replaced by the terrors of siege and

captivity, the stern judgment of the Lord.

Therefore Zephaniah said nothing about the reform

of his day. His message was concerned only with the

judgments ahead and the more lasting glories to

follow. He looked away into the future, to events that

were near, such as the deportation to Babylon and

events that were far away such as the "day of

Yahweh" at the end of the eon, and he saw them all as

one. Then beyond it all, the prophet saw something

far better than reform—a time when Yahweh would

be "King of Israel" (3:15) and He would save (3:17).

The great sin of Israel, even in Josiah's days, was not

that they had forgotten the law and neglected the holy

service (though they had done these things), but that

they did not trust in Yahweh (c/3:2). There was an

acceptance of Josiah's efforts for awhile, partly, no

doubt, because these reforms were new and
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challenging. The people could deal with the evil by

doing something which was good, and the good they

did was to perform the acts of ritual and say with their

lips that they worshipped their God. But in their

hearts they were saying that Yahweh would not do

good, nor would He do evil (1:12).

This prophecy of Zephaniah, then, can be seen as a

message for the self-satisfied attitude of the human

heart. Zephaniah shows that Yahweh will do evil (1:2-

3:8) so that He can bring genuine good (3:9-20).

From the beginning the words are strong and

severe. Yahweh is here determined to cut off wicked
humanity from the earth. What He had done in

Noah's day by the deluge He will do again by fire and

sword. Some will try to hide from Him, but He will

search Jerusalem with lamps to bring His wrath on

those who were "curdled on their lees," who were

spoiled by the excesses of their selfish pleasures (1:12).

Nowhere is the darkness and horror of the day of

Yahweh described so starkly as in Zephaniah 1:14-18.

The most hope offered is that "perhaps" the humble

who have sought righteousness will be concealed

(2:3). And not Judah alone, but their neighbors also

will be destroyed; Gaza, Ashkelon, Ekron, the

Cherethites, the Philistines, Moab, Ammon, Ethiopia,

Assyria, none will escape (2:4-15). "For, by the fire of

My jealousy, the entire earth shall be devoured" (3:8).

No evangel this. Yet such a work is necessary if an

evangel is ever to be revealed. Humanity must un

derstand the evil of their own evil before they can

possess the good which God has for them. With Israel

this lesson will come very slowly, through many hard

experiences. The full victory of Zephaniah 3:9-20 did

not come when they returned from captivity to the

land in Nehemiah's day. It certainly has not come
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through any of the events in the Middle East in our

own times. Yahweh's good work for that people is still

ahead, when it will be said (3:17):

Yahweh your Elohim is within you;

He, the Master, will save.

He will be elated over you with rejoicing;

He will renew you in His love;

He will exult over you with jubilation.

Is there a lesson for us in all of this? There is cer

tainly the contrast in the assurance we have that even

if we are drowsy "God did not appoint us to in

dignation, but to the procuring of salvation through

our Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Thess.5:9). But we are also

concerned about the need to rely on God. He desires

our trust. In grace He has given us all the good (and

more) promised at the close of Zephaniah. He blesses

us with every spiritual blessing among the celestials in

Christ (Eph.l:3). Having received so much more, how

great should be our trust in Him, so that everything,

whatsoever we may be doing, in word or in act, we do

it all in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, giving

thanks to God, the Father, through Him (Col.3:17).

D.H.H.

Pastor C. van Hoeven of Rotterdam, Holland, has agreed to be

our agent in his country. He has been boldly preaching universal

reconciliation in a large church there and plans to publish some of

our material in the Dutch language. This agency is registered

under the name Konkordante Bijbelliteratuur, Van Aelstsingel 7,

3067-XA Rotterdam, Holland.

One-day Fellowship Gatherings are scheduled for various

locations in Michigan on February 28, March, 28, April 25, May 30

and June 27. For details write to Grace and Truth Chapel, Box 84,

Baldwin MI 49304. The Baldwin Summer Fellowship will be

hosted by Grace and Truth Chapel, July 28-August 1.



Questions and Answers

GRACE AND CONDUCT

How can we know what is the right conduct for us

today?

Christ was made sin for us on Golgotha. As such He

suffered Gods wrath. But He was also an odor of rest,

a sweet smell, a delicious satisfaction. He gave

Himself, not only for our sins, but as an Oblation, to

win God's favor and delight (Eph.5:2).

Perhaps there is no more powerful deterrent from

sin than a knowledge of this aspect of Christ's

sacrifice. As the Sin and Trespass Offering He suffered

for our sins, thus satisfying the demands of justice. But

we are not mere neutrals, saved from indignation. He

was our Approach Offering, or Present, which gives us

access to the divine Presence. He was our Oblation,

which secures to us Gods favor when sin no longer

bars our entrance. Let no one suppose that

righteousness alone is sufficient to give access to Gods

presence. As with an earthly potentate, we must pave

our way with costly gifts. Christ, as our Oblation, did

this for us. Hence our walk should not merely lack sin,

but should be fragrant with acts which transcend

righteousness.

The gratification of the flesh, the filth of the flesh,

and selfishness stand in marked antithesis to the

exalted service and adoration offered to God by Christ
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in His sacrifice. Our conduct is not an imitation of His

behavior during the years of His ministry to Israel.

The Circumcision are exhorted to follow in His

footsteps. We are to imitate Gods grace in our dealing

with others, and walk in love.

Many questions arise in our daily walk which cannot

be settled by a definite passage in Gods Word. Then it

is that we can obey Paul's injunction, "become, then,

imitators of God, as beloved children" (Eph.5:l). If we

are fully aware of God's present plan in this secret ad

ministration of transcendent grace, we will never be at

a loss for light to guide our steps aright. Those who

pick up a passage at random in any part of the Bible

will, alas, be led astray by the very torch in which they

trust. We should be so suffused with the spirit of God's

present operations that we intuitively act in harmony

with them. This should show the immense practical

value of a clear and correct knowledge of present

truth. It is especially important to grasp the heights

and depths of God's grace, for it alone can give us the

power to turn it into practice. May we never appeal to

a lower standard, as exhibited in other ad

ministrations! May we always walk in accord with the

greatest and highest revelation of God's love, as it has

been revealed to us only in Paul's epistles to the

nations! Only so can we please Him in our walk and

praise Him in our worship!

Does grace provide us enough power to live this way?

No consideration can convince me that there are

any limits to God's grace. Sin is not its superior. Where

sin increases grace superexceeds. But I deplore the

perversity which makes this an excuse for sin. Grace is

not a theological theory. It is a vital power. It is not in

word only, but in deed. Let no one delude himself into
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the belief that it gives license to sin. It imparts power

to overcome sin. I cannot acknowledge anyone to be

His who talks of grace and lives in sin; however, God

knows those who are His. Gods indignation has been

revealed against those who persist in offending Him.

With grace comes light. We once were darkness, and

could not keep from stumbling. Now we are light, and

need not miss the way. Without in the least tarnishing

the glory of grace we must insist that it bear fruit ac

cording to its kind, or it will degenerate into sentimen

tal lenience.

God's saving grace has made its advent, and trains

us to disown worldly desire, and to live sanely and

justly and devoutly. Christ gave Himself for us, that

He should be redeeming us from all lawlessness and

be cleansing for Himself a people to be about Him,

zealous of ideal acts (Titus 2:11-15). In the main, no

doubt, this follows of itself from an appreciation of His

grace, but even Paul, in his day, found it necessary to

call the attention of the saints to this matter, and

instructed Titus to speak of these things and entreat

and even expose. In fact it seems that some of the

guilty ones slighted Titus because of his insistence in

this regard, or possibly because he had exposed their

conduct.

If this was so in those days of apostolic power and in

the first fervor of a fresh revelation, we should not, I

suppose, expect to find it otherwise in these

degenerate and dismal days when most of that which

professes to be Christian is a sham and a shame. But,

nonetheless, it aches our heart when the very power of

a godly walk is made the means of indulgence of the

flesh, when immunity from punishment serves as an

incentive to sin,when the knowledge that God will turn

all evil into good tempts men to violate His holy will.
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A sin committed in ignorance may be condoned. A

sin against law and light calls for many stripes. But a

sin against grace is the most heinous of all. Let us not

be deceived into thinking that we should countenance

it in any way. That is no longer grace. Those who

betray grace have no right to expect it from their

fellows. It would be good if all of us would concentrate

on the epistle of Titus for a while. Even then there

were those who avowed an acquaintance with God,

yet by acts denied it (1:16). Even then some were not

merely to be exposed, but that severely (1:13). Crete
seems to have anticipated the coming decadence. A

life out of harmony with the truth does far more

damage than the good which comes from making it

known.

Yet severely as we should condemn sins which insult

Gods grace, just so eager should we be to recognize

and acknowledge heartfelt regret on the part of those

who have committed them.

What should be our attitude toward our associates

who abuse their freedom in Christ?

The epistles of Paul to Timothy deal with the "latter

eras" and the "last days." The second letter is es

pecially applicable to the difficult times in which we

find ourselves. In the first epistle the church is

presented as "the pillar and base of the truth" (3:15).

In the second the figure changes to a "great house"

(2:20). This is what the church is today. It no longer

upholds the truth. It is a great house full of all sorts of

vessels, some to be shunned and some to be sought.

The basis of practical fellowship remains just as it

was in the beginning. While the Lord knows those

who are His, we are not called upon to determine this.

All that we can decide and act upon is the conduct of
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those who take the name of Christ. "Let everyone who

is naming the name of the Lord withdraw from in

justice" (2 Tim.2:19). Even if we feel that a man is a

true member of Christ's body, we may not have

fellowship with him if he is involved in moral evil.

In service, the same rule applies. Some in the great

house are vessels of gold and of silver, serving up the

truths of Christ's redemptive sufferings and present

glory: others are vessels of wood and of earth,

concerned with the cleansing and sanitation of

mankind. In which class do we find ourselves? How

can we change? The process is most simple. Let the

vessel to dishonor but purge itself and, lo! it is

transformed from an earthen jar to a golden vase, or

from a wooden bucket to a silver dish! We are not

called upon to cleanse one another. We must purge

ourselves. All that our Owner requires is cleanliness:

that will prepare us for every good deed.

This is our preparation for service and fellowship.

But just as we are required to diligently seek to

preserve the spirit's unity, so we are also required to

seek the fellowship of those who call upon the Lord

out of a pure heart.

The clean heart—this is the basis of practical

fellowship in these declining days of apostasy. Not

doctrine, not knowledge, but an unmixed motive and

clean life. The heart in Scripture is the center and core

of a man's life. Out of it are the issues of life. It is not,

as with us, the seat of the affections, but the spring of

every action, the source of every deed. Sincerity

should characterize those who attract our fellowship.

"Pursue righteousness, faith, love, peace, with all

who are invoking the Lord out of a clean heart"

(2 Tim.2:22). This is the basis of fellowship for these

dark days. A-.E..K.



Studies in Romans

PAUL'S LETTER TO THE ROMANS

"God is commending this love of His to us, seeing that

while we are still sinners, Christ died for our sakes"

(Rom.5:8). This evangel of God's love, given at the

very heart of Romans, the epistle of good news, might

stand as the theme for the whole letter. It tells us what

God does, through Christ, for us. That is always the

pattern of the evangel. The benefits we receive are

channeled through the faithful obedience of Christ

and are for the glory of God.

Gods good news brings an awakening—the begin

ning of our true acquaintance with God. It does not an

nounce simply a rescue from danger, but it tells also of

a deliverance into glory. For example, the

"deliverance" of Romans 3:24-26 is "toward the dis

play of [God's] righteousness." Similarly the salvation

of 5:9 which is from indignation is also an introduction

to conciliation where we may be having peace toward

God. Again, the solution for sufferings is not presented

as our removal from them (although we will be) but as

"the glory about to be revealed for us" (8:18).

Nevertheless, there is a great deal in Romans con

cerning the bad news of our present situation from

which we need deliverance. Although the theme of

the epistle is the glory of God's saving work, there is

more said about the evil than about the glory. This is
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because the great good which God is achieving

through Christ can never be appreciated without the

background of evil. There is no sentimental optimism

in Romans based on a blind hope that all will turn out

all right. The revelation that "Christ died for our

sakes" is the solid basis for a true optimism that will

never let us down (cf Rom.5:5).

ROMANS 9 THROUGH 16

In Romans 9-16, no less than in the first eight

chapters, the major theme is "the evangel of the glory

of the happy God" (lTim.l:ll). Even though there is

much about sorrow and struggles the stress is still on

blessings which God supplies in Christ Jesus.

Pauls deep distress over the present apostasy of

Israel, described through most of chapters 9, 10 and

11, prepares us for the exultant doxology of 11:33-36.

Like Romans 1:18-3:20, 9:1-11:32 serves as a dark

background to display the brightness of the evangel.

In this case it expands the revelations of good news in

3:21-8:39 by showing in a practical way that nothing,

not even human stubbornness, can separate anyone

from God's mercy (12:32). All is out of God, through

Him and for Him, including those forces which

seemingly would divide mankind from Him. The

solution to our sorrow and anxiety is to see, as Paul did

in the midst of his own personal distress, that all is

under God's control and will eventually be for His

glory.

The guidelines for our behavior given in Romans

12:1-15:7 also are developments of the evangel. Here

the apostle describes the "logical" (c/12:2) effects of

God's grace in the believers' lives. Paul speaks

"through the grace which is given to me" (12:3). The

pattern for our deportment is the "faith-obedience"
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(cf 1:5; 16:26) of Christ, which is what Paul means

when he tells us to "put on the Lord Jesus Christ"

(13:14). The evangel is very practical, affecting our at

titudes and actions toward other believers, toward

governmental authority and toward mankind in

general. The teaching of conciliation, for example,

leads us to pursue that which makes for peace (14:19;

cf 12:19,21).

Although the message concerning the death of

Christ on our behalf lies behind every instruction in

this portion of Romans, there are many instances here

where it is specifically mentioned. For instance we

read in 14:8,9, "Then, both if we should be living and

if we should be dying, we are the Lord's. For for this

Christ died and lives, that He should be Lord of the

dead as well as the living." And in 15:7 we are told,

"Wherefore be taking one another to yourselves ac

cording as Christ also took you to Himself, for the

glory of God."

Paul's own work and ministry comes to the fore in

Romans 15:8-16:27. And here again we can trace the

message of God's love, power and grace, which is the

evangel. This section of the epistle serves to illustrate

the powerful influence of this message concerning

Christ in every detail of life. Paul speaks only of what

Christ effects in him and dares not to speak otherwise

(15:18). He then concludes with a final doxology to

the praise of God (16:25-27). This reflects back on a

special teaching in Romans of "a secret hushed in

times eonian " and its influence on the believer "for

faith-obedience." The evangel penetrates to the

depths of God (1 Cor.2:10), revealing His glorious

gifts of gratuitous grace and sustaining peace, and His

loving purpose for all mankind which He has

established in Christ Jesus our Lord.
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ROMANS 9 THROUGH 11

The distinctive nature of this section of Romans has

been noted by many students. A. E. Knoch wrote, "It

is exceedingly important to recognize the national

scope of the ninth, tenth and eleventh chapters. Much

confusion has resulted from applying parts of these

chapters to individuals rather than to nations. Nothing

in these chapters which is said of Israel nationally, in

apostasy, was true of Paul himself and the few faithful

ones in the nation. These are not hardened, though

the nation, as such, is. Israel, nationally, has not

attained to righteousness, yet many in the nation can

not be included in this sweeping assertion. The nation,

as such, not the faithful remnant, has stumbled. It is

Israel as God's national witness in the earth which is

figured by the olive tree. Some of the branches (the

unbelieving majority) are broken off. The nations as a

whole (the wild olive tree) are grafted into the

cultivated olive tree. Now that the nations, as such, are

apostatizing, they are about to be cut out. Individual

believers in the nations will not be cut out, for their

faith would keep them in."

For eight chapters the apostle has carefully

presented the blessings which come to believers, both

out of Israel and out of the nations, through the blood

of Christ. Now he deals with the failures and fate of

the one nation, Israel. Yet there is an essential con

nection of the revelations of these chapters with the

evangel which was introduced in the first chapter and

developed through the succeeding chapters. This con

nection is found in the overall theme of the

righteousness of God.

There are many sections of Romans which we could

call "parenthetical" (such as 1:18-3:20, and to some

extent chapters 4 and 7), but they all contribute to the
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whole. The evangel is primarily concerned with

God—Who He is, and what He is like, and what He

has done in Christ. We must take care, therefore, not

to treat these three chapters as an unessential appen

dage to the epistle. Such pauses in the presentation of

the evangel are more than helpful; they are vital to our

understanding of God and His purpose.

What are the implications of the righteousness of

God which is revealed through the faith of Jesus Christ

(3:21)? It implies One Who has a purpose for good,

Who is love, Who is full of glory. And it implies One

Who is wise enough and powerful enough to carry

such a purpose out.

The question of Israel's future is an important one

in its own right. But it is actually not the principal

question of Romans nine, ten and eleven. It is rather

the vehicle which the apostle Paul uses in order to

focus our attention on the more important issue of

Gods righteousness in dealing with Israel and, by im

plication, in dealing with all mankind. This

righteousness demands that God is operating all

things, not only just for those who are loving Him

(8:28) but all things in the history of Israel and in the

universe. Nothing must get out of His control. This

certainly applies to all the blessings which we have

been given in Christ, and to all the benefits of the

cross, the benefits for Christ, for believers and for all

mankind. To be the righteous God we believe Him to

be He must also be the One Who has purposed all

things and is operating all things accordingly, and

Who will bring all things to a glorious end. Therefore,

all must be out of Him, through Him and for Him.

This is the major theme of these three chapters.

Yet it is not an academic discussion of the

sovereignty of God which we find here. It enters into a
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very real problem which lies at the core of human dis

tress and concern. What Paul says in the opening

verses of this section about his deep personal sorrow

and unrest over Israel is something each of us can say

about our own personal sorrows and unrest. Let it be

our prayer in going through these chapters that the

unintermittent pain in our hearts due to the darkness

and distress of this eon will be transformed, like Paul's,

into the song of praise of the end of chapter eleven:

O, the depth of the riches and the wisdom

and the knowledge of God!

How inscrutable are His judgments, and untraceable His ways!

For, who knew the mind of the Lord?

Or, who became His adviser?

Or, who gives to Him first, and it will be repaid him?

Seeing that out of Him and through Him and for Him is all:

To Him be the glory for the eons! Amen!

D.H.H.

NOTES FROM THE OFFICE

In our Old Testament translation project we are now con

centrating on the book of Leviticus. Our hope is to publish the en

tire Pentateuch (the first five books of the Old Testament) by the

end of 1981.

Also planned for this year is the first fascicle of the Concordant

Philological Concordance for the new Testament. This will incor

porate features originally appearing in the Lexical Concordance of

1930.

We expect to have last year's issues of Unsearchable Riches

bound in book form by the first part of February.

WILLIAM DOUGLAS ARRINGTON

Beloved son of Rev. and Mrs. T. O. Arrington of Columbia,

Lousiana, Brother Arrington, age 30, was laid to rest July 15, 1980

after a fateful explosion accident, July 13th. "Goodnight our son,

we will rise with you in the glorious Resurrection Morning!"

T.O.A.



The Book ofColossians

A GREAT UNFOLDING

To what heights of spiritual understanding are we

conducted as we read Paul's rare unfolding to the

saints at Colosse! Never had words set forth a clearer

conception of God's purpose, or a deeper knowledge

of the glories of Christ, both in retrospect and

prospect.

But first of all he sounds a note of joyous thanks for

our introduction into that wondrous kingdom wherein

we see with unclouded eye. Aforetime, when

estranged from God, and in the thrall of the authority

of darkness, vague indeed was our vision, and many

the false lights which lured. But when the Father lifts

us from our darkened state, then, what deliverance is

ours!

And how great the contrast. "Out of the authority of

darkness . . . into the kingdom of the Son of His love."

Now indeed, is there clarity of vision. And what

thought associations in the contemplation of Christ!

He is revealed in a greatness undisclosed till now.

Think of it Capture again the deep joyousness and

appreciation which may have come to you when first

you drank in the glory of such an unfolding. For, not

only is creation through Him, but for Him.

Every beat and throb of creation's existence

presages the time when it shall be altogether for Him.
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No part shall be for another. He is Heir of all. We look

back, and see that, in the form of God, His voice was

heard in Eden's bowers. As the visible and audible

Elohim of old, His form and His voice were eagerly

welcomed in its glades. And, though estrangement

came, the grace of Elohim was such that He appeared

again and again to the children of men. For were they

not made in the likeness of Him Who Himself was the

Image of God?

As the One Who creates, and is able to make anew,

He appears to Abraham and Jacob, giving to each a

name, and also a promise of precious import. At the

burning bush, as the great I Am, He gives to Moses

His memorable charge. Isaiah, too, sees His glory as

the Effulgence, and presents Him as "the Holy One of

Israel, the mighty One of Jacob/' And Jeremiah sets

Him forth as "the Hope of Israel, the Saviour thereof

in time of trouble."

What wonderful thoughts inhere in such a

retrospect! How great a Saviour was, and is, and shall

be, the Ancient of days, the Daysman of Jobs thought

and vision, and the Sun of righteousness Who yet shall

come with mighty, healing power.

In what wondrous measure, then, should we know

Him, who have the completed word of His grace and

power! But language fails to voice to the full, the glory

which was His before the orbs of space took form and

course.

Each sped to its point in the boundless expanse,

And caught their first light from the light of His glance,

His power, in one moment, fixed each in its spot—

One moment remitted, they sink and are not.

How wonderful it all is! And to think that He Who

is "carrying on the universe by His powerful

declaration," should leave His high place for this
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lowly plane. Yet, insignificant as is our earth in God's

great space, it was chosen as the scene for the most

effective deed creation could know. The glorious

Firstborn took human flesh and form. And in that

form, with all the sensitiveness of spirit that only one

so pure could know, He died. And He died " making

peace through the blood of His cross/'

He died for all. And, to bring us to God. Just that,

but what a floodtide of grace, ensuing from such a

deed, the Father sends forth! And though now, in the

rich interlude of such grace, comparatively few realize

the blessedness of its lifting power, yet the time is

coming when the whole of creation will avow its

potent touch.

The sun does not shine for a few trees and flowers,

but for the wide world's joy. The lonely pine on the

mountain side cries, "Thou art my sun!' The violet

lifts its cup and whispers with its perfumed breath,

"Thou art my light!" And the grain in a thousand

fields rustles in the wind and makes answer, "Thou art

my warmth!"

And in that day when beings of every plane of life

are conscious of the spirit quickening sway of Christ,

the ascendant thought and voice will be, "Thou art

my God!" And for the great reason that "the universe

is for Him."

The vast reaches of creation, as fashioned and

refashioned by Him, are for Him. In the perfect form

and state to which He Himself brings them, they are

the true and fitting reward for the travail which He

bore. The crucial and resolving point which assures all

this, is the "peacemaking through the blood of the

pale." And the preciousness of that blood is only

rightly assessed as it is seen to affect all.

Here and now, the apprehension of its virtue for
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salvation, is by faith, and as of those who are not

perceiving and believe. But then, in the long

lengthened reign of Christ, even in God's rare and

most blessed day, a wondrous eye-anointing

perception will be experienced by all. They will see

the marks of His dying in the glorified form of the Son

of God. And before their eyes, it may be, will pass

those who aforetime testified to the cleansing power of

the blood, and to the grace of the Father glorious. For

was it not "by His body of flesh, through His death,"

they were reconciled?

It was even so. And "through His death," the

decease accomplished at despised Golgotha, there lies

the power and possibility of full reconciliation. A

worthy servant of God glimpsed this many years ago,

when dwelling on the death of Christ, he used these

words: "In it stood and by it was to be sealed, the im

mortality of the faithful before the flood, and it may

be, the immortality of angels, of myriads of unfallen

creatures, of all the intelligent populations that may

be gathered together in unknown worlds. We tremble

to place a limit to the blood of the cross, to its

necessity, to its reach, to its actuating and pervading

influence on all the moral arrangements of heaven."

A great unfolding indeed. An impressive past, an

unclouded future, and a living present. And every

epoch touched by some grace, some glory of their

sovereign Lord! And for us whom "He now reconciles

by His body of flesh, through His death," there is to

be a holy, flawless, and unimpeachable life in His

sight.

Whiteness and most white. And some day bliss for bane,

For mortal frailty, immortal might;

Transcendent grace for guilt and every stain—

Whiteness most white.

William Mealand
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EDITORIAL

For over seventy years this magazine has given special

attention to the ministry and letters of the apostle

Paul. Like Timothy we have tried to follow Paul fully

in his teaching, motive, purpose and faith, and have

rejoiced if we may follow him also in his patience,

love, endurance, persecutions and sufferings

(2 Tim.3:10,ll). The very title we use, Unsearchable

Riches, reflects this emphasis on the evangel of the

gratuity of the grace of God which was granted to Paul

to bring to the nations (cf Eph.3:8-10). By no means

would we replace Christ with Paul, but we would

know Christ as He is made known through the one

God chose to enlighten us as our apostle.

The late George L. Rogers is quoted in this issue to

the effect that though others besides Paul taught

grace, even in certain circumstances to Gentiles,

nevertheless Paul's message was a departure from

what the other apostles were saying. The unique

character of the evangel presented through Paul needs

to be recognized. The very revelation of God Himself

is different, not because there is a different God but

because we are shown previously hidden matters

about the depths of God (1 Cor.2:6-10). Other por

tions of God's Word concentrate on physical and visi

ble blessings, on limited deliverances from difficulties
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and on the judgments of God (which are means to an

end but not an end in themselves). In Paul's writings

we learn of God's overall purpose and the completion

of His glorious operations, as John Essex so often

reminds us in his articles, and as William Mealand

stresses in his meditations (such as the one on "The

Hidden Life," reprinted here).

Commencing with the article "When Did the

Church Begin?" in this issue we are planning to

reprint a number of studies by A. E. Knoch on the

general theme of following Paul. This particular study

on the book of Acts also serves to supplement the series

on that book by Herman H. Rocke. In tracing the

development of Paul's ministry in Acts these con

tributions should help the reader become better

acquainted with the thrust of God's message for today.

The comments on Romans 9,10,11 also direct

attention to this new direction which Paul takes in his

evangel. Old themes like the grace of God and the

faith of God's chosen take on new dimensions. What

Paul has to say about justification and conciliation

goes beyond whatever had been revealed about

righteousness and peace before.

We cannot expect all our readers to agree with this

position of ours, and we dare not claim that our

thoughts are without error. Yet we all must agree that

the pathway of faith which Paul sets before us is ideal:

"not having my righteousness which is of law, but that

which is through the faith of Christ, the righteousness

which is from God for faith: to know Him, and the

power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His

sufferings, conforming to His death .... Become im

itators together of me, brethren, and be noting those

who are walking thus . . ." (Phil.3:9,10,17).
D.H.H.
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however undeserving most of them were, they are all

included in His future plan of blessing the other

nations through them, hence are all sons of Israel, as

well as sons of Jacob. "Blessed is the man who has the

God of Jacob for his help" (Psa. 146:5), for God acted

toward him in utter grace. When the nation insisted

on using its own strength He called them sons of

Jacob. But when He views them as the channels of His

blessing, then they are the sons of Israel. It is only

those who have faith, however, who receive the

promises.

Consequently all descendants of the patriarch Jacob

are Israelites. The temporary restriction of this term,

when in contrast to the southern kingdom, cannot be

forced on the occurrences of the word in the Greek

Scriptures. Paul was an Israelite, although of Ben

jamin, which was reckoned with Judah (Phil.3:5). The

very first occurrence (Matt.2:6), shows that out of

Judah shall come a Ruler, Who shall be shepherding

Israel. This must include the whole nation, for it refers

to our Lord Himself. The land, as a whole, was called

the land of Israel (Matt.2:20,21). Joseph considers

Judea to be a part of this land. The cities are called the

cities of Israel (Matt. 10:23). The inhabitants are called

the "people of Israel" (Matt.2:6; Luke 2:32; Acts

4:10,27; 13:17,24), even in the sanctuary at Jerusalem

which was not in the territory of the ten tribes. They

are called the "sons of Israel" (Matt.27:9; Luke 1:16;

Acts 5;21; 7:23,37; 9:15; 10:36; 2 Cor.3:7,13;

Heb.ll:22; Rev.2:14; 7:4; 21:12), though it is often

clear that the people in Jerusalem and Judah are in

cluded. Even the term "house of Israel" (Matt. 10:6;

15:24; Acts 2:36; 7:42), is freely used by Peter in

speaking to the people at Jerusalem, whom he

addresses, not as Jews, but as Israelites (Acts 2:22).
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Indeed, this form of address is freely used, even when

there were no strangers in the city (Acts 3:12).

Gamaliel addresses the Sanhedrin as Israelites (Acts

5:35). Paul used this term to address the Jews in

Pisidian Antioch (Acts 13:16). Jews from the province

of Asia used it in inciting the mob against Paul (Acts

21:28).

It is sometimes asserted that the Jews, not the

Israelites, are guilty of crucifying Christ. But is it not

safer to accept the testimony of Peter, who was present

at the time? He charged Herod, Pontius Pilate,

together with the nations and the peoples of Israel,

with the crucifixion (Acts 4:27).

Our Lord often referred to the nation simply as

Israel He found no faith like that of the centurion in

Israel (Matt.8:10; Luke 5:9) The throngs exclaim, "It

never appeared thus in Israel!" (Matt.9:33). John the

Baptist was shown to Israel (Luke 1:80). Simeon

anticipated the consolation of Israel (Luke

2:25,32,34). Cleopas, on the way to Emmaus, said that

they had expected our Lord to redeem Israel (Luke

24:21). John the Baptist came that our Lord might be

manifested to Israel (John 1:31). Nicodemus was

called by our Lord a teacher of Israel (John 3:10). Our

Lord was hailed as the King of Israel (John 1:49;

12:13). The disciples asked Him if He would, at that

time, restore the kingdom to Israel (Acts 1:6).

If the earnest student will weigh carefully every

passage in the Greek Scriptures in which Israel is

mentioned he will come to the conclusion that the

term always includes the whole nation, and is never

limited to the ten tribes in this part of Gods

revelation. The reason is evident. As an independent

nation, the rival of Judah, the ten tribes no longer ex

ist. They were dispersed, not only among the nations,
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but many of them went over to Judah at the time of

the division, others joined later, and many had been

left in the land, and these also fell to Judah. In this

way, seeing that Benjamin remained with them, and

most of Levi clung to them as well, it is more than

probable that actual descendants of Judah were in the

minority in the land, and it was far more correct to call

them Israel, even though many of the ten tribes, as

well as the two, were dispersed among the nations

even at that time.

Outside the land there is no least hint that Israel was

a nation, or that it was distinct from Judah. The

separation between the tribes is utterly ignored. There

is nothing about any ten tribes or two tribes, but

always twelve tribes. Peter speaks of them. Paul speaks

of the twelve tribes offering divine service in the land,

and James writes to the twelve tribes in the dispersion.

The attempt to distinguish between them now is

altogether contrary to God's latest revelation about

them.

We are now in a position to see why the term "Jew

or Judah-ite was, and is, applied to Israelites without

much regard to the tribe from which they sprang.

When Jeroboam tried to force idol worship upon the

ten tribes, those who wished to remain true to

Yahweh, and worship Him in Jerusalem, would be

identified with the men of Judah, and called Jews. The

same was true of those whose hearts stirred them up to

return to the land. Thus the term Jew acquired a

special religious significance. No longer is it Judah and

Israel. Now it is Jew and Greek which are contrasted.

The distinction is not one of race or nationality, but of

religious conviction. The Greek was the cultured, the

philosophic man, even if he were a Hebrew. But the

Jew was the religious man who clung fast to the
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traditions and customs of his ancestors, and was

"orthodox" in his attitude toward the Scriptures. He

was called a "Jew" because Judah was the nucleus for

all such.

In the book of Esther the Israelites are called Jews

(Esther 8:17) because the issue was a religious one.

And so it will be in the future also. "In those days ten

men, from all the languages of the nations shall hold

fast, and shall hold fast the hem of a man who is a Jew,

saying, We will go with you, for we hear that Elohim is

with you" (Zech.8:23). God will be with Israel in those

days. Here is an "identity" which cannot be gainsaid.

So also, our Lord's declaration that salvation is of the

Jews. The religious Israelite, whatever his tribe, is now

properly described as a Jew. The argument which is

based upon the assumption that the Jews are Judah

and not Israel has no foundation in God's Word. Both

in the land and in the dispersion Israelites not of the

tribe of Judah are called "Jews." Those who have left

the God of their fathers haye been assimilated by the

nations, but those who hold fast to their heritage are

"Jews," no matter from what tribe they may spring.

And, at the end time, when an innumerable throng of

them are saved, they come out of "all nations and

tribes and peoples and languages" (Rev.7:9). We are

living in the era of the nations (the "times of the gen

tiles"), and blessing for Israel awaits the day of her

deliverance by Christ, her Messiah. A.E.K.

CASSETTE TAPES

Our tape ministry has been handled by James R. Coram in Ohio

for several years, but now the Corams are moving to California to

work with us. Consequently we will be distributing the tapes from

our office here in Canyon Country.
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WE ARE GOD'S ACHIEVEMENT

All these wonderful facts that the apostle has been

laying before us in Ephesians 1, verses 3-6, show how

God has conceived the ecclesia from the very

beginning—how He has seen it in Christ as continuing

holy and flawless, and how He has purposed to obtain

glory from it. But now let us look at the second chapter

of Ephesians, and note a difference.

"And you, being dead to your offenses and sins, in

which once you walked, in accord with the eon of this

world, in accord with the chief of the jurisdiction of

the air, the spirit now operating in the sons of stub

bornness (among whom we also all behaved ourselves

once in the lusts of our flesh, doing the will of the flesh

and of the comprehension, and were, in our nature,

children of indignation, even as the rest). . . ." Are

these the same persons as those who were being

spoken of in the first chapter, those chosen in Christ,

and holy and flawless in God's sight?

Let us remember that there are two accounts of the

choosing of the ecclesia which is the body of Christ,

the one in Ephesians 1:3-6, and the other in

1 Corinthians 1:26-31, where those chosen are

described as being of "the stupidity of the world' and

"the weakness of the world" and "the ignoble and

contemptible things of the world" and "that which is

not," and for the reason that God should be able to

discard that which is esteemed in the world's eyes, so

that no flesh should be boasting in His sight. Yet the
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apostle goes on to say that Christ makes up our every

lack, by becoming to us "wisdom from God, besides
righteousness and holiness and deliverance." Praise be

to God for that!

THE TWO ASPECTS OF THE ECCLESIA

At this point, we quote an explanatory note which

appeared in Unsearchable Riches, vol.64, page 256,

under the heading, "The Ecclesia, which is His
Body." It read:

"This ecclesia, which is the one specifically referred

to in Paul's epistles, is presented to us in two distinct,

yet related aspects. They are like the two sides of the

same coin. From whichever side we look, we recognize

the coin, yet the two aspects are different.

Individually, the ecclesia is composed of many

members, each of which is foreknown, designated

beforehand, called, justified and glorified (Rom.8:28-

30). Each is brought into Christ through baptism into

His death (Rom.6:3). Each is essential to the rest, and

has his, or her, individual part to play in the up

building of the whole (1 Cor.l2:12-31; Eph.4:ll-14).

Collectively, the ecclesia is a unified body, chosen

in Christ from before the disruption of the world, and

seen by God as holy and flawless, its realm being in

herent in the heavens and its service among the

celestials. As such, it is the complement of Christ by

which all in all is being completed.

It is in the individual aspect that members of the

ecclesia were once sinners, all being by nature

children of indignation even as the rest. This is

changed when they come into Christ, for then they are

'a new creation' (2 Cor.5:17). But collectively, the

ecclesia is always seen by God as being holy and

flawless, for it was conceived in His purpose before the
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disruption which is the evidence of rebellion in the

universe, and becomes a separate entity only after the

question of sin has been settled once and for all on the

cross/'

GOD'S ACHIEVEMENT

To return to Ephesians 2, we read that, in spite of all

our past, "God, being rich in mercy, because of His

vast love with which He loves us (we also being dead

to the offenses and the lusts), vivifies us together in

Christ (in grace are you saved!) and rouses us together

and seats us together among the celestials, in Christ

Jesus, that, in the oncoming eons, He should be dis

playing the transcendent riches of His grace in His

kindness to us in Christ Jesus. For in grace, through

faith, are you saved, and this is not out of you; it is

Gods approach present, not of works, lest anyone

should be boasting. For His achievement are we . ..."

The word translated "achievement" (poiema, do-

effect) occurs only twice in the Greek scriptures, once

in a general sense in Romans 1:20, and once

specifically, here in Ephesians 2:10. Here it describes

a unique company of people—unique because, in a

universe that is marred and is largely hostile to God,

and from a creation that is collectively travailing in

pain, they are being extracted, and are being

conformed to the image of God's Son, for the latter to

be Firstborn among many brethren (Rom.8:29). The

glory of Christ is being enhanced thereby, but the

glory that is accruing to God as a result of this

achievement is to be inferred from the fact that even

now is being "made known to the sovereignties and

authorities among the celestials, through the ecclesia,

the multifarious wisdom of God" (Eph.3:10).

Thus God has a glory in the ecclesia now, the glory
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of a unique achievement; an achievement which was

conceived before the eons began, for that was when

the gift of grace was made to us in Christ Jesus; an

achievement which was planned according to the

counsel of His will and for the sake of His delight; an

achievement which is for the laud of the glory of His

grace.

GOD IS FAITHFUL

To see how God is effecting His achievement, we

must follow Paul's argument in his second letter to the

Corinthians, which (like Ephesians) also begins with

the expression, "Blessed is the God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ."

The Corinthian brethren were passing through a

time of affliction when Paul wrote this second letter to

them, and Paul himself knew what afflictions were, for

what he had to endure is very graphically described

later in the epistle: "in weariness more exceedingly, in

jails more exceedingly* in blows inordinately, in

deaths often/' Five times flogged by the Jews, three

times by the Romans, once stoned, three times

shipwrecked, and much more besides (see chapter 11).

And so the letter begins:

"Blessed is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, the Father of pities and God of all consolation,

Who is consoling us in our every affliction to enable us

to be consoling those in every affliction, through the

consolation with which we ourselves are being

consoled by God, seeing that, according as the suf

ferings of Christ are superabounding in us, thus,

through Christ, our consolation also is superabound

ing." How could Paul, who suffered so much, write

like this? And yet, who else could write with such
force?
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But whatever may be the reason for such afflictions,

one thing is sure, as Paul reminds the Corinthians (and

also us today) in verse 18 of this same first chapter.

"Now God is faithful/* This is the rock upon which all

God's promises rest, and these are being fulfilled in

Christ. "For whatever promises are of God," con

tinues Paul, "are in Him 'Yes'/' And then he adds a

striking passage, "Wherefore through Him [Christ]

also is the 'Amen' to God, for glory, through us.'

"Amen" is a Hebrew word, meaning faithful or

true. In Christ, all the promises of God have their

fulfillment. He is not saying "Yes" and "No" to God,

sometimes "Yes " and sometimes "No," but always

"Yes." Moreover, He carries out God's purpose in its

entirety, so that He is not just the "Yes" but also the

"Amen" to God. And we are associated with Him in

this "Amen." Our lot is cast in Christ. This closeness

of association between Christ and us in itself brings

glory to God, for the ecclesia is in perfect unison with

its Head.

THE POWER IS OF GOD

In the fourth chapter of this second letter to the

Corinthians, Paul clears the ground in readiness for

what he is to announce in the fifth chapter. He speaks

in verse 6 of "God shining in our hearts with a view to

the illumination of the knowledge of the glory of God

in the face of Jesus Christ," and goes on to declare that

"we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the

transcendence of the power may be of God and not of

us." This fact, that the power is of God and not of us,

Paul is to emphasize in different words over and over

again. It is to the glory of God in the ecclesia that he is

consistently and persistently directing us, not to any

glory in ourselves.
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Because of this, we may be afflicted, but should not

be distressed, perplexed but should not be despairing,

persecuted but are not forsaken, cast down but are not

perishing. And then comes a remarkable series of

statements. We are, says the apostle "always carrying

about in the body the deadening of Jesus, that the life

also of Jesus may be manifested in our body. For we

who are living are ever being given up to death

because of Jesus, that the life also of Jesus may be

manifested in our mortal flesh. So that death is

operating in us, yet life in you/'

DEATH AND LIFE

Here, two conditions are mentioned as operating

simultaneously, death and life. But the death is the

death of the flesh, whereas the life is the life of Jesus,

and the inference is, that the more the flesh is

deadened, or regarded as being dead, the more the life

of Jesus can be manifested. We shall see the logical

outcome of this in the next chapter, but first let us note

the wonderful conclusion of the fourth chapter (v.16):

"Wherefore we are not despondent, but even if our

outward man is decaying, nevertheless that within us

is being renewed day by day. For the momentary

lightness of our affliction is producing for us a

transcendently transcendent eonian burden of glory."

Our afflictions are momentary, the glory is eonian.

The afflictions are light, the glory is heavy; and to

weight that side of the scale even further, Paul adds

the word "transcendent," and then supplements it

with a second "transcendent" to make it even heavier

still.

This is our glory, the glory prepared for us. But God

Himself is to have glory in the ecclesia and in Christ

Jesus. How great must this glory be! We can add many
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more "transcendents," and never reach its limits, for it

has none.

But now let us jump forward to chapter 5, verse 14,

where we see the logical conclusion of what Paul has

been saying earlier about death and life. Here we

read, "For the love of Christ is constraining us, judg

ing this, that, if One died for the sake of all, conse

quently all died." What Paul is saying, in effect, is

this, "If it was necessary for One to die for the sake of

all, then obviously, the other had nothing within

themselves that could secure their salvation; therefore

they might as well now be considered as dead for all

that they can offer." But he goes on, "And He died for

the sake of all that those who are living should by no

means still be living to themselves, but to the One

dying and being roused for their sakes. So that we,

from now on, are acquainted with no one according to

flesh. Yet even if we have known Christ according to

flesh" [and no fault could be found in Christ ac

cording to flesh—Luke 23:5], yet, even regarding

Him, "we know Him so no longer."

Well, then, if we are to be acquainted with nobody

according to flesh, how are we to be acquainted with

others? With our associates in Christ, the answer is

plain. The apostle tells us, "So that, if anyone is in

Christ, there is a new creation: the primitive passed

by. Lo! there has come new! Yet all is of God.*

THE NEW CREATION

The King James Version reads, "If any man be in

Christ, he is a new creature," and this can be slightly

misleading, and, indeed, many believers have, we sub

mit, been misled in this matter. Correctly speaking, a

"new creature" is the product of a "new creation,"

but the term is not generally understood that way. It is
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often thought of as something new proceeding out of

that which is old. For example, we have heard of

someone, who has been ill, saying that the doctor has

made a new creature of him. Now, no doctor can ever

make a new creature out of one of his patients. He can

only repair for the time being. But God is not

repairing. He is not patching up, but making afresh.

The former is done away with so that the new may

emerge. Here, the former, the primitive, is passed by.

Lo! there has come new!

The important point is that nothing of the old con

tributes to the new. The new is a new creation, not a

new birth. Jesus, in His conversation with

Nicodemus, and Peter, in his first epistle, speak of a

national regeneration—the new birth of a nation

originally formed at Sinai. Paul speaks of an individual

new creation, in which the flesh has no part. Indeed,

the flesh must be regarded as dead for the new

creation to exist, and all that is of flesh fades away with

it. In Galatians, where the term "a new creation"

appears again (Gal.6:15), Paul tells us that all distinc

tions of the flesh vanish when one is in Christ, for in

Him is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor

female; in Him, neither circumcision nor uncircum-

cision avails anything, for these are of the flesh. Only a

new creation avails, for this is entirely of God.

In the new creation there are no faults. That is why

Paul, writing his letter to the Romans after he had

written those to Corinth and Galatia, could say,

"Nothing, consequently, is now condemnation to

those in Christ Jesus. Not according to flesh are they

walking but according to spirit" (Rom.8:l), and why

he could ask (v.33), "Who will be indicting God's

chosen ones? God, the Justifier?" Will He indict us

when He has already declared us to be righteous, for
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that is the meaning of justification? Will Christ con

demn us, when He has died for us? The answer to both

of these questions is an emphatic, No!

JUDGING

Then why should we continue to judge one

another? For when we do, we are seeing one another

according to flesh; we are failing to recognize in each

other the fact that there is a new creation. Paul tells us,

in Romans 14:13, "By no means, then, should we still

be judging one another, but rather decide this, not to

place a stumbling block for a brother, or a snare/' All

that we do in the flesh can safely be left for ad

judication and rectification at the dais of Christ, for

He can judge all the circumstances far better than we

can. Let us rather be building one another up, as we

are exhorted to in Ephesians 4, which speaks, in verse

12, of the "adjusting of the saints for the work of

dispensing''—note that word "dispensing" for we

shall have occasion to refer to it again in our final

study—"for the upbuilding of the body of Christ, unto

the end that we should all attain to the unity of the

faith and of the realization of the son of God, to a

mature man, to the measure of the stature of the com

plement of the Christ, that we may by no means still

be minors." And, a little later, "Now, being true, in

love we should be making all grow into Him, Who is

the Head—Christ."

Building one another up gives us quite enough to do

without our trying to pull one another down. Finding

faults in one another can quickly lead to disfellowship

if we are not careful.

WE ARE HIS ACHIEVEMENT

Let us recognize that God has an achievement in
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the ecclesia in that even now we are the firstfruits of

that new creation in Christ, "being created in Christ

Jesus for good works, which God makes ready

beforehand, that we should be walking in them." And,

as such, let us remember that we are "for the laud of

His glory, who are pre-expectant in the Christ/' May

we even now be perceiving "what is the expectation of

His calling, and what the riches of the glory of the en

joyment of His allotment among the saints, and what

the transcendent greatness of His power for us who are

believing" (Eph.l:18,19). John H.Essex

(To be continued)

MARION JONES

Our sister in the faith, Mrs. C. C. Jones of Pelion, South

Carolina, died in late February. Rejoicing in the grace of God and

His glorious purpose for all mankind, she had long been a sup

porter of our work and enthusiastic reader of the magazine. It was

mainly due to her urging that we printed the pamphlet, "The Pur

pose of God," by Bro. Essex. The good news which gave her so

much consolation through the years is consolation to her family

and all of us who knew her.

CALLIE GANTT GUNTER

We are sorry to hear of the death of Sister Gunter of Wagener,

South Carolina, at the age of 84. She attended the Pauline Church

of Christ pastored by her son-in-law, Randall Grandy. Her

husband, Ollie C. Gunter, two sons and one daughter survive her,

and to them we express our sympathy, with the joyful expectation

of knowing her better when we are all presented to Christ without

spot or wrinkle as His glorious ecclesia.

The Summer Fellowship in Baldwin, Michigan, is scheduled for

July 28—August 1. It will be held at the Grace and Truth Chapel,

corner of 4th and Maple, Baldwin MI 49304 (phone 616-745-

7562). The subject this year will be "love."
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THE APOSTLESHIP FOR THE NATIONS

"They indeed, then, being sent forward by the

ecclesia, passed through Phoenicia as well as Samaria,

detailing the turning about of the nations. And they

caused great joy to all the brethren" (Acts 15:3).

Fourteen years had passed since Paul's last visit to

Jerusalem. This time, he was accompanied by Bar

nabas, Titus and some members of the Antiochene

ecclesia; he left the Syrian capital and traveled

southward through Phoenicia and Samaria where they

visited the ecclesias and reported about the door of

faith which God had opened for the nations. Some of

these ecclesias (especially those in Phoenicia) had

probably been founded by Hellenist Jews* who had

left Jerusalem after the assassination of Stephen (cf

11:19,20).

* These Hellenists were Israelites who, for the most part, had lived

outside the land of Israel and had been under the influence of

Greek culture. Hence their observance of the traditional ritual was

more lax (necessitated in some degree by their prolonged absence

from the sanctuary in Jerusalem), and their synagogue readings of

Old Testament passages were in Greek.

The Hebrews (or Hebraists) were more or less the "orthodox"

Jews of that day who had continued to live in the holy land and

were very punctilious about the ritual and the traditions of the

elders. In their synagogues the readings from Scripture were in the

Hebrew tongue, while the interpretation was in Aramaic. All of

them spoke Greek; even the most illiterate Jew in the land under

stood this universal language, while Aramaic remained the

familiar vernacular for Hebrew Jews.
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TELLING IN DETAIL

Paul's 400-mile journey from Syrian Antioch to

Jerusalem may well have taken over a month since he

and his companions caused great joy to all the

brethren in Phoenicia and Samaria by telling them in

detail about "the turning about of the nations/' Most

versions do not bring out this fine nuance of

"detailing," but have "declaring" or "reporting" in

stead. The Greek verb here, ekdiigeomai, had the

meaning of "tell in detail" also in classical Greek. And

the Septuagint used this verb for intensifying Piel and

Pual forms of the Hebrew sahphar: "relate intensively

or in detail."

THE CONFERENCE AT JERUSALEM

"Now coming along into Jerusalem, they were

received by the ecclesia and the apostles and the

elders. Besides they inform them of whatever God

does with them. Yet some from the sect of the

Pharisees who have believed rise up, saying that they

must be circumcised, besides charging them to keep

the law of Moses" (15:4,5).

Luke reports here of the general aspect of the con

ference, namely what was said in the open convention

when all of the ecclesia, both the apostles, the elders

and "the entire multitude" (verse 12) were present. At

this occasion the Pharisaic faction brought forward a

motion pertaining to mandatory circumcision and law

keeping for Gentile believers.

THE PRIVATE SUMMIT MEETING

Luke does not mention Paul's private dealings with

James, Cephas and John prior to the open convention.

It is conceivable that Paul and Barnabas, right after

their arrival in Jerusalem, had a private meeting with
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the three pillars of the local ecclesia, James, Cephas

and John (cf Gal.2:9). Apparently the three had

agreed to meet them right away without waiting for

the other apostles and the elders to be present. Cephas

and James had not seen Paul for a rather long time and

were certainly eager to hear his report, just as Cephas

had listened to him fourteen years ago during an

extended exchange of ideas (Gal. 1:18,19). Now Bar

nabas was also present and could corroborate Pauls

testimony. It is highly probable that they mentioned

the most recent events in Syrian Antioch when

emissaries from the Pharisaic faction had caused con

siderable disturbance among the brethren. James'

reply would have been that those delegates had not

been authorized to demand circumcision for Gentile

believers.

As a matter of fact, there had been an authoritative

precedent in the early days when circumcision had not

been required from Cornelius and the male members

of his household. So Paul and Barnabas did not have to

fear that this early apostolic decision would ever be set

aside by the three pillars. This is why the two had

taken young Titus along as a test case; and indeed, the

latter was not compelled to be circumcised (Gal.2:3).

Paul's primary purpose was to clarify his special

commission to the nations and to remove any shadow

of doubt as to its character and its divinity. In

Galatians he summarized the outcome of the private

meeting as follows (2:7-10): "Perceiving that I have

been entrusted with the evangel of the Uncircum-

cision, according as Peter of the Circumcision (for He

Who operates in Peter for the apostleship of the Cir

cumcision operates in me also for the nations), and

knowing the grace which is being given to me, James

and Cephas and John . . . give to me and Barnabas the
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right hand of fellowship, that we indeed are to be for

the nations, yet they for the Circumcision/'

Since James, Cephas and John had grasped the es

sential points which Paul wanted to impress on them,

he could be satisfied with the result of the private

meeting.

CONCLAVE OF APOSTLES AND ELDERS

Following the above mentioned private meeting,

probably on a sabbath, the entire multitude came

together and heard a preliminary report given by Paul

and Barnabas about "whatever God did with them/'

It seems that they were soon interrupted by "some

from the sect of the Pharisees" who demanded that all

Gentile believers ought to be circumcised and should

be charged to keep the law of Moses (Acts 15:4,5).

However no decision was made right away. It may

have been James who summoned the apostles and

elders to step aside from the open meeting and join

him in a conclave in order to consider the motion of

the Pharisaic believers (15:6).

It is conceivable that at first there was "much

questioning' on the part of some apostles and elders

until James voiced his opinion about the matter, and

Peter may have reminded them that they once had

given him a hard time after he had baptized the

uncircumcised centurion Cornelius and his household.

Obviously Peter was asked to bring the Cornelius

episode to the attention of the entire multitude who

would not be familiar with the details of this

authoritative precedent which had happened many

years ago. There was no reason for Luke to repeat at

this juncture all the circumstances of the Cornelius

case which he had related at length in chapters 10 and

11. The readers of Acts would be "versed in the fact"
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(15:7) just as the apostles and the elders were in the

conclave meeting. Hence Luke reports Peter's con

vention speech in the form of a digest, as he may have

outlined it in the conclave discussion.

PETER'S ADDRESS

"Men, brethren! You are versed in the fact that

from the days at the beginning God chooses among

you, that through my mouth the nations are to hear

the word of the evangel and believe. And God, the

Knower of hearts, testifies to them, giving the holy

spirit according as to us also, and in nothing dis

criminates between us and them, cleansing their

hearts by faith. Why then are you now trying God by

placing a yoke on the neck of the [Gentile] disciples

which neither our fathers nor we are strong enough to

bear? But through the grace of the Lord Jesus we are

believing, to be saved in a manner even as they"

(15:7-11).

We have no way of knowing how many of the

audience in the open convention meeting understood

the meaning of the last few sentences in Peter's

astounding declaration, namely that the Gentiles are

not saved by law keeping, such as circumcision; for the

Jews themselves are not saved by law, but rather by

grace, just as the Gentiles.

After Peter's address "the entire multitude hushes,

and they heard Barnabas and Paul unfolding whatever

signs and miracles God does among the nations

through them" (15:12). Apparently Barnabas was the

one who dwelled extensively on the signs and miracles

which the Lord had granted to occur through their

hands, so as to testify to the word of His grace (cf

14:3). This was the only language most of the

audience understood best. Paul was probably careful
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not to say too much about spiritual things that were

beyond their comprehension.

THE JUDAISTIC SYNDROME

Once some Pharisees and scribes had asked Jesus

(Mark 7:5): "Wherefore are not your disciples walking

according to the tradition of the elders . . . ?" By

citing a specific example (the corban) the Lord drove

home His points: "Leaving the precepts of God, you

are holding the tradition of men . . . ideally are you

repudiating the precept of God that you should be

keeping your tradition . . . invalidating the word of

God by your tradition" (Mark 7:5-13).

Even the eleven apostles and the believing brethren

of Judea maintained one such tradition since they

questioned Peter: "You entered to men having uncir-

cumcision, and you ate with them' (Acts 11:3). Since

this ancient prejudice was still common among the

majority of Hebrew believers, James was trying to

work out an acceptable solution so as to allow table-

fellowship with believing Gentiles.

THE JERUSALEM DECREES

Luke reports in detail about the conclusion of the

Jerusalem conference (15:13-29). In his speech, James

quoted from Amos 9:11,12, since he felt that the work

among the Gentiles (as initiated by Peter and

continued by Paul and Barnabas) was in harmony with

the prophets. Even though his quotation refers to the

time when the earthly kingdom will be set up and

Gentile believers will then be blessed together with

the believing remnant of Israel, James' reference to

Amos was the best he could possibly say, for the

celestial destiny of those associated with Paul was still

hidden.
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Both in James' speech and in his circular letter, the

three abstention decrees are condensed to a few key

terms and would later be explained to Gentile ecclesias

by a four-member delegation consisting of Paul, Bar

nabas, Judas (called Bar-Sabbas) and Silas (15:22).

The first decree (15:20) required from Gentile

believers "to be abstaining from ceremonial pollution

with idols/' and is similarly worded as the first of the

three "essentials" in the letter (15:29). Later Paul

practically repealed this precept in 1 Corinthians 8:4-

13 when he made the eating of meat offered to idols a

matter of individual conscience.

As to the second abstention decree (which is the

third "essential" in the letter), the word

"prostitution" (porneia) is obviously used in the same

sense as later by Paul in 1 Corinthians 5:1, thus imply

ing transgression of the degrees of consanguinity and

affinity as prohibited in Leviticus 18:6-18. Paul also

enjoined abstention from prostitution in the more

common sense of the word (1 Cor.6:15-20).

The third decree of the speech (the second "essen

tial" in the circular letter) prohibited the eating of

meat from animals whose blood had not completely

been drained (as would have been the case when they

had died by strangulation). This precept was in accord

with Deuteronomy 12:23 (". . . for the blood, it is the

soul, and you shall not eat the soul with the flesh")

and Genesis 9:4 ("Flesh with its soul, its blood, you

shall not eat"). According to rabbinical tradition, the

latter injunction, as given to Noah, was binding on all

his descendents, Jews as well as Gentiles.

For the time being, Paul was willing to acquiesce in

James' decision even though it did not meet his own

views. In later years he called it "the law of precepts in

decrees" which was nullified when "the central wall of
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the barrier" was razed (Eph.2:14,15; see also Col.2;14).

' They indeed then being dismissed, came down to

[Syrian] Antioch, and gathering the multitude, hand

them the epistle. Now reading it, they rejoiced at the

consolation. Both Judas and Silas, they also being

prophets, by many a word entreat and establish the

brethren" (15:30-32). H.H.R.

(To be continued)

CONCORDANT SCRIPTURE MISSION IN INDIA

We have received a thorough annual report of the Concordant

Scripture Mission in India, under the direction of Bro. M.P.S.

Raju. So that our readers can become better acquainted with this

work we will publish extracts from this report as space is available.

We also want to take this opportunity to thank those contributing

to our mission fund, for the part they are playing in the various

mission efforts we help support.

The Concordant Scripture Mission in India stands for the

revelation of the Sacred Scriptures with the ministry based on the

principles of having a pattern of sound words, distinguishing the

things that differ and rightly dividing the Word of Truth. Some of

the aims are as follows:

1. Bring people to Christ Jesus, through the Pauline, present-

day gospel of God's grace (Gal. 1:8,9).

2. Present God as the living God of love, justice and victory in

carrying out His designed eonian plan of salvation to the whole

universe (1 Tim.4:9,10; Eph.3:ll).

3. Present Christ Jesus as finally triumphant, the Just Judge of

the wicked and the Saviour of all, so that God ultimately becomes

All in all (1 Cor. 15:22-28).

4. Upbuild the body of Christ in the truth for today revealed by

our Lord through our apostle Paul in his epistles.

5. Attempt to present all available scriptural truth, exposing

translation mistakes and false teachings.

6. Let shine the prophetic lamp in the light of current world-

events for a better Christian walk of life in faith, practice and

witness in these last days of this age.

7. Awaken believers to the happy expectation of meeting our

Lord in the air.



The Book ofActs

WHEN DID THE CHURCH BEGIN?

(Part Two)

"Yet Jews from Antioch and Iconium come on, and,

persuading the throngs, and stoning Paul, they dragged

him outside of the city, inferring that he is dead. Yet,

when the disciples surround him, rising, he entered

into the city. And on the morrow he came out with

Barnabas to Derbe" (Acts 14:19,20). Probably our

readers have noticed in the Scriptures that it is often

the custom of God to give his servants a vision of what

is in His heart for them long before He fulfills it, in

order to strengthen their spirits by the way and to

prepare them for the trials through which they must

pass before they attain to it. Joseph had a vision and in

due time the vision was fulfilled. It was an immense

help to him while he was in prison to remember God's

vision and that, whatever might happen before, God

would surely fulfill it.

So here we have Paul seeing that vision which he

speaks of in his second epistle to the Corinthians in the

twelfth chapter. Some might ask, "If Paul at that time

understood all that he wrote in the epistles, why did he

not teach it?" But he tells us distinctly that he heard

things that it was "not allowed a man to speak." God

was not altogether through dealing with the nation of

Israel, and consequently, although Paul may have un

derstood all that grace which he was about to reveal to

the nations, it was not according to the plan of God
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that he should reveal it at that time. Lystra was his

Patmos when he was "snatched away into paradise

and hears ineffable declarations, which it is not

allowed a man to speak" (2 Cor. 12:4). Then, when he

rises as it were from the dead, he enters upon a new

experience—that of a man beyond death in

resurrection life.

After the decrees that the apostles made for the

nations have been delivered, Paul is sent to an entirely

different sphere of labor. He goes to Macedonia after

the cry comes to him in a vision, and there he preaches

in Philippi and Thessalonica, and in Corinth he

gathers a large company of people. After these things

we have a very remarkable statement and one that few

have fully heeded in the study of the book of Acts. In

chapter nineteen, verse twenty-one, we read, "Now,

as these things were fulfilled, Paul pondered, in spirit,

passing through Macedonia and Achaia, to go to

Jerusalem, saying that, * After my coming to be there I

must see Rome also/ " What is involved in the

statement "as these things were fulfilled"? We have

come to another crisis. The things that are gone before

are fulfilled and there is something different about to

be taken up. During the period before this the apostle

Paul had been going about, and, as he tells us in his

letter to the Romans, he had "completed the evangel

of the Christ" (Rom.l5:16-19). He had finished that

ministry. He had gone about as a priest and had come

in between the nations and God and had offered up

their approach presents. Now, however, he says these

things are fulfilled. The gospel of the Messiah is no

longer his theme. There is going to be a change, and it

is just at this point that the letters to the Romans and

Corinthians were written, in which we have the

doctrine of the conciliation first disclosed. He could no
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longer go about as a priest because the nations are now

so near to God that no intermediary can be allowed.

The nation of Israel has lost its place as a priest nation.

God no longer permits even the apostle Paul to come

between Him and His saints.

After this we have the apostle Paul journeying to

Jerusalem, and when he comes to Jerusalem he meets

James, who says to him, "You are beholding, brother,

how many tens of thousands there are among the

Jews, who have believed, and all are inherently

zealous for the law. Now they were instructed con

cerning you that you teach all the Jews among the

nations apostasy from Moses, telling them not to be

circumcising their children, nor to be walking in the

customs" (Acts 21:20,21). At James' advice he goes

through certain ceremonies, or attempts to go through

them; yet the Jews were so incensed at him that they

would not allow him to do it. God so stirred up the

people that Paul's attempt to judaize failed. And are

these Jews the unbelieving bulk of the nation who

persecuted the disciples at first? No. Thousands of

them are believers, not unpardoned unbelievers, but

Pentecostal believers who were in Jerusalem at that

time and who are today supposed to be the nucleus of

the church. See what they did! When they saw him in

the temple they "threw the entire throng into con

fusion, and laid hands on him, crying, 'Men!

Israelites! Help! He is the man who is teaching all

men everywhere against the people, and the law, and

this holy place. Besides, still more, he led Greeks also

into the sanctuary, and has contaminated this holy

place' " (Acts 21:28).

That Pentecostal believers were concerned in the

attempt on Paul's life is confirmed by their subsequent

behavior. When Paul speaks to them they do not
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resent the proclamation of the Nazarene or Paul's

references to Him as Lord. This would have been most

unpalatable to the unbelievers. It is only when he

mentions his mission to the other nations that their

frenzy flames afresh, and he is compelled to cease

speaking.

There was a company of people even in the days of

our Lord who were a "church." These were present in

the church at Pentecost, so that no church began at

Pentecost. It was the same church that already existed

during the Lords ministry. That church apostatized

from the truth and would not allow the grace of God to

reach out to any other nation, so that when the apostle

Paul came into their midst they did their best to put

him to death.

This recalls to our minds the Lords parable of the

two debtors. There was the ten thousand talent slave

who was pardoned. These Jerusalem believers cor

respond to the ten thousand talent slave. They were

far more guilty than the nations because they crucified

the Lord, even though it was done in ignorance. The

slave who owed his lord so much was freely forgiven.

How did he act toward his fellow slaves? He met a

fellow slave who owed much less, and, instead of

forgiving him, what did he do? He seized him by the

throat and said "Pay, if you are owing anything!"

(Matt. 18:28). These Pentecostal believers forgot what

the Lord told them in the so-called Lords prayer, "If

you should not be forgiving men their offenses,

neither will your Father be forgiving your offenses"

(Matt.6:15). They believed in the Lord's prayer but it

worked against them. Instead of allowing the other

nations to receive forgiveness they wanted to kill the

man whom God used to present it to them. So, just as

it was in the parable, the pardon that had been
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extended to them was withdrawn. They believed in

falling away and they did fall away. And if you wish to

read the book of Hebrews intelligently, remember the

apostasy of the Pentecostal church, the temporary

pardon which they received, and the withdrawal of that

pardon because of the attitude they took toward the

other nations. This explains the sixth chapter concern

ing " those who were once enlightened, besides tasting

the celestial gratuity, and becoming partakers of holy

spirit, and tasting the ideal declaration of God, besides

the powerful deeds of the impending eon, and are fall

ing aside." It is impossible to be renewing them again

to repentance.

After Paul is repudiated by the believers in

Jerusalem God does a very strange thing. He loads

him with a chain, and ever after that we have Paul the

prisoner. After his trial in Judea he is taken to Rome

and in Rome we have the end of Israel's apostasy

chronicled. It is notable that, when Paul was at

Ephesus, which was the religious center of the nations,

then it was that the conciliation (in 2 Cor.) was made

known, and all barriers between God and man were

thrust aside. Later, when Paul went to Rome, the

political center of the world, the decrees which the

elders had made at Jerusalem were abrogated

(Eph.2:15; Col.2:14), and the last sign of Israel's

supremacy vanished. While Paul was at Ephesus

priestly functions failed; at Rome the political primacy

which the apostles exercised over the disciples among

the nations, was lost. This is the end of Israel for the

time being. Paul, at Rome, writes and expounds the

truths that he learned long ago when he was lying out

side the gates of Lystra. Now he can give us more than

the conciliation. He can give us the reconciliation. Jew

and Greek are both included in one new humanity.
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From what we have said it is hoped we will be able

to gather certain definite conclusions. The present

administration was gradually introduced as the nation of

Israel was set aside. Israel's glory wanes with the wax

ing of the ministry of the apostle Paul. The first in

timation we have of God's dealings with the nations in

grace is given at Stephen's death. We get a nearer

glance in Saul's call on the road to Damascus and we

have still further intimations after he has been severed

from the rest and preaches justification outside the

land of Israel, to the other nations. In Pisidian Antioch

there was a company of people who were gathered

through the ministry of Paul. Here is where the church

began. But, if the church began there let us not im

agine for a moment that the present administration

began there. We must distinguish between the two.

Let us not imagine that the church there had all the

truth that was revealed later. As Paul goes to Philippi,

Thessalonica, and Corinth he continues to gather

together companies of people who are members of the

ecclesia which is Christ's body. The church which is

His body appears in the book of Acts, but it is not so

spoken of because there it is seen in connection with

the kingdom, and nothing is introduced but what is in

accord with that kingdom. The present ad

ministration, however, did not begin until after the

book of Acts is closed and Paul is a prisoner in Rome.

In the present administration much that has been

done in Paul's ministries is modified and changed.

Every truth that was proclaimed in his previous

ministries receives added luster because of the fact

that at this point even the tokens of Israel's political

place vanished and her ascendancy over the believers

among the nations has no longer any force. At this

point we are introduced to heaven, and all the
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blessings which the apostle Paul administers are

celestial. Consequently, they are not in'conflict with

the blessings of the nation of Israel. Here we have

"the body" but there is a distinction between this

body and that which existed before. In the body which

existed before, as described in Romans and

Corinthians, the members had various ranks and some

were subordinate to others, as the feet to the head. But

now it is a joint-body and all of the members are of

equal rank. Now the believers among the nations, in

spirit, are also joint enjoyers of a celestial allotment,

and joint partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus,

through Pauls evangel (Eph.3:6).

In closing we might suggest an illustration. When

did the United States begin? Some might go back to

the time when dissenters in England crossed over to

Holland. Some might go back to their arrival at

Plymouth Rock, where they had freedom to worship

according to their own consciences, but were still sub

ject to the king of England. That is something as it was

with the early church. Though not dependent upon

Israel for their worship they were subject to the decrees

issued from Jerusalem. But later on when the colonies

threw off tlje yoke of allegiance in the revolution, then

it was in a very real sense that the United States began.

The present economy did not commence until the close

of Acts. Long before this the truth was being taught and

the people prepared. From Stephen's death till Paul's

imprisonment there is this transition period that we

have hastily reviewed, which we sometimes designate

the interregnum.

The book of Acts is the answer, first of all, to our

Lord's prayer upon the cross: "Father, forgive them,

for they are not aware what they are doing!" It records

their response to the proclamation of pardon, and
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chronicles their apostasy and their gradual rejection.

But it also records God's answer to their apostasy, so

that He, instead of being balked in His purpose to bless

the other nations, makes their apostasy the basis of a

much greater, a much grander, grace than the nations

would have experienced if Israel had not apostatized.

There is no clear statement of the grace shown to us in

the book of Acts, yet all the symptoms of this grace

will be found and each symptom follows a crisis in the

apostasy of Israel. So, while we read the Acts let us

remember that God is dealing with the nation of Israel,

and as He deals with them and bears with their

apostasy He is making room for that grand display of

grace which we enjoy and which we will find fully

expounded in Paul's epistles, some of which were

written during this period. But the perfect expression

of the truth for us was not penned until he was a

prisoner at Rome after the action of this book had

ceased. Before we can appreciate the transcendent

grandeur of God's grace as revealed for us in Paul's

prison epistles we must close the book of Acts.

Paul was not present at Pentecost. He does not

appear until its powers began to fail and fade away.

The present grace is not a continuation or renewal of

Pentecostal power, but depends on the failure of all

that it promised. Paul would never have appeared, he

never could have fulfilled his mission if the twelve had

not been driven out of Jerusalem and the kingdom

proclamation become a complete collapse. Let us then

no longer look to Pentecost, or even Paul's ministry in

Acts, for present truth, but let us turn to his epistles,

especially those written at its close, for light for today.

A.E.K.

The issue of U.R. in memory of A. E. Knoch is available once

again in booklet form (no charge).



Studies in the Minor Prophets

HAGGAI

The scope, both of the universe and of the eonian

times is so vast that it seems way beyond our com

prehension. How can the countless worlds and all their

revolvings and changes, and the multitudes who have

lived and died on this earth, and all the events which

have occurred down through the ages and are yet to

occur—how can it all be reduced to a simple and clear

statement of purpose? Yet that is exactly what we are

given in such passages as Romans 11:36, 1 Corinthians

15:28 and Ephesians 1:10-12. There is a God of the

universe and of the eons Who is operating all for glory

in accord with the counsel of His will.

The pattern and meaning of the universe is really

very simple, yet how profound! All is out of God. All is

through God. All is for God. To God be the glory!

Once we learn this secret of God's will, to head up

the universe in the Christ, we can look back at the

events recorded earlier in Scripture, or look ahead at

events prophesied, or look around at events in our own

day, and we can begin to see how they all can fit into

this pattern. The cross of Christ is the focal point of all

the events of the eons, yet every event has its place in

the groaning and travailing which is so necessary for

the enjoyment of the freedom of the glory of the

children of God (Rom.8:20,21).

The occasion for the prophecy of Haggai was the

condition of the small band of Israelites who had
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returned to Jerusalem after the exile in Babylon. It was

"the season to build Yahweh's house" (1:2). This

matter which seems so insignificant in light of all the

problems of the ages, and even compared to other

events of that day, fully occupied the attention of the

prophet.

"And now, thus says Yahweh of hosts: Set your

heart on your ways" (1:5,7; cf 2:15,18). Their ways

were to be in accord with His ways, to bring glory to

Him (1:8; 2:9); and then peace (2:9) and blessing

(2:19) would come to them.

Who is Haggai to us? Of what importance to you

and me are Zerubbabel and Joshua (1:14)? Even

Darius the king (1:1) is an obscure figure in our

recorded histories. Then, too, the prophecies of the

upheaval given in 2:6,7,21,22 which is still to come

also seem somewhat irrelevant to us who are not

appointed to indignation (1 Thess.5:9). Yet everything

and everyone are part of the whole. We all are

involved in God's purpose of the eons.

There is, in fact, much in Haggai which is

specifically instructive to us. For one thing, the cer

tainty of Gods promises is underscored here. Yahweh

had not forgotten the word which He had contracted

with this people when they came forth from Egypt

(2:5), and still today God has not forgotten it even

though the temple built under Zerubbabel (2:23) has

long since disappeared. The glory and the peace and

the blessing are still to come, for Haggai viewed <jnly a

brief renewal that soon faded until another Messenger

would appear (compare Haggai 1:13 and Malachi

3:1). Yet even when the Lord Himself appeared nearly

two*thousand years ago it was not for the fulfillment of
the glories promised in Haggai 2:9.

Many bursts of hope as represented by Haggai's
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prophecy have risen and fallen once more. But the

promises remain. "For what if some disbelieve? Will

not their unbelief nullify the faithfulness of God? May

it not be coming to that! Now let God be true, yet

every man a liar . . ." (Rom.3:3,4).

Perhaps one of the most helpful contributions of this

little book is that it directs our attention to the fact

that God looks at current events far differently than

we do. What was happening in Jerusalem with a few

people, some of them elderly like Haggai himself, was

of greater historical moment than what was going on

in Babylon or Egypt or Greece, which our history

books tell us were the great civilizations of the day. It

is where His spirit is standing in the midst (Haggai

2:5) that the pattern of Gods operations becomes clear

and the glory shines through. So also today. "The

stupidity of the world God chooses, that He may be

disgracing the wise, and the weakness of the world

God chooses, that He may be disgracing the strong,

and the ignoble and the contemptible things of the

world God chooses, and that which is not, that He

should be discarding that which is, so that no flesh at

all should be boasting in God's sight. Yet you, of Him,

are in Christ Jesus, Who became to us wisdpm fromv

God, besides righteousness and holiness and

deliverance . . ." ftl Cor. 1:27-30).

Therefore, we are reminded to set our hearts on

Gods ways, especially His ways of grace and peace

Which are so vitally characteristic of our times. Thus

they may become our ways as well. "Become, then,

imitators of God, as beloved children, and be walking

in love, according as Christ also loves you, and gives

Himself up for us, an approach present and a sacrifice

to God, for a fragrant odor'* (Eph.5:l,2).

D.H.H.



Devotional Studies

GOD'S LOVE IN CHRIST

The expression "God is love" so easily falls from

human lips, but is the majesty of its meaning under

stood as it should be? And is the manner of it truly

appreciated? The understanding of it is sought for too

much in the realm of human rhetoric and soulish sen

timent, rather than in Scripture. Its scope, too, is

limited.

Let us think first, that it is God-communicated,

since it could not have been known, had God not

given it tangible expression in the Son of His love. But

how gloriously He has done this, the Word of His

grace truly shows. It is a love at once God-like and

filial in quality. Love of a living God, displayed in a

living Son, and in eons yet to come, to be even more

fully and triumphantly revealed, that all creation may

know its power. But there is a present sense of its

divine quality, as a poet well expresses it:

O Thou, in all Thy might so far,

In all Thy love so near,

Beyond the range of sun and star,

And yet, beside us here.

Beside us, in the ever-living, ineffable Christ, Who

has so wonderfully shown us "what manner of love the

Father has given us, that we may be called children of

God" (1 John 3:1). And such love, as displayed in Him
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and through Him, will not be denied complete ex

pression, since it is not love for the few alone, but for

all. Known, it may be, and experienced, only by the

few in the past and present, yet in the fullness of its

ocean flow, to be realized by all. And so great a

triumph of love does but wait on God.

In the meanwhile, however, God graciously ordains

that some here and some there shall enter into a

blessed experience of His vast love. And all such, if

they live up to the height of ther privilege as believers

in God, will daily prove His love in Christ. For that

love can only be truly known and grasped as in Him,

Gods dearly beloved Son.

God's love is more than the passing ebb and flow of

emotion. There is no variableness in it, no touches of

that partiality and caprice which so often marks

human liking. When we think of Christ and the

character of His love, we may well marvel. It was

shown to all, but how He seemed to single out the

poor and outcast, those whom the world so passes by!

But then, He loved as God loved. And how He will yet

display the Father's love is something to contemplate

with wonder.

Love delights to give. This is true, not only of the

Father of glory, but of the Son, the Effulgence of that

glory. From first to last, it is Gods love in Christ, and

the language, not only of the four accounts, but of all

the epistles, is explicit on the relationship between

Father and Son. Especially is it so in Pauls letters.

They excel in conveying the magnitude of Gods love.

Not only its ever present action and bearing upon our

lives, but also its satisfying conclusion. For it is a love

that will not let us go. It will let no one go!

Back of all life's strange happenings there is God's

love, and His love entails wisdom, and perfect under-
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standing of that which He desires to be accom

plished. Are not all souls precious in the sight of

God, while yet sinners? And, if God has brought us to

a knowledge of Himself while here below, it was of

His will and purpose. When Christ died at Golgotha,

He died for all And all will know it, and blessedly, but

in God's time and way. This is God's purpose, and will

yet be seen as the grand outcome of His love.

It has been said by many, "what difference is there

between believers and unbelievers, if all are saved at

last, and no one is lost?" Indeed, there is a world of

difference. The multitudes who do not now believe,

miss so much of joy and peace in believing. They miss

all that it means to be living in the will of God and the

faith of Christ. And, greater still, all that it will mean

in the eons to come.

Should we not, then, value more highly this rare

embracive love of God? With what impassioned

utterance Paul sets it forth! What peace and assurance

thousands must have inbreathed, as they dwelt upon

the apostle's arrestive statements in his letter to the

Romans! "What shall be separating us from the love of

God in Christ Jesus?" Then follows the forceful

answer, still in question form. And it is of interest to

note, that in the whole series of statements, there are

nine question marks. The way, too, in which question

answers question, invites and holds attention. Telling

use is also made of the terms neither and nor. In such

language Paul brings out the power of God's love in

Christ. He conveys to our minds the strength of such

words, so that we may well take them to heart.

"What shall be separating us from the love of God

in Christ Jesus? Affliction, or distress, or persecution,

or famine, or nakedness, or danger, or sword? . . . Nay!

in all these we are more than conquering through Him
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Who loves us. For I am persuaded that neither death

nor life, nor messengers, nor sovereignties, nor the

present, nor what is impending, nor powers, nor

height, nor depth, nor any other creation, will be able

to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus, our

Lord" (Rom.9:35-39).

What an exhaustive list! How guarded are we from

the operations, and also the nature of things which

would make for separation. Truly, "the God of love

and of peace" is with us. How completed are we by

such love "for the entire complement of God!"

How wondrous, too, and how perfect, the ending of

such love! For, permeating it, and giving it value and

purpose, is Gods design for the well-being of all His

vast creation. All stations of life, all degrees of ap

pointment, will share in the glorious scene which will

crown Christ's effectual and unforgettable reign. "For

thus God loves the world." Loves it because He made

it, not creating it in vain, that any part should be

waste, not giving to Him a glad and thankful response.

Christ did not give Himself for less than the salvation

of all. This is Gods great background for His evangel

of grace and glory. And it will shine out on no other. It

is God's power now, as proclaimed concerning the Son

of His love, and will be in the sight of the regal ma

jesty of Christ, in eons to come.

Now, the truth "God is love" finds expression in His

wisdom, His longsuffering, and many compassions

that fail not. And this, as His children, we prove. But

God is no indulgent Father, to give us all we want,

even when those wants may appear to be in the way of

service to Him. It is our need God thinks of. Thus, He

withholds and may still withhold, even as the God of

love. What lessons lie in this thought!

This great love must ever be associated with both
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Father and Son. Christ gave of that which was given

Him, given to Him by the Father. And how richly,

how inexhaustibly, Paul tells it out in that momentous

letter of His to the Ephesians. There, in what we may

term the finest introduction of a letter inscribed to

God's people, we see that it is in love, God is

"designating us beforehand for the place of a son for

Him through Christ Jesus/'

Could words be more moving to thrill the heart with

certainty and assurance, than these of the opening

chapter, and indeed, of the letter in completeness? If

then, we are to be "growing in the growth of God," it

must be in love (Eph.4:15,16). Well may it be that

"God is commending this love of His to us, seeing that

while we are still sinners, Christ died for our sakes"

(Rom.5:8,9).

The love of God in Christ. How worthwhile to know

it! Maybe now it seems to flow in rillets, and in ob

scure places, though always known to God and His

own. But in God's radiant day, when the crystal

stream of His salvation shall become, as it were, a

great river, it will mean life and blessing for all. For

then, it will in very truth be seen, and in the sight of

all creation, that God is love. Then, too, will such

desire as a poet so well expresses, be perfectly met.

Lord, Thou dost look, and love is in Thine eyes,

Thy heart is set upon me day and night,

Thou stoopest low to set me far above:

O Lord, that I may love Thee, make me wise:

That I may see and love Thee, grant me sight;

And give me love, that I may give Thee love.

William Mealand

Because of higher postage costs and printing expenses we will be

raising prices on most publications on July 1.
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SORROW OVER ISRAEL

(Romans 9:1,2)

The words of Romans 9:1-5 must be weighed very

carefully. Unless we grasp their import we will very

likely go astray in our understanding of the following

three chapters. All that is said in Romans 9, 10 and 11

develops from this sober statement at the beginning.

The apostle has triumphantly described our safe

position as objects of God's love "in Christ Jesus our

Lord" (8:39). Now he speaks "in Christ/' telling us of

his sorrow over the condition of Israel. His conscience

adds its testimony to his sorrow, and does so "in holy

spirit." The seriousness of Paul's distress is

emphasized by repetition: he tells the truth; he does

not lie; his sorrow is great; his heart is filled with un-

intermittent pain.

But the exultation of chapter 8 is not being replaced

by tragedy in chapter 9; rather, the reality and

assurance of God's love is being tested by the most ex

treme case Paul can think of. And all of this is to

prepare us for even greater exultation at the end of

chapter 11. The apostle Paul is nothing if not

thoroughly optimistic concerning the character and

operations of God. God's choice of Israel and His

dealings with this people will culminate in glory, and

not glory for them alone but for all nations, to the glory

of God Himself.
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We must accept Romans 9:1-5 as preparation for

11:25-36. Pauls pain and sorrow is real, but it is far

from hopeless. His distress does not express itself in

useless pity or blind rage, nor in futile efforts to

change what was happening. Rather Paul submits his

sorrow to his conviction that God is operating all

things for good. If we can find a positive purpose in

pain we can endure it (and even appreciate it) even

though this does not make the pain any less real.

Therefore, Paul's sorrow over Israel is a serious

matter, and the fact that he is aware of the solution

before he presents the problem does not change the

situation. Yet how carefully he builds up to the con

clusion! He does not immediately tell us that God has

purposed the stubbornness of this nation so that they

all might come to know the glory of His mercy. First

he considers other explanations of the situation to

show their deficiencies in a very graphic way. To say

that the promises to Israel are being rescinded or

transferred permanently to others does nothing to

relieve the pain. Such a " solution" fails even to

address the problem. Nor is it a solution to say that

God has a right and need to have vessels for dishonor,

and to leave the matter there. Again, such an ex

planation (although true as far as it goes) does not face

up to the pressing issue of Paul's distress. Nor is it a

solution to say that Israel is simply reaping what they

have sown; "it is their own fault/' How can such a

fact offer any hope?

The only solution which can fully meet the problem

Paul presents is the one he gives at the end of these

three chapters. Israel's callousness is neccessary, but it

is for a limited time only. It is preliminary to Gods dis

play of mercy and the fulfillment of His promises to

them. The Rescuer will arrive out of Zion. The new
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covenant will be established. Israel's sins will be

eliminated. And the entire nation will be saved to the

glory of God. But until then there are many dark days

for this people.

The truth I am telling in Christ. We should take

note of the association of 8:39 with 9:1 by means of the

phrases "in Christ Jesus our Lord" and "in Christ."

Paul locates his sorrow over Israel where he locates the

love of God. It is in Christ where we must contemplate

the mysteries of life and seek out their solutions. It is

where God's love is found that we must center our

thoughts, our words, our plans and our deeds. The

whole discussion of Romans 9-11 is carried on in the

light of the believer's position in Christ. Those who

have found themselves in Him will consider every

problem from this great perspective.

/ am not lying. No one would suppose that Paul is

lying, but he states the fact in order to stress the reality

of his sorrow. No doubt his fellow Israelites felt that

Paul was not genuinely concerned with their situation.

The kingdom promised them had not come, and he

was laboring among the nations.

Paul had taught that believers are secured by the

love of God, but this does not make him indifferent to

those who are being locked up in stubbornness, nor to

God's promises to this nation. It is sometimes thought

that any sort of assurance that God has everything

under control and is working out a purpose for the

good of all will produce apathy toward the travail of

the world and encourage careless living. But genuine

faith in this evangel of grace and peace has just the op

posite effect. A grasp of what God is accomplishing

through Christ makes everything in life more vital and

meaningful while it gives order and direction to our

spirits. This includes our compassion toward others (cf
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Phil.2:l) and our self-discipline (cf Titus 2:11,12). It is

only where we are burdened with a sense of

hopelessness and lack of direction that we become

apathetic and disorderly.

My conscience testifying together with me in holy

spirit.

Paul speaks much of his conscience. His conscience was

not left behind in an earlier economy. He speaks of con

science witnessing together with him in perfect agreement.

Very often conscience and "me" are at variance. When that

is so we know that the witness of conscience is true. An

enlightened conscience is a true witness for God. But when

conscience functions in holy spirit, as when Paul wrote these

words, it is absolutely infallible. The words were inspired

because the writer was inspired. Truth comes through

inspired personality. The renewing of the spirit restores to

conscience its rightful authority. That is not to say that the

conscience of every saint is renewed; but it does mean that

our conscience may be saved from insensibility and

perversion by the power of God.*

Paul's claim of sorrow is centered in Christ and in

holy spirit. This association cannot be related to the

credal doctrine of "the Trinity/' but there is a parallel

between Christ and God's Spirit here. Our position in

Christ is a spiritual one; it is invisible; and it is power

ful in that it invigorates us in life and in activity which

pleases God. If our thoughts are centered in Christ

they are directed by holy spirit. Paul speaks with all of

this in mind, which gives extraordinary credence to his

claim of sorrow over Israel. In his (unpublished) notes

on Romans E. H. Clayton observed, "It would be im

possible to make any greater claim to truthfulness."

That my sorrow is great, and unintermittent pain is

in my heart.

°George L. Rogers in Unsearchable Riches, Vol.27, pp.332,333.
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The present fad in testimony meetings and religious dit

ties is to declare one's happiness since believing. Truly the

saint is the only man who knows real joy and happiness. Yet

if he is a thoughtful, tender-hearted man, he must be

grieved by what he sees in the world and amongst his

kinsmen. The fuller his fellowship is with Christ the more

his heart will be pained by the condition of his unbelieving

kinsmen according to the flesh. Has not Paul ceased to

know Christ and all men after the flesh (2 Cor.5:16)? Yes;

but that is Israel's complaint. He speaks of a higher spiritual

kinship where there is neither Jew nor Greek. So Christ

spoke when He had been rejected (Matt. 12:14, 46-50). But

the recognition of a spiritual kinship did not mean that

Christ or Paul did not still love their kin according to the

flesh. Christ had made Paul a better lover of Israel and of all

men. Having given up his kin and their religious privileges,

Paul came to regard them with a sacrificial love that sur

passes all natural affection, for the love of the spirit is not

only for all men, but it recognizes and honors those family

and racial ties that God has made. All that Paul read in the

Scriptures about Israel's future, and all that he himself has

to say about their glorious restoration and God's elective

purpose did not take the pain out of his heart or cause him

to cease praying for their salvation. Saints know more of joy

and sorrow than others (U.R., Vol.27, p.333).

Indeed, as Pastor Rogers has observed above, there

is much sorrow and pain for the believer under present

circumstances, but it is a sorrow which is fully con

scious of the character and purpose of God. It is great

and unintermittent, though in comparison to the

future glory it is light and momentary (2 Cor.4:17).

THE APPRECIATION OF GRACE

In these few words of Romans 9:1,2 the apostle Paul

has prepared us for a great unfolding concerning the

purpose of God. The evangel of grace has not ceased
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with 8:39 nor will it end with 11:36. In fact, it con

tinues beyond Romans 16:27, for all that God has to

say to us is valuable in opening up our understanding of

His grace and His glory. In one way or another it is all

associated with the evangel.

The difference between Romans 9-11 and the

preceding portion is partly that the emphasis is no

longer on the facts of grace, but rather it is on the

appreciation of grace. Now we are discovering the

significance of this grace to our everyday troubles and

joys. To be in Christ is not only to be assured of

righteousness, deliverance, conciliation and

glorification; it is also the privileged position for us all,

moment by moment, for peace and endurance,

patience and happiness in the midst of earthly con

cerns and disappointments.

These verses bring the teachings of Romans 3-8 into

the realm of experience, while preparing us for further

teachings. What Paul was going through, and his

response to these troubles should become a pattern for

us. When he meets up with stress the believer has the

happy opportunity of meeting it in Christ. This

position which God has so graciously and gratuitously

given to us is for us all the time.

God is doing a great work, and He gives us extraor

dinary glimpses into its details in Romans. There is

meaning in the travail of creation and in the

callousness of Israel and in the distress we all feel over

the sufferings of our fellowman. In truth these sorrows

and pains are valuable to us, for, as Pauls experiences

did for him, they draw our attention to God and to His

glorious achievements in His Son, our Lord Jesus

Christ.

D.H.H.

(To be continued)
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The authority of truth means for us the full depend

ability of what God has revealed in His Word. But it

is far easier to make this claim than to establish and

defend all its implications. What we call God's Word

is, on the surface, a collection of writings handed

down through the centuries in many manuscripts

which differ in minute details and which have been

canonized by an unauthoritative tradition, though ob

viously in the providence of God. God has seen fit to

express His words through human channels in a

variety of ways and under a variety of circumstances,

far different from the rigid objectivity of a scientific

report.

We have given much effort to the search for God's

exact expressions, believing that the Scriptures are

God-inspired and are beneficial to us all (2 Tim.3:16).

Yet we put forth translations of the Word and ex

pository studies in awareness of our deficiencies and

shortcomings. For the "unashamed workman" the

work is never finished.

There appears to be only a thin line between accep

tance of the inspiration of the Scriptures and worship

of the written word. This may be why the Scriptures

have come down to us in such human form. The dif

ficulties of discerning exactly what God has said keeps

us humble and also helps us avoid putting the words

above the God they reveal.
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We must be even more guarded in our attitude

toward what good and devout men have written. Here

again we feel a loyalty and deep appreciation toward

those teachers who have helped us the most in under

standing God's Word. But we will not exalt their

words above the Scriptures and certainly not above

the God they sought to honor.

In this issue two relatively minor but nevertheless

thorny problems of interpreting the word of truth are

brought up in some detail. Herman Rocke gives his

understanding of Acts 15:39, and I offer my in

terpretation of Romans 9:3. Did Paul and Barnabas

separate in anger? And how are we to understand

Paul's desire to be anathema from Christ? We feel that

somehow these passages must harmonize with the

message of grace and peace which Paul was evangeliz

ing and contribute to our appreciation of the ways of

God.

In extended footnotes we discuss these problems of

interpretation. And in both cases there is reference

made to what A. E. Knoch wrote on the matters. This

is not because we feel constrained to hold fast to his
viewpoint, for indeed the discussion of Acts 15:39

differs at least in emphasis from what he wrote. And

while my thoughts on Romans 9:3 agree with those of

Brother Knoch, they differ from those of several of his

co-workers. (As a matter of fact, the position taken

here has been held by relatively few commentators,

the most notable supporter being the fifth century op

ponent of Augustine, Pelagius, with whom we would

have few points of agreement otherwise.) We do not

quote any men as authoritative but because we have

truly found their comments helpful and suggestive in

directing us to God's Word so that we might know
Him the better. D.H.H.
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WISDOM AND KNOWLEDGE

In God's Word wisdom invariably holds premier

place. The order is wisdom and knowledge, wisdom

being so supremely first. Knowledge may, however,

exist apart from wisdom, though they should dwell

together. This is God's ideal.

But what is wisdom as distinct from knowledge? It is

a quality of both heart and head, a power of

perception and discernment. Knowledge may teach

concerning things to be done, or left undone, but

wisdom directs as to time and fitness of doing. It in

volves the how and the when. There is a time, a

season, to everything "under the sun/' It was this

quality of wisdom God bestowed on Solomon.

"My heart had great experience of wisdom," writes

the wise man. But let us remember, it was a gift. God

had said, "Ask what I shall give thee." And Solomon

asked for "an understanding heart." His son, however,

began his reign by asking counsel from man. The

desire for wisdom, or understanding, should therefore

be among our requests to the "only, and wise God."

Knowledge is good and necessary, but apart from

wisdom, it fails in its true mission. It can be so partial,

so fragmentary! Not knowing the whole, nor the end

from the beginning, it can so easily be circumscribed

and thus narrow in outlook. "Knowledge puffs up, yet

love builds up. If anyone is presuming to know

anything, he knew not as yet according as he must

know" (1 Cor.8:l,2).

Knowledge is so often occupied with the structure

of truth, rather than with Him Who is the Truth. In
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Him are concealed "all the treasures of wisdom and

knowledge/' And to what a wonderful extent is

wisdom personified in Christ! This is clearly portrayed

in the eighth chapter of Proverbs. There we see our

Lord as the Beloved Associate of the Father, con

stantly with Him, and daily His delight.

Among men knowledge may be power, but with

God wisdom is the lovelier thing. Is it not the com

panion of love, which edifies and builds up? And does

it not go with real power? Of a truth, for Christ is "the

power of God and the wisdom of God." There is a

human wisdom, but it is more of a diplomacy, a power

of thought to secure a certain end and purpose. To

such an order, much in psychology belongs. It is of the

soul, rather than of the spirit.

Now reverence for God is but the beginning of

wisdom. It is not wisdom itself, or its end. There is a

deeper thought. Job had this reverence, but needed

the true wisdom of taking the place of the sinner

before God. Learning his lesson, he takes this place.

Zophar's was human wisdom, founded on human

merit.

Job voices enough of this wisdom as marking his

earlier days. And the "I" is very much in evidence.

Self-justification goes like a thread through his closing

discourse (Job 29-31). But how different the "I" when

God has dealt with him. Even so it is when God deals

with us that we become truly wise, when He brings us

to see the impressive issues of the heart.

And how wonderfully God can bring to the heart

the spirit and wisdom affiliated with grace. As,

perhaps, nowhere else, we see its portrayal in Paul's

epistles. His prayer in Ephesians, for instance, that

"the Father of glory may be giving you a spirit of

wisdom and revelation." And, in Colossians, that "you
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may be filled full with the realization of His will, in all

wisdom and spiritual understanding/'

Wisdom and knowledge, in their true order and ex

pression, are essential to life in Christ, and to its

outcome—Christ in life. He is the power and wisdom

of God. Therefore, our enrichment in everything is "in

Him, in all expression and all knowledge/' In Him.

For is not all that is worth having, worth being, and

worth knowing, in Him?

God gives us light through His Word. But, it is only

as we obey that light, that we come to know more and

more of His wondrous purpose. And to such a happy

consummation, wisdom and knowledge are perfectly

harnessed together. Knowledge alone, however, is in

sufficient. It is apt to become parrot-like, and to

stagnate, with a tendency to fall into ruts and grooves

of thought and action. And if we proceed only so far,

and then entrench, we are likely to become puffed up.

It has been said, "A little knowledge is a dangerous

thing/' We want, then, the great knowledge,

accompanied by love, which edifies and builds up.

This can only be as Christ is given His true meed of

praise. There should be such a presentation of Him as

fulfilling a stupendous purpose, the purpose of God, as

all minor issues are dwarfed thereby. Teaching which

simply makes for the bolstering up of a. cause, a sect or

system, is so easily apt to restrict fuller and more com

prehensive presentation of truth.

God is out for largeness in His rare purpose—the

reconciliation of the universe. And since Christ is the

Reconciler, and is all-victorious as giving Himself a

ransom for all, He should never be regarded in a

dimmer or lesser light. He is Head of the universe to

the ecclesia which is His body.

To see, therefore, only those parts of truth which
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relate to judgments prior to the grand climax of God's

purpose, is to obscure the vision of the whole. And

how regrettable it is, that some who lose sight of the

end in the means employed, should hurl anathemas at

the expounders of great truth—great truth just

because it exalts the Lord of glory as no other, because

it wreathes Him as the Son of God, and Saviour of all,

in completest sense.

Let us, then, remember that now, in this era of

grace, this unique interval of God's purpose, His

revelation is concerning things big, things to transpire

of a rare magnitude. Paul senses this, as from time to

time he breaks forth into eulogies and doxologies.

Note the figure thaumasmos, or wondering, he uses as

unfolded in the words: "O, the depth of the riches and

of the wisdom and of the knowledge of God!" Here is

an expression of feeling by way of wonder.

The outstanding word is "depth." It is this which

characterizes the wisdom and knowledge of God. And

what answers to depth, if it be not the universal note

in God's grace? By all means, let us dwell upon and

bring out the varied aspects of divine purpose. As in a

picture, there is a foreground, middle distance and

horizon, so with God's unfolding of His will and pur

pose. There is the immediate, the near future and the

distant scene. But the distant should dominate the
whole.

It is our wisdom to keep the end ever in view: God's

unimpaired consummation, when He will be

everything to everyone. Knowledge, of the intellect

alone, may say, "How can this be?" And, in self-

sufficient power, it will present seemingly insuperable

difficulties. Believing God's clean-cut statement,

however, we perceive the radiance of such a climax to

His purpose.
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Moreover, exulting in the evangel of the glory of

Christ, we see, not only its present possibilities, but

the satisfying future certainties which give it com

pleteness. So glorious a distant scene should give point

to the everyday of life. What a goal it is for thought,

and above everything else, the crowning touch of

redemption. Depth indeed, both of wisdom and

knowledge.

In keeping with such a vision, our whole standing is

of pure grace. And the wonder of it comes to us more

and more as the years go by. The grace of Ephesians

will especially stand out as filling our need. Its

doctrine is so simple, so clearly marked. We have but

to get steeped therein to see how eminently it suits our

pilgrim walk and life.

Wisdom and knowledge are compressed in such an

epistle: the singleness which is in Christ, as even the

depths of God! For those who would go all the way

with and for God, it is, as it were, the last word in

spiritual communication. Moreover, it is so balanced

by the companion epistles of Philippians and

Colossians. To breathe such an atmosphere is to learn,

as never before, the inner meaning of grace.

Again, one is ushered into truth beautifully new and

always fresh. No binding rite or ceremony intrudes,

nor is there any mystic creed to claim assent. At such

an altitude they are left below. There is only such at

tachment and belief as belongs to the evangel of the

glory of Christ. And what an epitome of wisdom and

knowledge resides in the unity of the spirit! One body.

And only one, in God's sight. One spirit. Sealing all,

and pervading all the members of His body. One ex

pectation. Truly fulfilling our own, and God's expec

tancy. One Lord. To an extent, and of a glory in

describable. One faith. Just that faith which relates to
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the saints in this interlude of grace. One baptism.

"Baptized into one body . . . made to imbibe one

spirit." Then, crowning all, "one God and Father of
all, Who is over all, and through all, and in all."

Knowledge of this order should never puff up.

Coming from the great Architect of glory Himself, it

should build up. In all true knowledge there is design.

But if only fragments are thrown together, though

they may form what to a child is pleasing, it is but a

brilliant kaleidoscope. It is as we think upon a thing,

and especially upon words, that we gain a truer and

fuller meaning.

Thinking for oneself is wisdom. Yet how few by

such thinking examine, question and verify what they

hear or read. In these days there is a glut of

knowledge, what with radio and journalism. Indeed,

one could almost visualize an illuminated sign with

the words: "Why think?". It is done for us in so many

ways, and quite strongly in theology. Far too much

reading is done, and listening in has become a fetish.

In both there lies the snare of the adversary.

Have we not noticed, however, that in the reading

of God's Book, there is a communication of freshness

and living thought? And, by thinking His thoughts

thereon, apart from all ideas imbibed from so-called

authorities, an ever-running stream of truth should

make and keep us wise. We shall be mature in Christ

Jesus. We shall also "stand mature and fully assured in

all the will of God."

Thus shall we be living in that world where God's

multifarious wisdom is sounded to great depths, and

perceived to an abiding satisfaction of heart. And, be

it remembered, such wisdom is "in accord with the

purpose of the eons, which He makes in Christ Jesus,

our Lord." This wisdom is not gleaned from books,
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creeds or commentaries. It is God's, to be perceived by
loving hearts intent upon His will. Celestial sovereign
ties and authorities are to receive a more intimate

knowledge of God's wonderful way with the erring
children of men, as the out-called of His grace witness
to the many facets of His wisdom. It is so manifold,
and so remarkably adapted to the carrying out of His
will.

How few reflect upon the quality of this wisdom! It
is so amazingly diversified, so marvelously fitted to all

the occasions of life. But we must perceive it so, ere we
can make it known to the beings above. In countless

ways, we may see God in life. He loads us daily with

lavish benefit and impartiality, with gifts no money

can buy. The world's wisdom is sometimes wonderful,

but His rides far above. It pervades life at every point,

with a richness and solace most blessedly its own. And,

wonder of wonders, our unworthiness does not stem its

flow. In spite of forgetfulness and fitful response, His

grace abounds.

What expressions of wisdom for the attention of our

celestial audience! What things to learn, that may not

be learned from their illustrious peers above! They see

the assembly below, hemmed in by a false civilization,

it may be toil-ridden, in dull round and routine, yet

withal, joyous of heart in God's most perfect peace.

They see the overcoming of evil with good, and all the

mysterious interplay of God's will and way with the

children of His choice. Truly, an education for the

shining orders above.

Upon ourselves a rare distinction is laid. God con

stitutes us His dwelling place, in spirit. By His wisdom

He assigns us a place in His family, a position unique,
and indescribable. He would have us to be imitators of

Himself, as beloved children. What a thought and
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ideal to live up to! Were it not that He chooses us for

such honor, and by His grace inclines us thereto, there

would be presumption in the thought. But, it is all of

Himself. And, as we sound the depths of wisdom and

knowledge, we give as we receive.

May our lives be eloquent in the declaration of His

manifold wisdom! True knowledge lies in receiving it,

and real blessing in the making of it known. So may

we voice the wonder of God's grace, and the depth of

Christ's love, even till all shall own their sway.

As o'er each continent and island

The dawn leads on another day,

The voice of prayer is never silent

Nor dies the strain of praise away.

The sun that bids us rest is waking

Our brethren 'neath the western sky,

And hour by hour fresh lips are making

Thy wondrous doings known on high.

William Mealand

BIBLE CONFERENCES

July 28-August 1: Michigan Summer Fellowship on the theme,

"Love," at Grace and Truth Chapel, Box 84, Baldwin MI 49304.

July 18 and August 22: Special Saturday gatherings are set for

these two dates at 15570 Knochaven Road, Canyon Country CA

91351.

September 13-20: Dean Hough will be the speaker for the Fall

Evangelistic Services at the Pauline Church of Christ in Fairview,

South Carolina. There will be two meetings on both the Sundays

and one evening service Monday through Friday. The host is

Pastor Randall Grandy, Rt.2, Box 35, Wagener SC 29164.

November 27-29: The Scripture Study Group Conference will

be held at the Holiday Inn in Clearwater, Florida. For details con

tact John W. Braucht, 6201 29th Ave. North, St. Petersburg FL
33710 (phone 813-247-2051).



Notes on Ezekiel

DISASTER AND MIRACLE

The loss of things we are attached to, home, familiar

surroundings, jobs, possessions, and most of all,

friends, is a great tragedy. Generally we are able to

bear the afflictions of flesh and face the opposition of

enemies better. It is when our hopes are destroyed that

we cave in.

THE DISASTER

Ezekiel was among the exiles in Babylon on that

dark day when the great siege of Jerusalem began (cf

Ezek.24:l; 2 Kings 25:1; Jer.52:4). He was aware that

this would end in the destruction of the city and tem

ple ("coveted by your eyes," verse 21), and in the

scattering of the survivors. And it was his duty to tell

this to his fellow exiles in the morning. Then, in the

evening his wife ("coveted by your eyes," verse 16)

died (Ezek.24:15-18). Yet there were to be no tears or

mourning for these disasters (verses 16,23).

The symbol of the pot filled with corrosion given at

the beginning of this chapter is a summing up of the

hopelessness of Jerusalem's situation. The pot was

"the city of blood" (6,9), the fire was the siege, and

the bones were the children of Israel who remained in

the city. It was time for this vast, rusty-red mass of cor

rosion to come to an end (11), and the thoroughness of

its destruction was too tragic for tears.

THE MIRACLE

But there is another day to come. It is not God's
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purpose simply to recover the loss and restore the

situation to a previous glory. Instead He will perform a

miracle which will open eyes to knowledge and glory

never before imagined, which will shine all the

brighter and will be enjoyed all the better because of

the darkness which has intervened. He replaces

hopelessness, not by new hope, but by the certainty of

undiminishing strength and elation (24-27).

Here again Ezekiel himself becomes the symbol of

Yahweh's purpose for Jerusalem. He becomes a

miracle in the midst of the deportation. His muffled

lips which could not mourn will be freed for rejoicing,

and he will speak. His words, which shall surely be the

words of 36:21-38, will make Yahweh known as He

truly is.

TEXTUAL NOTES

In our present edition of Ezekiel we have added the

words and cast in verse 4, the entire last sentence of

verse 14 and the phrase, just as He instructed me, in

verse 18, from the Septuagint (lxx). The word con

sume in verse 5 replaces the Hebrew word for bowl

(perhaps used in the sense of "heap up in a ball"). The

lxx pronoun I is used twice in verse 7 for the Hebrew

it, and in verse 14 it is taken from the lxx, Syriac and

other manuscripts, replacing the pronoun they which

appears in the Masoretic Text.

On the basis of the lxx reading we have conjectured

changes of certain Hebrew words in verses 10 and 12.

The phrase empty the broth is similar to the Masoretic

reading compound the compound ("mix the com
pound"), and the words Shameful is are similar in

appearance to the Masoretic Text's words in fire.

D.H.H.



The Word ofGod and of the Lord

AMICABLE ARRANGEMENTS

At the Jerusalem conference James had demanded

that Gentile believers ought to respect conscientious
objections of their Jewish brethren by abstaining from
certain things. Luke gives us the following digest of

his request: "J decide not to be harassing those from
the nations who are turning back to God, but to write

an epistle to them to be abstaining from ceremonial

pollution with idols, and prostitution, and what is

strangled, and blood. For Moses, from ancient

generations, city by city, has those who are heralding

him, being read on every sabbath in the synagogues'*

(Acts 15:18-21).
The observance of these decrees should allow table

fellowship between believers of Jewish and Gentile

birth wherever there was a desire for closer social con

tact on both sides. Yet no special effort to promote

such contact was ever made. Hence even some

prominent Jewish believers avoided table fellowship

with Gentile brethren later in Syrian Antioch (cf

Gal.2:12,13).

James had a special word for the Pharisaic faction at

the Jerusalem conference. They had demanded that

the law of Moses be taught and observed among Gen

tile believers. But James pointed out that the Gentiles

had an opportunity to learn the Mosaic law in the local

synagogues where it was read publicly every sabbath.

Hence no harassment of Gentile believers would be

tolerated.
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THE JERUSALEM DECREES

At the end of the conference, so Luke reports, it

seemed good "to the apostles and the elders, together

with the whole ecclesia, choosing men from among

them, to send to Antioch together with Paul and Bar

nabas, Judas, called Bar-Sabbas, and Silas, leading

men among the brethren" (Acts 15:22).

Since emissaries from the Pharisaic faction had

recently caused considerable disturbance among the

brethren in Syrian Antioch (cf 15:1,2), it was necessary

for James to point out in his circular letter that those

previous visitors from Jerusalem had no assignment

from him, while the present delegates, Judas and Silas,

came as authorized representatives of the Jerusalem

ecclesia. James wrote: "It seems good to us, in coming

to be of one accord, choosing men, to send them to

you with our beloved Barnabas and Paul, men who

give up their souls for the name of bur Lord Jesus

Christ. We have then commissioned Judas and Silas,

and they are reporting the same by word" (15:25-27).

James left no doubt about it that Barnabas and Paul

were also fully accredited envoys from the Jerusalem

conference where it was well known that they had

hazarded their lives for the name of Jesus Christ.

These words were intended to heal the breach

between the brethren in Syria and those in Judea. The

four-member delegation would report on the outcome

of the conference, and the testimony to be given in

Antioch by Barnabas and Paul was to be corroborated

by the concurrent testimony of Judas and Silas. Thus

the unity between believers of Jewish and Gentile

birth was emphasized, while the independence of the

Pauline ecclesias was implied in the remainder of the

official epistle:
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"For it seems good to the holy spirit and to us in

nothing to be placing one more burden on you save

these essentials: to be abstaining from idol sacrifices,

and blood, and what is strangled, and prostitution;

from which, carefully keeping yourselves, you will be

well engaged. Farewell!" (15.28,29).

At the conference James had introduced the three

abstention decrees with the words: "J decide not to be

harassing those from the nations . . . but to write an

epistle to them . . . ." When his decision was approved

by the apostles and the elders together with the whole

ecclesia, when apparently no one had objected to the

decrees, worded as they were, and no one had taken

exception to a single point or item, then James

concluded that the corporate decision of the con

ference seemed good to the holy spirit. Even though,

James was careful not to give the appearance that his

epistle was just another law (or a law of precepts in

decrees, as Paul called it years later, Eph.2:15); for

James had no power of enforcing the strict observance

of the abstention decrees. Hence he just wrote: "You

will be well engaged" if you keep yourselves from

these things. He meant to say, you will engage in

what is good, putting good things into practice (cf

Keyword Concordance, page 229, practice).

PAULINE INJUNCTIONS: FOR THE GLORY OF GOD

The Jerusalem decrees were practical guidelines,

yet without any spiritual background. When Paul

dealt with similar problems, he warned his readers not

to become a stumbling block to the weak one, "the

brother because of whom Christ died," even though

"food will not give us a standing before God" (cf

1 Cor.8:M2).

"Felowship among God's saints should not be based
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on knowledge or ignorance. God receives us even

when we are feeble in faith. We should not cut from

our fellowship one who does not follow all our deduc

tions from the Scriptures. Neither should we make

light of his scruples. No foods are forbidden now. Yet

the undoubted wisdom of the food regulations under

the law may well help us to determine what is best,

without abridging our liberty to eat all things with a

good conscience. We may not dictate to one another in

these things. They are to be settled by the individual

conscience before God" (Concordant Commentary,

page 244).

When Paul dealt with the sin of prostitution in

1 Corinthians, he elevated this topic to a higher,

spiritual sphere and asked his readers: "Are you not

aware that your body is a temple of the holy spirit in

you, which you have from God, and you are not your

own?" Then the apostle added: "For you are bought

with a price. By all means glorify God in your body"

(cf 6:9-20).

Table fellowship with unbelievers could present a

problem in Corinth, for it was not always easy to

ascertain whether or not the meat came from idol

sacrifices. Would the believer be inquisitive and bent

on finding out about the origin of the meat? Paul

recommended "examining nothing because of con

science. Yet if anyone should be saying to you, 'This is

a sacred sacrifice,' do not eat." Thus the apostle con

cluded: "Then, whether you are eating or drinking, or

anything you are doing, do all for the glory of God.

And become not a stumbling block to Jews as well as

to Greeks and to the ecclesia of God" (cfl Cor. 10:25-

33).

Paul laid down the general rule in view of the weak;

in "sinning against brethren, and beating their weak
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conscience, you are sinning against Christ"

(1 Cor.8:12). The apostle's maxim, his foremost

spiritual guideline, was to glorify God and to do all for
His glory.

James' decrees were intended to win the ac

quiescence of all participants at the conference; his

compromise was a concession to the pious flesh and

was as devoid of spirit as a municipal ordinance: Keep

it, "and you will be well engaged."

ARRIVAL IN ANTIOCH

"They indeed then being dismissed, came down to

Antioch, and gathering the multitude, hand them the

epistle. Now, reading it, they rejoiced at the con

solation. Both Judas and Silas, they also being

prophets, by many a word entreat and establish the

brethren. Now after spending some time they were

dismissed with peace from the brethren to those who

had commissioned them. Yet Paul and Barnabas

tarried in Antioch, teaching and bringing the evangel

of the word of the Lord, with many others also" (Acts

15:30-35).

During the weeks while they covered the 400-mile

distance between Jerusalem and Syrian Antioch, there

was ample opportunity for exchanging views and ex

periences. It is conceivable that Silas was especially

interested to learn how the Galatians had accepted the

word of the Lord, and how the Roman authorities had

responded to Jewish provocations. Silas was a Roman

citizen; Paul referred to this fact in Acts 16:37. Silas

may have been his Hebrew name; yet his Latin name

appears in the introductory verses of both letters to the

Thessalonians and in 2 Corinthians 1:19. In the clos
ing lines of his first epistle, Peter mentions Silvanus as

a faithful brother (5:12).
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After their arrival in Syrian Antioch, Silas and Judas
reported about the Jerusalem decrees; they also
established the brethren in the faith. Perhaps it was

Silas who reported in more detail about Peter's address

in which he had emphasized the important spiritual

truth that "through the grace of the Lord Jesus we are

believing, to be saved in a manner even as they" (Acts

15:11).

Luke writes in verse 33 that the two Jerusalem

delegates "after spending some time, were dismissed

with peace" and returned to those [in Jerusalem] who

had commissioned them. The reading of verse 34 (Yet

it seemed good to Silas to remain there) does not

occur in the three most ancient nearly complete Greek

manuscripts (Alexandrinus, Vaticanus, Sinaiticus);

hence this variation is omitted in the Concordant

Literal New Testament. Verse 34 was obviously

inserted by a later hand in order to explain why Silas is

mentioned again in verse 40.

However no such interpolation was necessary. Acts

15:33 clearly implies that both Judas and Silas

returned to Jerusalem; Paul and Barnabas tarried in

Antioch according to verse 35; and verse 36 begins

with a quite indefinite time note: "after some days."

Hence a few months may have passed between the

dismissal of Judas and Silas in verse 33, and the depar

ture of Paul and Silas in verse 40.

INCITATION TO AN AMICABLE ARRANGEMENT

"Now, after some days, Paul said to Barnabas, 'By

all means, turning back, we should be visiting the

brethren at every city in which we announce the word

of the Lord, to see how they are faring.' Now Barnabas

intended to take along with them John also, who is

called Mark. Yet Paul counted the man who
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withdraws from them from Pamphylia and comes not

with them to the work—this man not worthy to take

along. Now they became incensed* so as to recoil from

one another. Besides Barnabas, taking Mark along,

sails off to Cyprus" (Acts 15:36-39).

In verse 39, Luke obviously reports the result of the

dispute between Paul and Barnabas. Now, what was

the result? Was it an incitation in a good sense, toward

an amicable arrangement, or was it an incitation in an

evil sense, so as to sever all relations and recoil from

one another? Actually there was no such severance

ever. Paul obviously kept Barnabas in high regard, and

the latter was known to the brethren in Corinth and

•Both in classical and in sacred Greek, the noun paroxusmos,

(BESiDE-SHARpening, incitation; incite in Heb.lO:24, incensed in

Acts 15:39) and the verb paroxund (beside-sharpcii; incite in Acts

17:16, incense in 1 Cor. 13:5) could be used either in a good or in

an evil sense (cf Keyword Concordance, p. 155). Hence there is an

incitation to love and ideal acts, but love is not incensed [to

resentment] (c/Heb.lO:24 and 1 Cor.l3:5).

Depart and separate are our variants for chorizo (spACEize); for

apochorizo (FROM-sPACEize) we might just as well say depart away

instead of recoil, though "recoil" may simply mean "draw back"

without the implied sense of horror as when one recoils at the sight

of a rattlesnake. There was certainly no such recoiling meant in

Acts 15:39; and A. E. Knoch said in his Concordant Commentary,

page 203: "Though it was impossible for them to longer work

together, they evidently made amicable arrangements to divide

between them the territory of their former journey."

as-besides is our standard for hoste, so that, so as. This con

junction does not express degree (so incensed as to recoil), but

rather consequence or result (incensed so as to recoil; cf Keyword

Concordance, p.275).

The first two words in verse 39 are egeneto de, it became yet, or:

now it came to be. By using an English noun (incitation) for the

Greek noun (paroxusmos\ and the variant depart away instead of

recoil, we have a possible alternative translation for Acts 15;39.

"Now it came to be [an] incitation [for] them to depart, away from

one another."
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Colosse {cf 1 Cor.9:6 and Col.4:10; as to Mark cf

2Tim.4:ll).

We believe that there was no altercation, but a dis

pute between Paul and Barnabas, that they did not

separate in anger, but rather departed from one

another and from the Antiochene ecclesia with an in

citation in the good sense, "considering one another to

incite to love and ideal acts" (Heb. 10:24).

H.H.R

(To be continued)

NEW WORKERS

We welcome to our staff three new workers from Ohio. They are

Jim and Sue Coram and Tony Nungesser, who will be assisting us

with a variety of chores in the office and warehouse. They have

brought along some valuable printing equipment also which we
are putting to use.

BROTHER OBLENDA'S REPORT

During recent hot weather in the southern Philippines Bro.

Oblenda was hospitalized for three days for a severe asthma attack.

Yet thankfully he has been able to continue much of his work,
visiting the brethren, translating and publishing scriptural articles

in Cebuano and bringing messages from the Word as opportunity
arises. He writes, "I could only say like Paul, 'Whenever I am

weak, then I am strong/ "

BACK IN STOCK

The following publications are available once again: Eternal
Torment or Universal Reconciliation?, Adolph Ernst Knock, 1874-

1965 and Bro. Essex's pamphlet from England, The Circle of the
Twelve.



Correctly Cutting the Word of Truth

THE ADDRESS

ON THE ENVELOPE

PART ONE

God has revealed Himself in many ways in His Word.

The historic, prophetic and literary portions are

usually in the form of short scrolls or pamphlets. His

latest and highest communications have come to us in

the form of letters, or, being formal and of a public

character, epistles. When the postman brings a large

stack of mail, we must first sort it out, if several receive

their letters at the same address. Before we open it and

read it we must make sure for whom it is intended.

In early days there were no envelopes, so the

address of an epistle was always the burden of the

opening lines. Hence the epistolary portions of the

Scriptures are usually introduced by some specific in

dication as to the particular person or persons from

whom the epistle comes and to whom it is to go. Peter

and James are especially particular on this point.

JAMES TO THE TWELVE TRIBES

None of the circumcision epistles so clearly in

dicates the class to whom it is written as the letter of

James to the twelve tribes in the dispersion. Its conflict

with Paul's epistles is so pronounced that Luther

rejected its authority, and endless attempts have been

made to find a means of reconciliation, without com

ing to any satisfactory solution. Once it is
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apprehended that this epistle is for a different people

and a distinct administration, all need of reconciliation

vanishes and we are not tempted to adjust one to the

other.

The epistle begins, "James> a slave of God and the
Lord Jesus Christ, to the twelve tribes in the disper

sion/' Nothing can be plainer than the fact that this

letter is addressed to a special class. It is not for the

tribes in the land. It is absolutely impossible to apply it

indiscriminately to the nations without causing the ut

most confusion.

PETER TO THE DISPERSION

Peter wrote to the expatriates of the dispersion in

the upper provinces of what is now called Asia Minor.

This conclusively confines it to the Circumcision, for

the Gentiles were never scattered there from their own

land. This cannot, however, refer to the general dis

persion of the Jews, for few of them were of the faith.

It doubtless refers to the fact that, from the dispersion
at the stoning of Stephen, continuous persecutions in

the land had driven many Jewish Christians into exile.

After seeking an asylum from their fierce fellow

countrymen among the idolators, they found that

these, too, turned persecutors because of false charges

against them in an edict from Nero.

These Circumcision epistles are not addressed to us

today. They doubtless will find their fullest

application to the sons of Israel after the present ad

ministration of God's grace has passed by, and God

deals once more with the Circumcision at the opening

of the day of the Lord. Then judgment will begin at

the house of God, and they will be beset with trials,

such as these epistles foretell and provide for. Only in

such an atmosphere and at such a time will the
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message Peter brings be fully appreciated and really

understood. Just as it was difficult for him to

apprehend the epistles of Paul (2 Pet.3:16), so it is

only by an earnest effort to place ourselves in the

position of those to whom these epistles are sent, that

we shall be able to partially apprehend their message.

Peter received his commission to write these epistles

from the Lord, after his ascension. On the shores of

the sea of Tiberius, after the miraculous draft of fishes,

he is charged to graze His sheep (John 21:15-17). This

is the ministry which he fulfills in these pastoral

epistles. The people addressed, unlike "the church

which is His body," are "a chosen race, a royal

priesthood, a holy nation."

THE EPISTLES OF JOHN

John, just as truly as Peter and James, ministered to

the Circumcision, and referred to the nations as out

side the sphere of fellowship (c/3 John 7). Even when

he widens the scope of blessing to include the whole

world, he lays the heaviest stress on its relation to the

favored nation. "He is the Propitiatory Shelter

concerned with the whole world also" (1 John 2:2).

The clue to the character and application of John's

ministry, both personal and written, lies in the Lord's

question to Peter (John 21:22), "If I should be wanting

him to be remaining till I am coming, what is it to

you?" The Lord did not say that he actually would

remain alive until His return, but we have little room

to doubt that, in spirit, this is true. His writings have

special application to those who enter the Kingdom

without dying, and provide the doctrinal basis of the

Kingdom itself. This is further confirmed by the fact

that, in his apocalyptic visions, John enters the

Kingdom, in spirit.
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It is a striking fact that John never appeals to his

apostleship in his epistles. In the second and third

letters he is simply an elder. This accords with the

private character of these short notes, yet it un

doubtedly reflects the waning authority of the twelve

apostles as the apostasy of the chosen nation

developed. They are not given any place in Jerusalem

in the latter part of the book of Acts.

THE EPISTLES OF PAUL

In his epistles Paul always prefixes his name and

usually follows with the character he assumes in

writing and a concise description of those he is

addressing. The name "Paul" has a strange sound to

one accustomed to the Hebrew titles of so many of the

ancient scrolls. Of course, Paul was an Israelite, like

most of the other sacred penmen, but God changed his

Hebrew name, Saul, to a foreign one, "Paul." This

change was made at that crisis in his career when he

was severed from his associates for a special ministry to

the nations (Acts 13:2,3). Not only that, but the very

first time that we read of the evangel being

proclaimed directly to a Gentile, not a proselyte, we

are told casually that Saul "is also Paul." Furthermore

this Gentile was also called by this name, for he was

the proconsul Sergius Paul. Still more significant are

Paul's dealings with Elymas, the magician, who

sought to pervert the proconsul from the faith. He un

doubtedly is representative of Israel, and foreshadows

the opposition to Paul's ministry for the nations. The

climax is capped by Paul's miracle, so unlike his other

gracious deeds. He brought blindness on the apostate

Jew "until the appointed time." What a marvelous

miniature of Paul's ministry! During Israel's blindness

he brings salvation to the nations (Acts 13:6-12).
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Paul introduces himself according to the character

of the epistle. Is it concerned with service? Then he

speaks of himself as a slave. Is it authoritative? Then

he appears as an apostle. Where fellowship is the

theme he associates others with him in his salutation.

The Perfection epistles, Ephesians, Philippians and

Colossians, are fine examples. As he alone is the

authoritative revelator of the secret of the joint body,

he presents his credentials in Ephesians as an apostle;

as service and fellowship are uppermost in Philippians,

he introduces himself as a slave, along with Timothy;

as Colossians is concerned with correction and com

munion, he is again an apostle, along with Timothy.

The revelation of the secrets depends^ on the

authority of Paul as an apostle. There were not

wanting those who questioned or denied his right to

the title. He was not one of the twelve. He could not

qualify for such a place. He did not become an apostle

until after the main ministry of the twelve had been

accomplished. The one who took Judas' place had to

be taken from among those who had been with Christ

all the time from John's baptism until His ascension

(Acts 1:21,22). This was the one condition, and Paul

had not been with Him at all. Moreover, his

apostleship was based on the very reverse of this. It

was necessary that he should not know our Lord until

after His ascension, for he is the apostle of Christ

Jesus, the glorified, not Jesus Christ, the rejected

Messiah.

The title apostle has often been defined as "one

sent." But it has not the usual element for send, which is

pemp. Apostle is made up of two elements, apo, from

and stel, put. Its literal meaning is to put someone at a

distance, as a representative. Its nearest English

equivalent is commissioner. An apostle was given a
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commission, with authority to enforce it. The com

missions for the twelve were given them by the Lord
while He was yet with them. Paul did not receive his

from them or through them, but from the Lord
Himself. The vast difference between his commissions

and those of the twelve should show how utterly im

possible it is that Paul should be numbered with the

eleven.

Repeatedly, Paul ascribes his apostolic office to the

will of God (1 Cor.1.1; 2 Cor.lrl; Col.l:l; 2 Tim.ltl).

None of the twelve do this. They were chosen by

Christ in accord with the revealed counsel of God.

Their commissions, their careers, all about them, were

in line with Yahweh's promises in the Law and in the

Prophets and in the Psalms. Some details and

developments may have been secret, but their whole

course was in keeping with a program previously

prepared. One of the special points in Paul's call was

that he should know God's will (Acts 22:14). This can

not refer to a knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures, but

to matters still unrevealed. It was Paul's special

privilege to explore new and unknown fields of God's

purpose. To be appointed an apostle by His will is

suggestive of a fresh departure in the divine activities.

A.E.K

PRICE CHANGES

Because of rising publishing and mailing costs we are increasing

the prices on some of our items. We will still not meet the costs of

printing and distributing the literature, and we will continue to

provide most items in reasonable numbers free of cost to those who

have a limited income. The price increase will apply only to

booklets and pamphlets which are the most costly items to mail.

Tracts are free for single copies, and in quantities they will be 25

for $1.00. The new prices are given on the inside back cover of this

issue.



God's Glory in the Ecclesia

THE MINISTRY OF THE ECCLESIA

We have already seen that God has a glory in the

ecclesia now, in that, by virtue of the riches of His

grace, we have been transformed from what we once

were—"children of indignation, even as the rest"—

into what we now are, "His achievement, being

created in Christ Jesus for good works."

But what are we to say about His glory in the

ecclesia in the future? We are told that He is to have

glory in the ecclesia and in Christ Jesus for all the

generations of the eons of the eons. This is not a

fleeting glory but a lasting one.

In Ephesians 2:6, we are told that God "vivifies us

together in Christ. . . and rouses us together and seats

us together among the celestials, in Christ Jesus, that,

in the oncoming eons [plural], He should be display

ing the transcendent riches of His grace in His

kindness to us in Christ Jesus." Twice we are

reminded by the apostle that "in grace are you saved,"

and it is in line with this salvation in grace that God is

able, first, to display in us the transcendent riches of

His grace, and, second, to use us to display those same

riches to the rest of the universe. Let us keep these two

points ever in mind as we continue our study.

GOOD WORKS PREPARED BY GOD

In Ephesians 2:10, Paul speaks of "good works,

which God makes ready beforehand, that we should

be walking in them." Whatever these works are, they
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are in contrast to the kind of works mentioned in verse

9, which are works which we conceive as of ourselves,
and which would give us room for boasting if we could

achieve anything by them. No, these are works which

God Himself has prepared, and, let us note that it is

not suggested that we should do these works (which

might imply that we should have some constructive

part in preparing them), but rather that we should be

walking in them.

One of the main themes of the Ephesian epistle is

walking, mentioned seven times, and all in connection

with conduct or deportment. In chapter 2, verse 1, we

are told we once walked in "offenses and sins," and

the walk in verse 10 is in distinct contrast to this.

When God takes us out of one condition, He places us

in another in which He Himself has prepared all that

is necessary to enable us to fulfill the part He has

allotted for us. He "is able to do superexcessively

above all that we are requesting or apprehending"

(Eph.3:20).

What are the "good works" which God makes ready

beforehand? We are not specifically told, in so many

words, but, whatever they are, they must surely be in

line with the ministry committed to the ecclesia back

in 2 Corinthians 5. We remember that this was where

Paul finally repudiated the flesh, and announced a

new creation in Christ Jesus. Immediately following

this announcement, he outlines a new ministry for

those in Christ Jesus, for he says (v.18), "Yet all is of

God, Who conciliates us to Himself through Christ,

and is giving us the dispensation of the conciliation,

how that God was in Christ, conciliating the world to

Himself, not reckoning their offenses to them, and

placing in us the word of the conciliation.*9

The word Yet connects this passage with what has
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gone before. In the previous verses, Paul has finally

repudiated the flesh—"we, from now on, are

acquainted with no one according to flesh"—and has,

proclaimed the truth of the new creation, into which

he has placed everyone who is in Christ. Now he im

mediately outlines a ministry which is in keeping with

that new creation. How we should take heed to the

words of the apostle at this point! For only a ministry

of conciliation is compatible with the concept of the

ecclesia, which is the body and complement of Christ.

This is, in fact, the only ministry in which we are

authorized and commissioned to serve, for God has

placed in us the dispensation of the conciliation.

Could anything be more precise? We, being once

enemies, have been conciliated to God through the

death of His Son (Romans 5:10). We are therefore at

peace with God, and are commissioned to pass on this

message of peace to others. Indeed, just as the evangel

of grace was committed to Paul for him to dispense, so

to us is given the dispensation of the conciliation. For

in us God has placed the word of the conciliation.

AMBASSADORS FOR CHRIST

And the next verses describe how this ministry is to

be conducted. "For Christ, then, are we ambassadors,

as of God entreating through us. We are beseeching:

'For Christ's sake, be conciliated to God/ For the One

not knowing sin, He [God] makes to be sin for our

sakes that we may be becoming God's righteousness in

Him."

'For Christ, then, are we ambassadors." The basis

of the conciliation is the sacrifice of the One not know

ing sin. He was made to be sin so that sin itself should

be destroyed. Thus the barrier which bars creation

from God is taken away. We now become ambassadors
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for Christ, preaching this great truth to all. And be it

noted that, whenever we preach the word of the con

ciliation, we become mouthpieces of God Himself. It

is "as of God entreating through us." Is not this

wonderful? A privilege to be esteemed? An honor not

to be despised? And does it not impose upon us a

responsibility to keep the message pure and un

adulterated?

"For Christ's sake." How this expression has been

profaned by humanity! In the mouths of men it has

become at best a meaningless expression and at worst

a total irreverence. Here it bears its true meaning. Let

us always use it with due respect and dignity, bearing

in mind the extent of Christ's sufferings before and on

the cross, and remembering that these form the basis

of the peace without which reconciliation between

God and His creatures is impossible (Col. 1:20).

The word of the conciliation! What a wonderful,

glorious message to give! God is conciliated to the

world, not reckoning their offenses to them. He is con

ciliated, not just to the earth, but to the whole of

society, which includes the heavens, too. For the ul

timate outcome of our ministry will be that God is to

reconcile all to Himself, whether those on the earth or

those in the heavens, as we read in Colossians 1:20.

The basis of the conciliation is the blood of Christ's

cross; the power behind the ministry is that of Christ,

working through the ecclesia which is His body. To

the ecclesia has been given the dispensation of the

conciliation, in line with that primal gift of grace that

was made to us in Christ Jesus before eonian times.

Great is the ministry of grace

Committed to the sons of God,

To sing His love in every place,

And spread His saving Name abroad.
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It is a ministry of life

To be proclaimed through regions vast.

Where sin and wickedness are rife,

God's righteousness will dwell at last.

It is a ministry of love

That tells of His concern for all.

It offers blessings from above—

O, listen to its urgent call!

It is a ministry of peace—

On every creature God has smiled—

Nor will its constant pleadings cease

Till all with Him are reconciled.

It is a ministry of joy:

How blessed and happy must we be

That God has chosen to employ

For such a service, such as we.

How privileged are we to show

God's wondrous grace till ages cease,

And all creation comes to know

That in His grace is life and peace.

WE ARE ALREADY CONCILIATED

We are being equipped, in a practical way, to

preach this message of the conciliation because we

ourselves have first been conciliated. We were

enemies, but have become friends of God.

We have a pre-expectancy in the Christ (Eph.l:12),

but not a sole expectancy. We are God's achievement

now (Eph.2:10), but all will be God's achievement ul

timately. In Him every kindred in heaven and earth is

being named (Eph.3:15). His goal is that He will be

All in all (1 Cor. 15:28). The ecclesia is the com

plement of Christ, Who is completing the all in all

(Eph.l:21).
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We should take our commission very seriously. If we

want to work for the sake of God's delight by

spreading this word of conciliation, what better place

is there to begin than by practicing it among our own

brethren, friends and neighbors? This is what Paul is

telling us in the latter chapters of Ephesians, which

deal with our deportment, or conduct one to another.

He says, "Do not be causing sorrow to the holy spirit

of God by which you are sealed for the day of

deliverance. Let all bitterness and fury and anger and

clamor and calumny be taken away from you with all

malice, yet become kind to one another, tenderly com

passionate, dealing graciously among yourselves, ac

cording as God also, in Christ, deals graciously with

you. Become, then, imitators of God, as beloved

children, and be walking in love" (Eph.4:10-5:1).

This is a clear definition of what should be our con

duct today. By making it our code of practice, we shall

be preparing ourselves for that ministry of grace and

conciliation which will bring such glory to God in the

eons to come (Eph.3:21).

COMPLETED FOR THE ENTIRE COMPLEMENT OF GOD

There is, however, a richer and deeper sense in

which God is to find glory in the ecclesia. It is implied

in the words, "that we should be completed for the en

tire complement of God."

The entire complement of God is the family

described in Ephesians 2:20, which, in verse 16 of

chapter 3, is shown to consist of "every kindred in the

heavens and on earth," for all are portrayed as being

named after Him. It is God's aim, which He will

undoubtedly fulfill, to become, in fact and in

acknowledgment, the Father of all. We are already

acknowledging Him as our Father, but are we grasp-
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ing the truth that we should even now be exhibiting

those traits of character which are agreeable to the

statement that we are "being built together for God's

dwelling place, in spirit"? We are indeed the firstfruits

of that wider complement of God which is being built

on the foundation of the apostles and prophets, and of

which the capstone of the corner is Christ Jesus

Himself, in Whom the entire building, being

connected together, is growing into a holy temple in

the Lord. Are we perceiving its breadth and length

and depth and height? Are we understanding that the

whole desire of God for His creation is stemming from

the love which is constantly welling up within His own

heart? And in all this, are we discerning the love of

Christ as well? The two are distinct, though com

plementary. But if the love of Christ is so great as to be

"knowledge transcending," how are we to measure

the love of God Himself? Obviously we cannot, but we

do know that He is able to do superexcessively above

anything that we are asking or apprehending.

Brother E. H. Clayton once wrote (under the

heading, "Breadth and Length and Depth and

Height"), "it is only as we exhibit that we are God's

complement that we are able to exemplify the position

agreeable to God making known to the sovereignties

and authorities among the celestials His multifarious

wisdom. This wisdom is building a dwelling place for

God such as the universe has not seen hitherto, and of
such grand proportions as are indicated by the terms

before us; it is not a meager structure. The Secret

Economy is producing the Ecclesia which is Christ's

body, and, as such, these sovereignties and authorities

recognize us, but they also view us as an increment, in

tegral to the whole, as a figure of what God will
achieve in the eons through Christ Jesus/
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What Paul is telling us in Ephesians is this: we have

a pre-expectancy in Christ. We are saved in grace and

have become God's achievement. We are already

being built together for God's dwelling place in spirit.

The sovereignties and authorities (the highest powers)

among the celestials are learning, through the ecclesia,

the multifarious wisdom of God. As we display the fact

that we are already being made a part of God's com

plement, so others will come to appreciate that God

has allotted a place for each of them in the universal

temple which He is even now in the process of

building, and which will not be completed until all are

reconciled to Him. In this way, God will receive glory

from the ecclesia, for, like Christ, our Lord and Head,

we shall be seen to be acquiescing to the full in His

aim to bring His purpose to its grand conclusion. To

quote Brother Clayton again, from the same article,

"Truly we are for the outcome of Gods transcendent

love: the fruit of this economy, distinct as it is, is not

merely for our blessing, but for God's glory in the uni

verse."

None of God's creatures should ever imagine that

he has been created for himself. All are for God's

pleasure and glory; the ecclesia especially so. The first

of the Ephesian prayers is for wisdom to enable us to
perceive the nature, riches and greatness of our

position in relation to our Lord and Head—Him in

Whom our lot is cast; the second is for power to grasp

the comprehensiveness of our ministry in Christ Jesus,
and how God is to obtain immeasurable glory thereby.

Thus may we be completed for the entire complement
of God!

May the God of all glory enrich our minds with an

ever growing realization of Himself, that we may be

made competent for a part of the allotment of the
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saints, in light (Col.l:ll,12). And may He give us

grace to appreciate something of the magnitude of the

glory He is to find in the ecclesia and in Christ Jesus,

and humility to acknowledge that none of this will be

of our making, but that all will be because of the

greatness of the power that will be operating in us.

Amen.

John H. Essex

MISSION ACTIVITY IN INDIA

Continuing our report on Bro. Raju's work (which began in the

May issue) we list now some of the activities which this mission un

dertakes:

1. Evangelism through personal talks, door-to-door visiting,

private cottage meetings, open-air street preachings,

literature distribution and special efforts for young people.

2. Translation, writing, publishing and distribution of Scrip

tural pamphlets useful to both believers and unbelievers, in

the native language.

3. A Bible Training Institute for acquainting dedicated

believers with the Scriptures.

4. Special prayer conferences, prophetic conferences and a

General Convocation each year for fostering fellowship

among the brethren.

5. Providing homes for orphans, widows and the poor, and

relief centers with free medical care and emergency help for

victims of calamities.

6. Conducting ministries to several of the uncivilized Hill-

tribes, vagabonds and down-trodden peoples of India.

7. Planting new centers for the faith.

Not every mission effort which we help support has such an am

bitious program, but they are all very active in spreading the

evangel of grace and are deserving of any aid we can share. Be

praying for these brethren in every place that they may have

boldness in proclaiming the message of peace and reconciliation.
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DISTINGUISHING EVIL FROM SIN

Since God never sins, how can He possibly create evil?

When we say that God creates evil we are simply

quoting from the Word of God (Isa.45:7), and that,

too, from the Authorized Version. Nevertheless the

statement has been termed nothing less than a "shock

ing blasphemy." To substantiate this charge the

phrase has been changed, and we are represented as

having said that "God is the Author of sin."

This leads us to restate, with all the emphasis

possible, a most important but much neglected prin

ciple: When God uses two distinct terms, He has two

distinct meanings. God has never said that He created

sin. So we, too, refrain from doing so. Sin is

lawlessness (1 John 3:4). As God is the Lawgiver, He

is not under any law, but is above His own

enactments. When He does that which would be sin in

man, it is no longer sin. He kills (Deut.32:39). If we

should do this it would be a grievous sin. If the state

does it it is lawful. When God does it, it is far removed

from sin. From this we can see that God is not a man

and must not be judged by human standards. Sin, as

we have said, is lawlessness. Its most graphic

definition in the Hebrew is found in Judges 20:16,

where "seven hundred left-handed men could sling

stones at a hair breadth and not miss' or sin, for it is

the same word. God never misses the mark; He never

sins.

We may illustrate this by the most flagrant sin
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which man has ever committed—the murder of the

Son of God. We know that they killed the Inaugurator

of Life (Acts 3:15) with lawless hands (Acts 2:23). Yet

He was smitten of God. Yahweh desired to crush Him,

and caused Him to be wounded (Isa.53:4,10). They

were but carrying out what God's hand and counsel

designated beforehand to occur (Acts 4:28). The very

act of God which puts away sin, was mans most

grievous sin. The act was the same, but the actors were

different in rank and motive and object. What God

does is right because He is God and because His

motives are divine and His object blessing. The

murder of God's Son, apart from His resurrection,

would have been the greatest calamity in the universe.

But, unlike man, God was able, not only to kill, but to

make alive again.

MATTER IS NOT EVIL

We may learn a parable from the sphere of matter.

It is not intrinsically evil, as the gnostics affirmed.

When it is displaced, when it is out of harmony with

other matter, then it becomes evil. The defiling soot is

only a diamond in a different form, or relation to other

substances. Just so in the moral sphere. No act is

wrong in itself, but only as its relation to other acts or

to the actor is wrong. To murder a man is to break the

law; to execute a man is to fulfill the law; yet the act is

one. The state never murders. God has invested

mankind with the power of life and death. God never

sins. Yet who will deny that He slew the Lamb, slain

from the disruption (cf Rev.l3:8; Acts 3:18), and that

this had to occur (Luke 24:46)? We might as well con

tend that the men of Israel were free from the charge,

for they did not raise the cross. The soldiers did that.
But back of all can we not discern the One Who set
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Him as a mark for His arrow? Are we not glad that He

made Him a sin offering for us (2 Cor.5:21) and sent

fire from above to consume Him?

Man usually sins when doing evil (e.g.

1 Kings 16:19), yet God, Who creates, contrives and

does evil, remains righteous in all His ways and kindly

in all His doings (Psa.l45:17). He is working, or

operating, all, in accord with the counsel of His will

(Eph.l:ll). These facts should help us to see that the

word "evil,'' in itself, has no moral bias, such as we

usually associate with it. The Hebrew word for evil

often refers to actions of men which are very sinful for

them to do. Indeed the Authorized Version often

"translates" the word for evil as "wicked" or

"wickedness" (e.g. Gen.6:5; 39:9). But this is needless

interpretation, not translation.

Whether it is right or wrong for the one who effects

a particular evil to do so is not revealed within the

word itself. The idea of "morality" is simply not in

herent in the term. In the Scriptures, evil is merely

spoken of as an act which smashes and demolishes, in

one sense or another, and brings with it a train of trou

ble and distress. But it is neither right nor wrong in

itself. Its exact import can best be discovered in such

passages as Psalm 2:9, where it is rendered break, or

Daniel 2:40, also translated break. Perhaps our word

"smash" is its nearest equivalent. In its literal root

meaning it describes the effect of iron, the hardest of

common metals, when it is used to smash and destroy.

THE WORD OF YAHWEH IS CLEAN

We should reject the popular claim which insists

that "evil" sometimes means "immoral" while upon

other occasions it simply means "calamity." Such

traditional exigencies of theology are impertinent in-
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novations in the domain of truth. For God's words are

pure; they have been refined so that they are clean

(Psa.l2:6). This is true of every one of them (Prov.

30:5). The Hebrew vocabulary is so rich that the Eng

lish language is sorely taxed to provide suitable

equivalents. If God had intended to reveal something

more than simply the thought of breaking or smashing

in those passages where the word "evil" is found, it

would not have taxed the Hebrew tongue or the

Divine Author to have done so. Yet He has refrained

from doing so. Let us be learning not to be disposed

above what is written (1 Cor.4:6). "Add not to His

words, lest He correct you and you be found a liar'

(Prov.30:6).

GOOD IS KNOWN BY MEANS OF EVIL

There is, however, a real difficulty to many in the

statement that God creates evil which a little con

sideration will remove. This is not the first time God is

connected with evil in the Scriptures. In the garden of

Eden the tree of the knowledge of good and evil was

planted by God. Here, indeed, we have the clue to the

whole matter. We are inclined to think of this tree as

simply imparting the knowledge of evil and not good.

But it was first of all "the tree of the knowledge of

good . . . ." Adam did not have the knowledge of

good. How was he to realize and appreciate good? By

this tree. Yet, in tasting the tree, he would have to

taste of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. The

two are inseparable. Good is known only by means of

evil. An active choice of good is impossible apart from

a refusal of evil. Thus it is in human affairs. But the

association of evil with God is, perhaps, the real

stumbling block. We will proceed, then, to consider

some passages where God is said to use evil.
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Job recognized that the evils he was suffering were

from God (Job 2:10) and this is confirmed in the end

(Job 42:11) in spite of the theology of his friends. Yet

should we be guilty of carrying the plague of Egypt it

would be criminal. To avoid the spread of disease all

incoming vessels are quarantined, and it is a crime to

carry a foreign plague to an innocent victim. Yet this is

what happened to Job at God's hand. And Job would

be the first one to justify God for the severe evils He

brought upon him.

FURTHER EXAMPLES OF DIVINE EVIL

We are not to curse at all, yet He curses His people

(Jer.26:3; Dan.9:14). The incendiary is severely

punished by our law, yet He burned whole cities

(Jer.21:10). We shudder to think of the fiendish men

who turned wild beasts upon the Christians in the

Roman ampitheatre, yet He made His people the prey

of evil beasts (Ezek. 14:15,21). The dagger of the

assasin condemns him to death, yet He puts the peo

ple to the sword (Jer.42:17; 44:11; Ezek.l4:21). We

denounce the avarice of those who withhold food from

the people in order to fatten their purse, yet He sends

the famine which reaches both rich and poor

(2 Kings 6:33; Jer.l9:9; 42:17; 44:11; Ezek.l4:21).

Destruction is a misdemeanor, yet He destroys whole

cities (Jer.26:18; Jonah 3:4), and desolates entire

countries (Neh.l3:18; Jer.44:2). The very quarantine

officer who would allow the introduction of a plague

would be liable to severe penalties, yet Yahweh sends

the pestilence (Jer.32:42; 42:17; Ezek.l4:21). A

sinister influence may not be brought to bear upon

any man, yet God sent an evil spirit to trouble Saul

(1 Sam. 16:14-23; 19:9), and sent a lying spirit to cause

all of Ahab's prophets to lie to him (1 Kings 22;22).
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We may well ask with the man of sorrows, "Who is

this who speaks and it is coming to be, when my Lord

did not instruct? From the mouth of the Supreme, is

not faring forth the evil and the good?" (Lam.3:37,38;

c/Isa.55:10,ll). And well, too, may we agree with the

wise man when he says, "All is contrived by Yahweh

for His response, even the wicked one for the day of

evil" (Prov.l6:4). This is so, for "Yahweh, our Elohim,

Thou art the Setter of welfare on the hearthstones for

us. For, moreover, all our doings Thou dost contrive

for us" (Isa.26:12). God declares, "I will contrive, and

who will reverse it?" (Isa.43:13). "See the doing of the

Elohim, For who can set in order what He distorts?"

(Ecc.7:13).

All of these passages make it plain that the very

same acts may have a very different aspect according

to the one whose doing of them is in view.

All evil which is done with due authority, such as

paternal or political, whether inflicted by parents

upon their children, or masters upon their servants, or

the state on its subjects, or God on His creatures (of

which the rest are but figures) loses its "immoral"

quality because it is salutary and corrective. Its

morality lies, not in the evil, but in the relation

sustained between the one who inflicts and the one

who suffers. Consequently, even moral evil,

committed by criminal men, loses its immoral quality

when referred back to the One Whose purpose was

being effected by the evil and Who not only has the

undoubted right to inflict it but Whose every act will

yet receive the undivided applause of the universe.

In fact the very same act, when viewed from the

standpoint of the human perpetrators, is full of

"moral" evil; yet when it is viewed from the vantage

of the Divine operations, God Himself still calls it an
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evil and claims that He is the real power behind it (e.g.

Isa. 10:5-15). But the moment that "moral" evil

touches Him it is transformed into "moral" goodness

and glory. For just as in the case of Job, its object is the

blessing of the creature as well as the honor of the

Creator. No evil created by God can have the least

taint of moral turpitude, insofar as His contriving of it

is concerned, because it is always directed toward the

ultimate reconciliation of its object. May God give us

the eyes to see and minds to realize this truth: "For if

He afflicts, yet He has compassion, according to the

abundance of His kindnesses" (Lam.3:32).

A.E.K.

CASSETTE TAPE MINISTRY

Our tape ministry began in 1978. Since the spring of 1979 it has

been the work of Jim and Sue Coram in Ohio. The Corams have

moved to California to work with us here in the office. They are

continuing the tape ministry here, and are adding many new

messages to the library of recordings. A new tape list is in

preparation. If you are interested in this service, please request a

copy. Interesting and helpful messages are available on many sub

jects by several speakers. Some of the messages were made many

years ago on records or wire-recordings, but there are many recent

talks as well from current speakers in the United States, Canada

and England.

The former distribution policy ha%been revised. Briefly, there is

no longer an annual fee for loan tapes though donations are

welcomed. Tapes may be ordered from the list at any time. As

well, "automatic" shipments are available upon request (two tapes

in each package) on a monthly or bi-monthly basis. Tapes may be

purchased ($2.50 per C-60 and $3.50 per C-90) or borrowed (for

thirty days). On all loan tape orders (including the "automatic"

shipments) the tapes should be returned within the loan period in

order to be eligible for subsequent shipments. Please let us hear

from you so that we can send you the tapes you want when you

want them. The address is: Concordant Scripture Research, 15570

W. Knochaven Road, Canyon Country, CA 91351.



Studies in Romans

ANATHEMA FROM CHRIST

Why is Paul so disturbed over Israel? The reason is

presented most poignantly in verse 3. At one time in

his life Paul was obsessed by a desire to be separated

from Christ by any means, filling his life with hate and

misery. So also the nation of Israel was manifesting a

"death wish" by a stubborn enmity to their Messiah

and Saviour. But even as Saul of Tarsus was grasped

by Christ on the road to Damascus so also Israel will

someday acknowledge His Lordship and be saved.

For I myself wished The little word "for" in

troduces the reasons for Paul's great sorrow and un-

intermittent pain of heart. His own relatives were the

greatest opponents of the evangel just as he himself

had "inordinately persecuted the ecclesia of God and

ravaged it" (Gal. 1:13). Not only Paul but the believers

out of Israel were suffering from their fellowtribesmen

"who kill the Lord Jesus as well as the prophets and

banish us, and are not pleasing to God, and are con

trary to all men . . ." (1 Thess.2:14,15). Because of

them the name of God was being blasphemed among

the nations (Rom.2:24).

But there was another source of suffering for Paul

connected with this nation. It was an inward sorrow

and pain over Israel which stemmed from the

recognition that they were going down the same

pathway of destruction that he had once travelled.
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"For I myself/9 he writes, indicating that he also knew

what was happening to this wretched people because

he himself had experienced the misery of despising the

riches of God's kindness and forbearance and patience

(cf Rom.2:4).

Paul has no sympathy for Israel's acts of persecution

against the evangel, but he is full of concern over the

inward effects of this persecution on its perpetrators,

eroding all hope for peace and the assurance of God's

mercy and power.

to be anathema .... For many years Saul of Tarsus

showed by his actions that he was wishing to be

"anathema from Christ." This is a terrible admission,

and it indicates the depths to which stubbornness can

drive a person.

Paul always associated the word "anathema" with

the misery and wretchedness of separation from Christ

and His grace. To be able to rely on Jesus, the Saviour,

as Lord, is an indication of the operation of the holy

spirit in our lives. But it is impossible for a believer to

find dependence on His saving work a source of mis

ery (1 Cor. 12:8). There is always this wretchedness,

this curse, this anathema, when someone turns away

from the Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 16:21). Doubts and

fears concerning the grace of Christ bring anathema

upon us (Gal. 1:9). No one is happy and at peace who

refuses the goodness of God and all His provisions for

mankind through the cross of Christ. Yet such is the

stubbornness of man that he eagerly seeks out this sad

condition of "going it alone."

This rested very heavily on Saul. "For what I am

effecting I know not, for not what I will, this I am

putting into practice, but what I am hating, this I am

doing .... For I am aware that good is not making its

home in me (that is, in my flesh), for to will is lying
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beside me, yet to be effecting the ideal is not. For it is
not the good that I will that I am doing, but the evil

that I am not willing, this I am putting into prac

tice .... A wretched man am I!" (Rom.7:15,

18,19,24).

from Christ.... It is, then, this desire of man to be

independent of God that causes our problems. Of

course, in actuality we cannot be independent of Him,

but we can think of ourselves that way. It is pleasing

for our pride but very harmful for our peace of mind.

The apostle is addressing this problem of Israel's

stubborn independence "in Christ." Even as he writes

of pain in his heart he is conscious that all is out of God

and through Him and for Him, and all is for good. He

knows full well that Christ is the Anointed Saviour and

He will rescue Israel and show them mercy. Paul's suf

fering is altruistic, stemming from his deep solicitude

for others, and it is constantly soothed by the com

passions of Christ.

But Israel's sufferings are selfish and chaotic,

accompanied by a turmoil of fears within their hearts

and a constant malcontent. They are suffering

"anathema from Christ." Where Paul has confidence

in God and His purpose they have doubts; where he

has solicitude for others they have worry about

themselves; where he has joyful expectation they have

bitterness and hopelessness. There are perhaps no

stronger words to express the awfulness of Israel's

position than these: "from Christ."

We also have known the misery of separation trom

Christ. And we also still sometimes find ourselves

going our own ways apart from consciousness of our

position in Him. This will always be harmful and

destructive to our happiness and peace. Christ remains

over all, and He remains our Saviour, but we are not
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fully enjoying these facts. Indeed a falling out from

the grace which is in Christ Jesus (Gal.5:4) will be an

anathema to our spirits, and a lack of growth in the

appreciation of Him as our Saviour and Lord will be

an anathema upon our walk.*

°The above interpretation of Romans 9:3 is admittedly not the

usual one. Almost all commentators have taken the position that

Paul was giving further evidence of the sincerity of his concern

over Israel by somehow offering or having a passing wish to be

separated from Christ on behalf of Israel, so that they might be

saved. Hence most translations connect this statement of Paul with

the following phrase, "for my brethren's sake." Some take it that

at some time in the past the apostle, like Moses in Exodus 32:32,

expressed a willingness to be given over to destruction if it could

have meant that Israel would be saved. Others feel that Paul is

saying, in effect, "I could even have wished to be anathema from

Christ if such could benefit Israel." Although the Greek word for

"wish" is in the past (imperfect) tense, such a rendering is

defended as a special use of the imperfect "as a true Progressive

Imperfect, describing a desire which the speaker for a time felt,

without affirming that he actually cherishes it at the time of his

present utterance" (Ernest DeWitt Burton, Syntax of the Moods

and Tenses in New Testament Creek, p. 15). The examples given

for such a use of the imperfect tense are the verbs "intended" in

Acts 25:22 and Philemon 13, and "wanted" in Galatians 4;20.

Indeed it is possible to take this statement as referring to a pass

ing wish which the apostle Paul once had since believing. This is

the explanation offered by George L. Rogers in Unsearchable

Riches, volume 27, pages 334,335, and by E. H. Clayton who

wrote, "It is since [Paul] believed that he has had this wish. If it

could bring benefit to Israel, then Paul would submit himself to

anything, even to the extent of surrendering the personal blessing

he had in Christ." Such a view has the appeal of harmonizing with

Paul's repeated claim of solicitude for Israel and effectively ex
presses the depth of his love for his nation. As Pastor Rogers wrote,

"No one knew better than he that he could not become anathema

from Christ for his brethren's sakes. But the sacrificial impulse

remained and expressed itself in his willingness to pour out his life

as a libation on the sacrifice of his brethren (Phil.2:17)."
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GOD'S PURPOSE

Paul is no longer under this anathema. Instead he is

full of sympathetic understanding and solicitude for

Israel, which is a blessing to his spirit. We cannot but

be struck with the apostle's commiseration for his most

troublesome opposers. They were, indeed, his relatives

according to the flesh, but this only increased the hurt

and pain he felt. It makes his concern all the more

marvelous.

The deep empathy which Paul expresses here for

this nation prepares us for a great revelation of God.

George Rogers wrote, "Paul's heart was pained for the

sake of men who had stoned him. His revelations came

to him as he witnessed among the flying missiles,

because God's glory is most manifest at the place of

sacrifice." To this comment we might add also that

Paul makes known God's glory to us as he con

templates the hate and bitterness which the Jews were

figuratively hurling at him. He takes us beyond the

enmity to the purpose which God has for it all.

If we hold bitterness toward our enemies or pre

judice against the present-day descendants of Paul's

On the other hand, A. E. Knoch's note in the Concordant

Commentary for Romans 9:1, and the fact that every edition of the

Concordant Version sets off the wish to be anathema from the

following phrase, show that he felt Paul was referring to his actions

before he became a believer. Brother Knoch refers to Saul's rabid

opposition to Christ and calls verse 3 "a most apt confession."

This position has several advantages. It allows us to take the

verb "wished" as an ordinary imperfect referring to an action

going on in the past. It also provides us with an indication of

Israel's problem right at the beginning of Paul's discussion of the

subject, where it logically would be expected. Finally, it, too, gives

support to Paul's genuine concern over Israel by identifying their

present misery with his past condition before he came to know

Christ.
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relatives according to the flesh, or hate for any man,

we will have trouble going along with Paul in these

chapters of Romans. We will not be able to follow his

thought fully or grasp the revelations he makes con

cerning God.

The curse upon Israel in their enmity toward Christ,

and Pauls afflictions from Israel and his sorrow over

Israel, none of these themes are as important here as

the theme of the purpose of God which is summarized

in 11:33-36. It is God's glory that he achieves such

compassion and understanding in the heart of a Saul

of Tarsus, transforming him into this toiling apostle of

love. It is Gods glory that He can and will send the

Rescuer to Israel and deliver them from the wretched

anathema from Christ which still engulfs them. It is

Gods glory that He can implant the disposition of

Christ into your lives as believers and into mine. It is

Gods glory that He will transform all enmity and

bitterness into reconciliation through the blood of the

cross of His beloved Son. "To Him be the glory for

the eons! Amen!"
D.H.H.

(To be continued)

BENJAMIN ROEBER

Brother Roeber was put to repose April 29, 1981, at the age of

90. He continually rejoiced in the grace of God, His great purpose

of the eons and the ultimate reconciliation of all. He introduced

Brother Adlai Loudy to the Lake Worth, Florida, class in 1932, and

he remained faithful in his service among the brethren there

throughout the years.

He also founded the "Mail Mission/' sending out Scriptural

tracts, books, poems he had written and correspondence

throughout the world. His dedication and enthusiasm in the

Lord's service will be an inspiration to us as we look forward to the

glad day of Christ when we shall all be together again.
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EDITORIAL

While attending the recent Baldwin Fellowship in

Michigan and listening to the many fine talks on the

subject of "love," I was reminded of an old con

troversy over the relative values of "the written

ministry" and "the spoken ministry." Surely both

have their place, and the body of Christ would be

much the poorer if it lacked either of them.

The apostle Paul did more speaking than writing,

but his writings have had the greater influence by far.

Still, it is useless to make comparisons. Would his

letters be as rich had he not ministered to the believers

face to face? It was the evangel coming to me by word

of mouth that changed my life, and the many

messages I have heard through the years have been of

tremendous benefit. Yet I also have profited greatly

from the writings of qualified teachers. And, above all,

I find daily strength in reading from the Scriptures.

The controversy can only reflect jealousy among

those who seek to serve the Lord. Paul planted and

Apollos irrigated, but God made it grow up

(1 Cor.3:6). The ideal servant accepts the task given

him and works from the soul as to the Lord and not to

men (Col.3:23). "Yet now God placed the members,

each one of them, in the body according as He wills.

Now if it were all one member, where were the

body?" (1 Cor.l2:18,19).

But when all is said and done (or written and read)

we will probably all agree that the greatest ministry

and service we can perform for the Lord is not through
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mouth or pen but through our whole way of living.

The Word of God, whether spoken or written, will

affect the one believing it in his disposition and

behavior. The subject of God's love (emphasized in

Baldwin) leads us to walk in love as beloved children

(Eph.5:l,2). While speaking and writing of Christ, or

whatever he was doing, Paul found that "living in me

is Christ" (Gal.2:20).

No ministry is so influential as the ministry of the

life of faith. But it is important what we believe since

we all reflect this in the way we behave. This is where

our considerations of God's Word come in, listening
to and reading His message to us for today. The

greatest service we can perform is to walk worthily of

the calling with which we have been called (Eph.4:l).

Hopefully the messages sent forth on the pages of

this magazine will benefit the readers in both mind

and action, one ministry fostering another and more

important ministry. The thoughts on "The Word of

God and of the Lord," on "The Word of Truth" or on

"The Language of Grace" are of little value unless

they convey love, joy, peace and patience into our

lives by dwelling on God's thoughts. We can learn

about the conciliation, for example, by comparing it to

"Jacob's trouble" (as in the articles on Zechariah and

Romans), but this truth needs to be translated into our

dispositions, in attitudes of peace and patience.

As we consider the evangel of the grace of Christ,

comparing it also with the more restrictive blessings of

previous eras, may it be that we will be invigorated by

that grace in sharing it graciously with others

(2 Tim.2:1,2; Eph.4:32). And whether we are

privileged to speak of that grace or write of that grace,

or both, let us be living it in our thinking and in our

doing. D.H.H.



The Word ofGod and of the Lord

PAUL, SILAS AND TIMOTHY

When Paul dictated his letter to the Galatians, he

reported an incident which had probably occurred after

his return to Syrian Antioch from the Jerusalem con

ference. Cephas had come to Antioch and had eaten

together with those of the nations. This harmonious

relationship was, however, soon disturbed, when some

associates of James arrived from Jerusalem. These

Judaizers succeeded in bewitching not only Cephas,

Barnabas and others in Syrian Antioch, but Jewish and

Gentile believers elsewhere as well (c/Gal.2:ll-3:l).

Hence Paul asked the rhetorical question: "O foolish

Galatians! Who bewitches you?"

There may have been several groups of Judaizers

who continued harassing those of the nations. Their

tactics differed from place to place. With their appeal

in Syrian Antioch we will deal later in this article. On

the Galatian aspect of their judaizing campaign A.E.

Knoch comments as follows: "The great object of the

conference was definitely settled, and never again do

we hear that circumcision and law keeping are essen

tial to salvation. The Judaizers now change to the

teaching that, though these may not be necessary to

salvation, they are essential to progress and perfection.

Paul refuted this in Galatians" (Concordant Commen

tary, p.203).

In this epistle the apostle argued that death is the

ultimate effect of the law, yet it is also the deliverance
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from law. Hence he avowed his faith with these

memorable words (2:20):

With CHRIST

have I been crucified

yet I am living;

no longer I,

but living in me is

CHRIST.

DEPARTURES WITH PEACE AND GRACE

"Now Paul, singling out Silas, came away, being

given over to the grace of the Lord by the brethren"

(Acts 15:40).

We may wonder about Luke's style when he reports

about those three departures from Syrian Antioch in

Acts fifteen. He writes about Judas and Silas that

"they were dismissed with peace from the brethren"

(15:33). But Luke has only nine bare words for Paul's

long-time co-worker: "Barnabas, taking Mark along,

sails off to Cyprus" (15:39). This dry statement is in

sharp contrast to verse 40: "Now Paul . . . Silas . . .

being given over to the grace of the Lord." It seems

that Barnabas had lost some of his former prominence

and that the sympathy of the Antiochene ecclesia was

with Paul.

Silas had been one of the "leading men among the

brethren" of Jerusalem (15:22); hence he was

qualified to corroborate Paul's comments on the

decrees when the apostle passed them on to the

ecclesias which he visited on his second missionary
journey (cf 16:4).

SYRIA-CILICIA

Paul and Silas traversed the northwestern part of

the dual province of Syria-Cilicia on their way to
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Phrygia and the Galatian province (c/16:6). From the
wording of verse 41 ("he passed through Syria and
Cilicia, establishing the ecclesias") it might be argued
that the believers in these parts of the province had
already been informed about the Jerusalem decrees by
others, such as Judas and Silas; hence Paul put the

emphasis on "establishing" these ecclesias in the faith.

Codex Bezae has a short addition to verse 41 ("giving

over the directions of the elders") which has very an

cient attestation, such as the Old Syriac which goes

back to the second half of the second century. Since

this variation does not occur in Alexandrinus,

Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, it was omitted in the Con

cordant Literal New Testament.

The ecclesias in the Roman province of Syria-Cilicia

were probably founded during the period of

persecution right after the stoning of Stephen, when

many believing Jews left Jerusalem and were dis

persed, not only among the districts of Judea and

Samaria, but also as far as Phoenicia, Cyprus and An-

tioch(c/Acts 8:1; 11:20). Moreover Paul himself came
into the regions of Syria-Phoenicia where he was

evangelizing the faith which once he had ravaged (cf

Gal. 1:21-24).

This is the only information we have about the

apostle's activities in the years following his departure

from Jerusalem to Tarsus in Cilicia until Barnabas

went there to look for him and brought him to Syrian

Antioch (cf Acts 9:30; 11:25).

ACROSS THE TAURUS MOUNTAINS INTO GALATIA

The only wagon road from Tarsus at the coast of

eastern Cilicia to the central tableland of Asia Minor

in the north led across the Cilician Gates, a high
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mountain pass, usually filled with snow from late fall

until June. Even in the summer months the eighty-

mile rent in the Taurus mountain range was a

dangerous road to travel, for raiding bandits terrorized

the area whenever no Roman military patrol was in

sight. Paul may have thought of this situation when he

spoke of dangers of robbers and dangers in the

wilderness (2 Cor. 11:26).

TIMOTHY CALLED INTO SERVICE

"Now he arrives also at Derbe and at Lystra. And

lo! a certain disciple was there, named Timothy, the

son of a believing Jewish woman, yet of a Greek

father, who was attested by the brethren in Lystra and

Iconium. This one Paul wants to come out with him,

and taking him, circumcised him because of the Jews

who are in those places, for they all were aware that

his father belonged to the Greeks" (Acts 16:1-3).

Only a few months earlier, on his journey to the

Jerusalem conference, Paul had taken with him young

Titus (an uncircumcised believer of Greek birth) as a

test case, in order to show that circumcision was not

essential to salvation. And as a matter of fact, Titus

was not compelled to be circumcised as the apostle

wrote in Galatians 2:3, the more so since James had

decreed "not to be harassing those from the nations"
(Acts 15:19).

But James was not able to control the activities of

his judaizing associates outside the land as we have

seen. It seems that these Judaizers interpreted the

Jerusalem decrees in their own legalistic way, saying

that these precepts were just minimal requirments

imposed on the Gentile brethren, but were not

intended to change the traditional Jewish code of

relations with non-JeWs. The Judaizers claimed that
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believing Jews were by no means expected to go out of
their way and socialize with those from the nations.
James had neglected to recommend that the Jewish
brethren should make a special effort so as to enjoy
table fellowship with believing Gentiles.

The apostle was well aware of the fact that pious

Jews everywhere clung to their ancient traditions;

they were so prejudiced that it was almost impossible

for them to sit at table with an uncircumcised man.

Paul's standard operational procedure (when he came

to a foreign city) was to go to the local synagogue in

order to proclaim the evangel to the audience, both

Jews and proselytes. However, it would have been im

possible to approach the chief of a synagogue if Paul

and Silas had an uncircumcised Gentile with them.

Usually the chief would offer them lodging for the

night in his own house or in the annex to the syn

agogue where transient rabbis were permitted to rest.

On the next sabbath they would be invited to speak "a

word of entreaty" to the synagogue audience (cf Acts

13:15). Should the chief of the synagogue find out that

Paul and Silas were being accompanied by the

uncircumcised son of a Jewish mother, the three of

them would at once be rejected with disdain as

apostates who scorned the law and the traditions.

In order to mollify the prejudice of those whom he

wanted to reach with the evangel, he circumcised

Timothy before he took him along on his second mis

sionary journey.

"Now, as they went through the cities, they give

over to them the decrees to maintain, which have been

decided upon by the apostles and elders who are in

Jerusalem. The ecclesias indeed then were stable in

the faith and superabounded in number day by day"
(Acts 16:4,5).
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Yet the Galatian ecclesias did not remain stable for

long. After they had been bewitched by the Judaizers

Paul wrote them: "I am marveling that thus, swiftly,

you are transferred from that which calls you in the

grace of Christ, to a different evangel, which is not

another, except it be that some who are disturbing

you, want also to distort the evangel of Christ"

(Gal. 1:6,7). It has been suggested that the Judaizers

may have followed Paul into Galatia (after he had

left). They may have claimed that Paul himself had

admitted that circumcision was needed for the higher

grade of evangelistic service and that the case of

Timothy was convincing evidence for the apostle's

private opinion on this matter. When he performed

the rite on Timothy, he was actually "heralding cir

cumcision" (c/Gal.5:ll), the Judaizers may have said.

We suppose that, under the circumstances, it was

necessary for Paul to give young Timothy an ex

planation about literal and figurative circumcision. It

is conceivable that the apostle expounded this topic

along the lines of thought which we find in Romans

2:25-29 (circumcision of the heart), Philippians 3:3 (no

confidence in flesh) and Colossians 2:11 (the circum

cision of Christ). Since Scripture does not give us any

hints what Timothy was taught when he was circum

cised, we had better not theorize on this matter.

Instead we propose to present a short digest on cir

cumcision, in a collection of statements published at

various times in our magazine.

SPIRITUAL REALITY FORESHADOWED

Circumcision which, more than law, was the

peculiar distinction on which the Jew prided himself,

is no shield from judgment. Nor is baptism, Sunday
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school attendance or church membership today.

Ritual without spirituality leaves one exposed to

divine wrath. The spiritual reality foreshadowed by

the ritual belongs to those in Christ, for whom there is

no condemnation.

The rite of circumcision signifies that the flesh is cut

off. In the circumcision of Christ where He was cut

off, all further hope of anything through His flesh was

at an end. In Him we also were cut off, and our flesh

has no place before God. The circumcisionists of

Paul's day lacked this spiritual reality. In fact they

fought against it. With them the flesh was vitally im

portant. They were not the Circumcision, but the

maimcision. The rite itself kept them from perceiving

the spiritual reality. And so any ritual will rob all who

submit to it, now that we are complete in Christ

(Col.2:10).

NO CONFIDENCE IN FLESH

We are the genuine circumcision because we offer

divine service to God in spirit, and glory in Christ

Jesus, and have no confidence in flesh. The so-called

Circumcision are only a maimcision, for they merely

mutilate the flesh and lack the faith of which circum

cision is simply the sign. They worship God in flesh,

and glory in their flesh, in direct contradiction to the

import, the meaning of this sign, which consists in the

removal, the cutting away of a part of the flesh as a

token of the stripping off of the whole.

Let us be clear concerning this: We are not the

literal Circumcision, we are rather the figurative Cir

cumcision, the literal t/ncircumcision. We want to

emphasize again that literal circumcision is itself only

a sign, an indication, a token, an earnest, a label, in

which a small part of the flesh is literally removed to
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signal its utter failure and bankruptcy. We may realize

and enjoy that which it merely indicates. We are the

real, the genuine Circumcision, even though our flesh

is not mutilated as theirs is.

THE CIRCUMCISION OF CHRIST

All that we have which is of any value is in Christ,

not in ourselves. Our circumcision is also in Him. Was

His circumcision on the eighth day reckoned to us? By

no means. That was made by hands, and consisted in

cutting away a very small portion of the flesh. His real

circumcision came at the cross, when He was cut off

from the land of the living, and His flesh as a whole

was stripped off and laid in the tomb. In Him, at that

time, we stripped off the body of flesh in the circum

cision of Christ. Thus we possess the spiritual reality of

which the physical rite was merely the symbol.

CIRCUMCISION OF THE HEART

So long as the true significance of circumcision is ig

nored, it is only a mere mutilation of the flesh, without

any value in the sight of God. It is like an empty con

tainer with a promising label on the outside, but

nothing of value within. Yet in the future when the

present demonstration of the futility of the flesh has

been finished, then the words of Moses in his last

address to Israel will become true: "Then Yahweh

your Elohim will circumcise your heart and the heart

of your seed so as to love Yahweh your Elohim with all

your heart and with all your soul" (Deut.30:6).

(To be continued) ■ H.H.R.

The Concordant Version of Kxodus should be ready before (lie

end of the year. You may place your order now to receive it as soon

as it is in print ($1.00).
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THE LANGUAGE OF GRACE

How expressively rich is the language of grace! It is as

a freely flowing river set in a landscape bordered alone

by God's horizon. Its words enshrine a wisdom and an

understanding unrevealed till Christ, from the glory,

unfolds them to the apostle Paul. Indeed, a celestial
revelation of such an order was needed for the com

plete outflow of pure grace.

Paul, as herald and teacher of the nations, was

chosen and called for this supreme unfolding. To him,

as a vessel for honor, was committed that peerless ex

pression of the mind of God known as "the evangel of

the untraceable riches of Christ to the nations"

(Eph.3:8). And in its language there lies vital

meaning, ready at all times for translation into that life

which is life indeed.

Would that more could see this, and the spiritual

asset it would be! And what a great step forward

would be theirs as they entered into Paul's distinctive

language of grace. It is certainly the expression of a

wonderfully new order of going, for it outlines and fills

in that more excellent way to which the apostle refers.

Now, it is not that grace is unmentioned apart from

Paul's epistles. It is. But it does not rise to the great

heights which Paul's pen portrays. And these did not

come within his vision until the defection of Israel,

and consequent turning to the nations opened the

way. Then, the language of grace shone out with ever

increasing splendor.
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Note its rare associations. First of all, it is of celestial

character. Hence, the spirit and wisdom of it, lifting us

entirely above worldly ways. And how strongly

marked is the contrast! Paul's precepts show this, for

there is an idealism about them which is not of this

world. See how finely the language of grace fashions

them all. How understandingly they are presented.

Not as a cold code of formulas and rules, but with the

warmth of an impelling grace. And the keynote is

being rather than doing.

"Be transformed by the renewing of your mind, for

you to be testing what is the will of God, good and well

pleasing and mature" (Rom.l2:2). "To no one render

evil for evil, making ideal provision in the sight of all

men, if possible . . ." (Rom.l2:17,18). See how Paul

qualifies this injunction—if possible. And this under

standing permeates his language again and again.

Note where he says "As we have occasion, we are

working for the good of all, yet specially for the family

of faith" (Gal.6:10). We see here how he moves from

the general to the particular, always a sound

procedure. And in his words to Timothy: "We rely on

the living God, Who is the Saviour of all mankind, es
pecially of believers' (1 Tim.4:10).

This qualifying clause makes a distinctive

difference, and is the answer to those who have said,

"If God is the Saviour of all, where lies the difference

between believers and unbelievers?" Just here, in

these arresting words. For, in a very special sense, God

is the Saviour of those who believe. Right here and

now is He proved to be a Saviour by those who, daily

and hourly, rely on Him, and find Him to be the living

God. Such blessedness, in itself, constitutes a present

vital difference.

In the language of grace it is the quality of words
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that matter. This is very noticeable in the striking list

given in Galatians 5 of the works of the flesh, as

contrasted with the fruit of the spirit. The descriptive

terms for sins far outweigh those for graces. The works

of the flesh are enumerated as seventeen, the fruit of

the spirit being only nine. Again, writing to Timothy,

Paul pens another long list of works of the flesh. And

these are eighteen in number. They mark the perilous

periods which will be present in the last days

(2 Tim.3:2-5). There is yet another dark list of twenty-

two sinful attitudes of mind which Paul portrays. And

all these are sadly unbefitting the kindness,

forbearance, and patience of God. It is indeed a tragic

statement (Rom. 1:29-31).

How refreshing to turn from such a catalogue to the

health-giving words which describe the fruit of the

spirit. "Love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,

faithfulness, meekness, self-control: against such

things there is no law" (Gal.5:22,23). Of course not.

They are the full expression of a spirit-led life. Note

the beauty of their gradation. Love, joy, peace,

provide the motive power of patience, kindness, and

goodness. And these sustain the manifestation of

faithfulness, meekness, and self-control.

Now, language is truly an index of the thoughts and

emotions of the heart. It is the limit and restraint of

thought, as also that which feeds and unfolds thought.

It is not surprising, then, that among certain tribes,

nobler words have disappeared. Sinning against light

and conscience, they ceased to glorify God and to

thank Him as God, and in time the very word to ex

press the notion of "Him that is above," vanished.

Thus, many terms have been wanting in the dialect of

the savage whereby to impart to him divine truths.

Many years ago, there were tribes in Brazil who did
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not possess any word corresponding to our ''thanks"

When the feeling of gratitude goes, how easily the ver

bal expression of it may disappear. Yet these people

kept alive a number of words to describe deeds of

cruelty.

In the world of today, even in civilized centers,

there are far more words to portray unlovely, than

lovely things. Better far, however, that our words be

few and simple, if always the expression of true feeling

before God. On three occasions, Paul makes fine use of

the expression, "thanks be to God!"

"Thanks be to God, Who is giving us the victory,

through our Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 15:57).

"Thanks be to God, Who always gives us a triumph in

Christ, and is manifesting the odor of His knowledge

through us in every place, seeing that we are a

fragrance of Christ to God, in those who are being

saved and in those who are perishing" (2 Cor.2:14,15).

Finally, that splendid expression—"Thanks be to

God for His indescribable gratuity!" (2 Cor.9:15).

How lovely an injunction is this one of Paul's.

"Become kind to one another, tenderly com

passionate, dealing graciously among yourselves, ac

cording as God also, in Christ, deals graciously with

you" (Eph.4:32). Remembering that God is kind to

the ungrateful and wicked, how kind should we be!

There is much meaning in the word kind, too. We

speak of man-kind, and the expressions are closely

connected. A kind person is a fanned person, one of

kind, acknowledging kinship with other men. So then,

mankind is mankinned. Lovelier still, do kind and

kindness appear, when we apprehend the root out of

which they grow and the truth they embody. The

kindness of God, therefore, is a wonderful thing. It

binds us to many returns of gratitude.
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Now, this language of grace, which so permeates

Paul's letters, reaches its pinnacle in the prison

epistles. Especially in Ephesians do we note this. Look

at the all-embracive form of address to them. How

different to the parochialism of the day, each section

with its imposing headquarters and barriers of rite or

rule. But here, in this letter, the inscription is far

flung—"To all the saints who are also believers in

Christ Jesus." How inclusive! And there is no mistak

ing the address on such an envelope. The opening

words, too, so coincide with the heart's desire—

"Grace to you and peace from God, our Father, and

the Lord Jesus Christ."

We are now well in tune for what follows. But, to

take it all in, we need to return to such language again

and again, for it expresses in such a rare way the

greatness of our place and position in Christ. As never

before God's grace stands revealed—"the glory of His

grace, which graces us in the Beloved9 (Eph.l:6).

What a standing then, is ours! It is as much for the

babe in Christ, as for the mature believer. But how

much it can mean to us if we take it all to heart. What

a call there is to realize such a privilege. What honor,

too, is placed upon us. We are called, not only to live

in its power for ourselves, but to display that power to

others. And how fitting in the Word of His grace, is

the expression we have already alluded to—"Become
kind to one another, tenderly compassionate, dealing

graciously among yourselves, according as God also, in

Christ, deals graciously with you9 (Eph.4:32). What
an incentive!

How exquisite are the exhortations of grace! The

language is not that of the schoolmaster, nor even of

the "church." There is no authoritative command. It

is, be this or that, or as so expressively put in
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Philippians—"Let this disposition be in you, which is

in Christ Jesus also/' "Let your lenience be known to

all men, the Lord is near. Let nothing be worrying you

... let your requests be made known to God with

thanksgiving" (Phil.2:5; 4:5,6).

Then, in the Colossian letter, Paul writes, "Let the

peace of Christ be arbitrating in your hearts .... Let

the word of Christ be making its home in you richly"

(Col.3:15,16). Indeed, there are many precepts of like

order. And they all set forth a quality of demeanor and

state of mind we do well to show and cultivate. At all

times, and in all things, we should have the mind of

Christ.

The language of grace is God-like, and we are

exhorted to become imitators of God, as beloved

children. So shall we walk as children of light, with

true culture and spiritual understanding. Language is

God's gift. He teaches us by words. But not as one

teaches a parrot, from without. God gave man a

capacity, and then evoked the capacity which He

gave. We remember how God brought the creatures to

Adam, "to see what he would call them, and what

soever Adam called every living creature, that was the

name thereof (Gen.2:19).

Thus we see that language is both divine and

human. What growth and development there has

been, we also know. How much, through His servants,

and especially Paul, God has given us of the noble

language of grace, we do well to learn. It is the true

language of the spirit, for the heart and mind of all the

saints of God. William Mealand

The fourteenth annual Bible Conference of the Bible Fellowship

Church, 15400 State Street, South Holland, Illinois, will be held

October 2-4.
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THE ADDRESS

ON THE ENVELOPE

PART TWO

THE ADDRESS OF EPHESIANS

When Paul indicates the destination of his letter, he

characterizes those to whom he is writing. He sends

Ephesians "to all the saints who are also believers in

Christ Jesus." It is said that an expert can read the

history of a man's health by looking at his teeth. So we

can see the apostasy from Pauline teaching in the in

terpolations and mistranslations and interpretations of

these simple words.

It is evident that the force of "being ... in Christ

Jesus" was lost very early. The name and titles of our

Lord were given no special significance. And how few

today would recognize the great distinction between

"Christ Jesus" and "Jesus Christ"! Yet this is the point

in this address.

All who are in touch with God are holy ones or

saints. This is the most inclusive name by which they

can be known. From Adam and Abel to the last to be

called in the eons to come, in every era, and in all the

various administrations, not only men but messengers,

are called holy ones, or saints. When Paul wrote this

epistle the saints were divided into two classes. One

group, associated with the twelve apostles, mostly of

the Circumcision and proselytes, were proclaiming

Jesus Christ as the rejected Messiah. The other group,
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associated with Paul, mostly of the Uncircumcision,

recognized His present heavenly exaltation, which is

expressed concisely and forcibly in the title Christ

Jesus. To this class this epistle was sent.

No more correct or concise direction could be given

for delivery of this epistle. It is not for unbelievers, but

for saints. It is not for those in Jesus Christ, but those

in Christ Jesus. Try as we will, we cannot find any

better address for the envelope, even though we

should add much to it. It is for some Jews and some

Gentiles; hence we cannot easily draw a line there.

Though mostly for the Uncircumcision, it also in
cludes some of the Circumcision. We cannot use this

distinction. There is only one way to divide them, and

that is their attitude toward Christ, as expressed in the

two titles Jesus Christ and Christ Jesus.

Since the significance of the title "Christ Jesus" was

lost, this sentence in the salutation has been beyond

apprehension of the copyists and translators; hence

they have tried to remedy the apparent fault. So the

scribe of Alexandrinus, or some one before him, added

"in Ephesus" in order to make sense. It is most likely

that this epistle was sent to Ephesus as well as to all

the Pauline ecclesias, and there may have been a

tradition to that effect which led to the insertion of

this phrase. But the character of the epistle is such that

it is clearly a circular letter, one copy of which might

be addressed particularly to Ephesus, but which is by

no means to be confined to that ecclesia.

We are confirmed in this position by the fact that

both Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, the most ancient of our

texts, were originally written without "in Ephesus."

This epistle contains no local allusions. The apostle

has no special place in mind. The theme is developed

along the broadest lines. There are no special ex-
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pedients as in Corinth, no corrections as in Galatia and

Colosse. Every part of the epistle applies to all the

ecclesias. It is of such a character that it could not be

withheld from any saint in Christ Jesus, in any place or

at any time. It applies to us today as fully as if we had

just received it fresh from the pen of Paul.

This epistle was for all the saints in Christ Jesus. It

should have been sent to all the saints who had come

under Paul's teaching. It would not have been under

stood by any others. Since it was written for them,

surely it must have been sent to them. Only some of

these were at Ephesus. Others were at Corinth and

Thessalonica and in Galatia, as well as Philippi and

Colosse, wherever Paul and his preaching had
penetrated.

PAUL'S EARLIER EPISTLES

In the adjustment era preceding the present secret

administration of God's transcendent riches of grace,

Paul wrote his epistles to the Thessalonians and to the
Romans, the Corinthians, the Galatians, as well as his

first letter to Timothy. The question arises, did the

revelation of the secret in Ephesians and its com

panion epistles annul the previous revelation com

pletely, and ignore its recipients, so that Romans to

Galatians and Thessalonians are obsolete, or do they

still stand just as they are, so that Ephesians is a mere

addition to their message? Or is there a third course

indicated, between these two extremes, their accep

tance as a whole, yet with modifications in detail to ac

cord with the later revelation? Is this epistle addressed

to those in Christ Jesus to whom Paul wrote his

previous epistles? The third item of the secret settles

these questions for us satisfactorily. We are joint par

takers of the promise in Christ Jesus, through the
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evangel of which Paul became the dispenser

(Eph.3:6,7).

To conclude: the opening portions of the non-

Pauline letters clearly indicate that the subjects con

cern the nation of Israel and the Kingdom on earth

which was promised to them. Paul's epistles are

written to those who, like himself, had been severed

from the rest, and associated with Christ in glory,

rather than in His rejection. Today, notwithstanding

the fact that the church knows little of this, and

generally follows the twelve apostles, ignoring Paul

and his teaching, the message heralding the Kingdom

to come from heaven to the earth is no longer in force.

By grace, all are associated with the risen and

ascended Christ. Let us pray that God would reveal to

His saints the transcendent glory which is theirs in

"Christ Jesus." A.E.K.
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Studies in Romans

ISRAELS PREROGATIVES

(Romans 9:3-5)

For my brethren, my relatives according to the flesh,

who are Israelites. Paul had another kinship, one ac

cording to the spirit, in which there were no Israelites.

The name Israel occurs about seven hundred times in

Scripture and everywhere it refers to the literal sons of

Jacob, whose name became Israel. Israelites is the

name of a fleshly people who, though they become

spiritual, are always distinguished from all other

peoples because they are the sons of Jacob. For cen

turies Christendom has been taught to consider itself a

spiritual Israel, and has misappropriated all the

glorious things promised to the real Israel. It has been

taught that Paul's kinsmen according to the flesh are

no longer Israel, and that they have forfeited all that

was promised to them. The effort to make the

prophecies concerning Israel to fit the church has

resulted in the practical denial of a very large part of

Scripture.

Israel is a national and racial name, a title of

religious aristocracy which Gentiles ought not to use.

It expresses the spiritual prerogatives of the chosen

nation. Those who are Israelites are further identified

and defined by the three relative clauses following:

Whose is . . ., whose are . . ., and out of whom
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is ....*' Thus every word shows that Israelites are a

people distinguished from others in their flesh, and

having spiritual promises also such as no other nation

has. When Paul speaks of his origin and nationality he

says, "I am an Israelite, of Abraham's seed, of Ben

jamin's tribe." Israelites and Benjamites cannot be

recognized as such in the body of Christ, which is a

spiritual organism.

It is usually taken for granted that Paul is speaking

of the body of Christ when he speaks of the Israel of

God. In his comment on Galatians 6:15-16, the saintly

Bengel says, "The Israel of God are believers of the

circumcision or Jewish nation." No grammarian who

believed in inspiration could think differently,

because Paul distinguishes two classes by the

repetition of the preposition—"peace be on them and

mercy, and on the Israel of God." The Israel of God

was the church of the circumcisionists who had lost

none of their Jewish privileges, and who expected the

fulfillment of all the promises of God made to their

fathers. Probably Paul spoke of the whole nation as the

Israel of God. From these Paul distinguishes those

who were spiritually in the new creation.

"Your name shall be called no more Jacob, but

Israel" (Gen.32:28). The name is a prophecy weighted

with promises made to the literal seed of Jacob. Dur

ing the time of their dispersion and rejection God

often calls them Jacob, but oftener He calls them

Israel. Jacob describes the present character of this

people, while Israel speaks of the character God will

yet give them after He has crippled them in order to

crown them. The story of Genesis 32:24-29 is history,

but it is a typical history of God's age-long dealing

with the nation. It is now Israel's night, and "a Man"

is wrestling with them. His name is not yet revealed to
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them, and they are wrestling against this Man. They

resist Him in every way possible. The Man began the

wrestle and prevailed not till He touched the hollow of

Jacob's thigh and crippled him so that he could wres

tle no more. That was "Jacob's trouble" for him per

sonally, and it speaks of the great tribulation that will

cripple the unbelieving nation. "Alas! for that day is

great, so that none is like it: it is even the time of

Jacob's trouble; but he shall be saved out of it"

(Jer.30:7). Jacob ceased wrestling and began to cling

to the Man, Who made him confess to the name of

Jacob, a name of unscrupulous aggressiveness and

overreaching. His sin confessed, the Man gave him the

name of Israel. He prevailed as a baby prevails over a

strong father. His clinging helplessness conquered

where his striving failed. So the whole people shall

come to realize the meaning of the name Israel. They

will confess to their Jacob character and their striving

against God (Hos. 12:3,4).

The sons of Israel are the one chosen nation. God

promised to make Abraham the father of a multitude

of nations, but Abraham was not an Israelite. Jacob

was the first person to be called Israel, and the sons of

Israel do not include Ishmaelites or Edomites, nor the

sons of Abraham by Keturah. Yahweh promised the

sons of Israel that they should not cease from being a

nation, and that He would not cast off all the seed of

Israel for all that they have done (Jer.31:35-37; 33:24-

26). God has more to lose than the sons of Jacob if He

should not yet make them a spiritual nation and a holy

people. As they are a curse so they shall become a

blessing (Zech.8:13).

The first relative clause which enables us to identify

those who are Israelites gives six particulars connected

by and. Whose is the sonship, or son-placing. This is a
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people whose Father is God, and a nation who are

acknowledged by God as His son. "My son, My first

born, is Israel" (Ex.4:22). The firstborn of man and

beast were claimed by Yahweh and were to be

sanctified to Him. The tribe of Levi was taken instead

of all the firstborn to minister to Yahweh

(Num.3:12,45,49,50). Israel as Yahweh's firstborn is
destined to be a holy nation, a royal priesthood. The

firstborn are related to the later born. In Israel the

firstborn represented the whole nation and

maintained it before God. Among the nations Israel is

to become the channel of blessing to others. The first

born implies others, and the peculiar people are to

bless other peoples. Firstfruit has a kindred meaning.

James, writing to believers of the twelve tribes, tells

them they are a firstfruit, not of the nation, but of

Gods creatures (James 1:18). The adoption assures

Israel's future glory as the priestly nation.

And the glory, which was the visible appearance of

the presence of God, also distinguished and separated

Israel from all the other nations. "The glory of Yahweh

appeared in the cloud" (Ex.l6:10). "And I will keep

appointments there with the sons of Israel, and [the

tent] will be hallowed by my glory" (Ex.29:43; 40:35;

1 Kings 8:10,11; Heb.9:5). The glory remained with

Israel until shortly after the times of the Gentiles

began, but it was never given to Gentiles. Ezekiel, the

priest, had the vision of the gradually departing glory.

First, it went from the cherubim to the threshold of

the house; then it went from over the threshold and

stood over the cherubim, and when the cherubim

stood at the door of the east gate of Yahweh's house

the glory of the God of Israel was over them above;

lastly, the glory of Yahweh went up from the midst of

the city and stood upon the Mount of Olives
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(Ezek.9:3; 10:18; 11;23). Paul says the glory belongs

to Israel. If the church is Israel, where did the glory

appear at any time? "Ichabod" is written over Israel

throughout the period of her dispersion (1 Sam.4:21).

It was given to Ezekiel to behold the return of the

glory of the God of Israel and to see that glory fill the

house which he describes with such detail. It will
return to converted Israel and dwell in the midst of the

children of Israel for the age (Ezek.43:l-7). Darkness

shall cover the earth and gross darkness the peoples,

but Yahweh will arise upon Israel and His glory shall

be seen upon them (Isa.60:l-3).

And the covenants also were made with Paul's kin

according to the flesh. Not all the covenants were

made exclusively with Israel, for God made a covenant

with the whole race through Noah under which the

world enjoys the blessing of government as well as

seed time and harvest (Gen.6:18; 9:9-16). The pur

poses of a covenant are, first, to establish a new

relation between the covenanting parties, to which

both agree; and, secondly, it confers certain specified

benefits and rights to one or both. The language of

Scripture as to the Abrahamic covenant clearly con

cerns his literal, physical seed. God said to Abram,

"Know of a surety that your seed will become a so-

journer in a land not theirs, and they are to serve

them; yet they shall do evil to them four hundred

years .... In that day Yahweh contracted a covenant

with Abram saying, To your seed I give this land, from

the stream of Egypt as far as the great stream, the

stream Euphrates" (Gen. 15:12-21). Again, when God

gave circumcision as a token of the covenant He speaks

of a physical seed (Gen. 17). And again God said to

Moses, "I have also established My covenant with

them to give them the land of Canaan" (Ex.6:4). The
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covenant was unconditional and promised possession

of the land, and it promised that God should be their

God, and that He would redeem them, and thus the

children of Israel would learn that He was Yahweh

their God (Ex.6:2-8).
If the covenant guaranteeing all these blessings to

Israel was an enduring one, why has the covenant

people been dispossessed of the land for so many cen

turies? The answer is that they entered into another

covenant at Mount Sinai. The legal covenant was a

conditional one. The nation undertook to keep the law

as the condition of continued possession (Deut.5:2,3).
Israelites' obedience to law was never sufficient to

entitle them to enter the land (Deut.9:4-6). The final

restoration will not depend on Israel's goodness, but

on God's faithfulness (Ezek.36:22,32).

The new covenant has yet to be made with Israel.

"Behold the days are coming, averring is Yahweh,

when I will contract a new covenant with the house of

Israel and with the house of Judah: not as the

covenant which I contracted with their fathers in the

day I held them fast by their hand to bring them forth

from the land of Egypt; which covenant of Mine they

annulled../' (Jer.31:31,32). This covenant will

supersede the legal or Mosaic covenant. But it has not

yet been made with both the houses of Israel. It will be

made when He takes away Israel's sin and writes His

law on their hearts, which has not yet been done

(Jer.31:33,34; Rom.ll:27). Not Moses but Christ is the

Mediator of "a better covenant enacted on better

promises" (Heb.8:6). The election of Israel enjoys an

earnest of a new covenant blessing, but the covenant is

to be made with a whole nation, and that nation is the

whole house of Israel and Judah, with whom God

made the Mosaic covenant. Individuals of other
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nations will be blessed with Israel, but the new

covenant will be made between Israel and God.

And the legislation, or law-placing, was with Israel.

Nomothesia means not only the law itself, but the

solemn promulgation of it on Mount Sinai to the

nation gathered there. Paul, who insisted that the

saints in Christ Jesus have been made dead to the law,

speaks of the nomothesia as one of the great privileges

that still belongs to Israel. A grander law-placing is

promised to the nation, the result of which will be that

all the people will know God, and be actually

righteous. When the "people shall be all righteous"

theirs will not be a righteousness reckoned to their

faith, but an actual righteousness imparted to them

(Jer.23:5,6; Ezek. 11:19,20). God will eradicate sin

from Israel's flesh when He places the law in their

hearts.

The law is not God's last word, but it was a most

necessary step in the spiritual education of the race.

Israel as a kingdom of priests must minister not to each
other but to the Gentiles. The covenants are with them

that they may carry them to all the nations. The law of

God is known wherever Israelites have gone

(Rom.2:17-20).

And the divine service, which has been truly called

"that vast parable of Christ," belongs exclusively to
Israel. That service is so peculiarly Israel's that it can
not be rendered while Israel is away from their land.

The Mosaic institutions, such as the tabernacle, the

temple, the offerings, the priesthood, and the

economic law cannot be observed by Israel in their

dispersion. The bloodshedding, so prominent in the

worship of Israel in the wilderness and in the land, in

the tabernacle and the temple, is now conspicuous by

its absence. All Israel's feasts are vain because they
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have not the ritual blood prescribed by Yahweh. They

refuse Christ and now there remains with them no

sacrifice for sins. When Israel returns to God and

enters the land, the divine service will again be theirs

(Ezek.46). There will be one place of worship for all

nations (Isa.56:6-8; Zech. 14:16-19). The worship will

differ very much from what is called worship today,

because it will conform perfectly to what Yahweh

prescribed for Israel at Sinai, and recorded in

Leviticus. Israel will be the priestly nation through

whom the foreigners will present their offerings. All

that worship will manifest Christ and the various

aspects of His perfect sacrifice.

And the promises which God made to the fathers

and to the nation still remain. Christ confirmed these

promises to the circumcision. Christ ratifies all the

promises of God to whomsoever they were made

(Rom. 15:8; 2 Cor. 1:20). Paul tells us that the promises

were made to his kinsmen according to the flesh whose

unbelief is the cause of his great sorrow. The national

apostasy has not taken the promises from Israel and
given them to others. They were unconditionally

made, and cannot be lost or gained by the fulfillment

of any condition. The promise was the Israel should

be God's people, possess the land, exercise an ex

clusive priesthood, be a kingdom, and have leadership

of the nations in the worship and divine service.

Heaven was not promised them, but a political and

spiritual preeminence over all nations. Those promises

were reiterated in many a prophecy which cannot by

any ingenuity be made to fit the church. The church

has never enjoyed them.

The world waits for the fulfillment of the promise to

bless the world through Abraham's seed (Gen.l2:2,3).

Paul shows that even now some blessings of Abraham
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have come to believing Gentiles, but these are of a

spiritual character and do not deal with the political

and economic conditions that now curse all

civilizations. Then the promises were made to Isaac

and Jacob also (Gen.23:3,4; 28:13,14). Paul does not

call justified Gentiles sons of Isaac and Jacob, for

these fathers were not justified, nor are they in any

sense our fathers. Abraham is figuratively our father,

and we his sons. Paul is talking about his fleshly kin

and says these promises are still theirs.

The second relative clause further identifying Israel

is whose are the fathers. Gentile believers can claim

Abraham as father in a figurative way, but not Isaac,

Jacob, the twelve sons of Israel, Moses or David. The

fathers in Israel are the national glory. Israel is

beloved by God and all good men for the sake of their

fathers. In succession to the fathers are the twelve

apostles. No other people has such a noble and

spiritual ancestry and so much fleshly distinction.

The third identifying clause is and out of whom is

Christ according to the flesh. How carefully God

protected the blood line of Christ's derivation from

Abraham and David! He came of the seed of David ac

cording to the flesh. Even unbelieving Israel is coming

to boast of Jesus, the man and teacher, as an ornament

of their race. Strangely there are diligent readers of

Scripture today who deny that Jesus Christ is a Jew,

though they are proud to call Him an Israelite and

acknowledge Him as their Lord and Saviour. The

evidence of our Lord's Jewhood is too explicitly taught

to be successfully disputed. All the history of Israel

makes it evident that our Lord has arisen out of Judah

(Matt.l:2-16; Heb.7:14). But the apostle Paul was not

acquainted with Christ according to the flesh, that is,

as a Jew. He knew and preached Ghrist as the Head of
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a new humanity in which there is neither Jew nor

Greek (Gal.3:28; Col.3:ll). As Israel's kinsman He
will redeem both them and their estate; but as the

head of a spiritual body and the new creation, He is

not to be thought of as an Israelite and a Jew. When

He sits on the throne of his glory He will be King of

the Jews, and King of kings.

The limitation according to theflesh suggests an an

tithesis. There is something in His personality that is

not out of Israel. He is Israel's God, the God Whose

face Jacob saw. Israel could not produce Him Who is

over all, God blessed for the eons. For the eons Christ

is God over all, and is blessed as such. Christ was

the God of Bethel and of all the theophanies. When

He comes again Israel will hail Him as their God, as

Yahweh, saying, "Behold, this is Yahweh our Elohim.

We expected Him, and He will save us! This is

Yahweh! We expected Him, and we will exult! And we

will rejoice in His salvation" (Isa.25:9). He Who is the

Seed of David, is also the Son of God. He acts in the

character of God in every relation that exists between

the Creator and all His creatures, whatever these may

be. Expositors find much difficulty in this passage, and

much has been written about the way it should be

punctuated and interpreted. The difficulties begin

when men draw inferences and build theories.

Inspired Israelites had no difficulty in recognizing that

God would come to earth and reign over them. "Our

Elohim shall come." "Let the heavens rejoice, and let

the earth exult. . . before Yahweh; for He comes, for

He comes to judge the earth: He shall judge the

habitance in righteousness, and the peoples in His

faithfulness" (Psa.50:l-6; 96:11-13). Israel's Messiah is

to be blessed for the eons. To which we say, Amenl

George L. Rogers
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CHRIST OVER ALL

The disappointments and disillusionments of the

present press on all mankind, both believers and un

believers. But as believers* we have received the spirit

of sonship in which we cry "Abba Father," awakening

in us the awareness that we share with Christ the an

ticipation of an allotment from God (Rom.8:15-17). It

is this spirit of sonship which aids us in our infirmities

of flesh and mind and strengthens us in our prayers

with the assurance that God is working all together for

good (Rom.8:26-28). Now, in Romans 9, the apostle

Paul, in effect, is crying out, "Abba Father," as he

travails over the state of his kinsmen according to the

flesh. And it is the spirit of sonship within him which

focuses his attention on such an Old Testament

declaration as Isaiah 40:28. "Do you not know?

Should you not hear? Elohim eonian is Yahweh,

Creator of the ends of the earth. He is not fainting, nor

is He wearying. And there is no investigating of His

understanding.

These words may have come to Paul's mind as he

wrote Romans 9:5 concerning the Christ according to

the flesh, "Who is over all, God blessed for the eons.

Amen!" (C.V. 1931 edition0).

0The earlier C.V. rendering is used here as being closer to the

Greek Text and more appropriate to the context, though indeed

the reading in later editions (from 1944) is defendable (see, for ex

ample, the discussion in Ernst Kasemann's Commentary on

Romans [Eerdmans, 1980]).
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The promise to Israel that Yahweh is the eonian

God soothes the apostle's anxieties. Here he identifies

Christ, Who according to the flesh is out of Israel, with

Yahweh of the Old Testament. He is over all, in

cluding the present circumstance of Israel's anathema

from Him and the future circumstances of their

deliverance. He is more than King of the Jews. He is

more than Israel's Lord. God, His Father, the great

Placer, has placed Him as Placer (Heb.l:8) over all

His operations.

It is significant that Paul should draw our attention

to this fact at the point where he speaks of his great

sorrow and unintermittent pain of heart. At the very

beginning of his lengthy discussion concerning Israel's

dilemma, the spirit of sonship within Paul leads him to

focus on Christ and magnify His office with this un

usual and striking avowal. Then when he has con

cluded, the apostle parallels this praise of Christ with

the more sweeping blessing of God Himself in the

words of 11:33-36. To begin with, Christ over all, God

blessed for the eons. To end with, all out of God and

through Him and for Him; to Him be the glory for the

eons! Amen! Whenever we start with Christ we end

with God. To praise our Lord is finally to glorify His

Father.

This eonian authority of Christ is important to us

all. It is not an authority over Israel's circumstances

alone. Here in Romans, when associating this position

of Christ with the prophecies of the Old Testament

concerning Israel, Paul appropriately uses the title

"God." But later, in unfolding our blessings, he uses

such terms as "Head" or "Sovereign" to describe this

operation of our Lord. In such passages as

1 Corinthians 15:25-28 and Ephesians 1:10,11 he

widens the outlook even more to show us that all will
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someday recognize this authority to the glory of God

the Father.

It is well for us to be aware of this position which the

Father has given to the Son. We also have our troubles

and sorrows. Our plans get unraveled, and our hopes

are often dashed, but Christ Jesus, the One dying, yet

being roused, is the One "Who is also at Gods right

hand . . . pleading also for our sakes" (Rom.8:34). As

He is over all the events of Israels history, so "He is

the Head of the body, the ecclesia, Who is Sovereign,

Firstborn from among the dead, that in all He may be

becoming first" (Col. 1:18). He is our Lord, "through

Whom all is" (1 Cor.8:6). "As then, you accepted

Christ Jesus, the Lord, be walking in Him, having

been rooted and being built up in Him, and being

confirmed in the faith according as you were taught,

superabounding in it with thanksgiving" (Col.2:6,7).

D.H.H.

(To be continued)

U. HUDSON GANTT

At age 93, Brother Gantt, of Pelion, South Carolina, died on

June 30 after a brief illness. He attended the Pauline Church of

Christ near his home, becoming well familiar with the good news

of God's grace and ultimate purpose for all mankind. We extend

our sympathy to his widow, Corine, and the rest of his family.

JACK V. SHAW

We are sorry to learn of the death, on August 9, of Brother Jack

Shaw Sr., of Whittier, California at the age of 79. We often

enjoyed fellowship in the Word with him at our Los Angeles area

meetings and will miss his happy testimony very much. He

endured much pain in recent years, but he always rejoiced in his

Lord, Whose awakening shout will be the next sound he will hear.

FLOYD FREDRICK BOYER

Brother Boyer of Mariposa, California was put to repose on

March 8 at the age of 75. A firm believer in the fullness of Christ's

work at the cross, he now sleeps awaiting that glorious resurrection

promised us in the evangel of Christ.
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OPTIMISM AND SAVING GRACE

Hardly anyone would deny that salvation is a free

gift, or that it is by the grace of God. In fact, those who

are actually strong opponents of the gratuitousness

and graciousness of the evangel generally claim to

want nothing more than the honor of God's grace. And

this may be so, but the problem is that they base their

ideas as to what will truly honor, or even define, this

grace upon the prevailing ethics of the world, and not

upon His Word.

It is most remarkable to behold the spectacle of

pastors and evangelists extolling the virtues of Christ

as the all-sufficient Saviour of men when a candid con

sideration of their actual teachings reveals that they

stand for quite opposite principles. And a thoughtful

person will be constrained to question their sensibility

if not their sincerity, when their facade of optimism is

seen as the cover for a message which, in fact, is un

speakably gloomy and negative.

The good news from God, indeed, the "faithful. . .

saying," which is "worthy of all welcome," whether

men welcome it or not, is that "ChristJesus came into

the world to save sinners" (1 Tim. 1:15)! He came into

the world in order to save sinners. He did not come

into the world to do a work that would merely make it

possible for God to "offer" salvation to sinners. No,
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He came to save sinners. And, "foremost of whom am

I," says Paul; "therefore was I shown mercy" (verse

16). Indeed the reason that "God locks up all together

in stubbornness" is "that He should be merciful to

all" (Rom.ll:32). Whether men welcome it or not, "to

whom He will, He is merciful" (Rom.9:18); "the Son

. . . is vivifying whom He will" (John 5:21); and "in

Christ, shaU all be vivified" (1 Cor. 15:22); "death,"

which is "the last enemy, is being abolished"

(1 Cor. 15:26), "that God may be All in all"

(1 Cor. 15:28). For "our Saviour, God,. . . wills that all

mankind be saved" (1 Tim.2:4). Does He not say "all

My desire I will do" (Isa.46:10)?

Paul tells us that "whatever was written before, was

written for this teaching of ours, that through the en

durance and the consolation of the scriptures we may

have expectation" (Rom.l5:4). In light of this,

whenever we read of God's powerful saving operations

in ancient times, we may realize that even man's, and

God's, "last enemy," death, is not in any way too for

midable an opponent. We should never imagine that

we today will have to pray with any less boldness for

the endless glorious salvation of our loved ones, and

even for all mankind (1 Tim.2:l-3), than the sons of

Israel could for mere temporary deliverance from their

warring enemies. On the contrary, in light of the

glories revealed in Paul's evangel, we may pray

earnestly for the salvation of all, from all of their

"enemies," both internal and external, with full con

fidence that our requests, in due time, will be granted

far beyond our highest and greatest desires. Indeed, if

we suppose that the "salvation" of the Lord is nothing

more than a refusable offer, why should we, at any

time, pray to Him to save us, or anyone else, from

anything whatsoever? It is evident that the pleadings
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and prayers of God's people, when prostrate before

Him, are more scriptural than the doctrines exalting

human efforts which they so often espouse while

standing self-confidently upon their feet. Let us

approach God in prayer as Jehoshaphat did when he

prayed, " 'Yahweh, Elohim of our fathers, are You not

He, the Elohim [the Subjector] in the heavens? And

You are ruling among all the kingdoms of the nations.

And in Your hand is vigor and mastery, and no one is

able to stand by against You. . . . Stand will we before

. . . You . . . and cry out to You from our distresses;

then You will hear and save " (2 Chron.20:6,9).

Yet nearly all today teach the very opposite of such

things as these. While they may even be willing to

acknowledge that God's supposed "part" in salvation

is primary, essential, and worthy of great glory, honor

and praise, they are still insistent that they too have an

essential contribution to make toward their own

salvation. They claim that God will subject all who

persist in refusing to "cooperate" with Him by "doing

their part" to some sort of endless punishment. But if

God's "part" toward man's salvation is insufficient,

then it is clear that the part left for man to contribute

will make all the difference between his eternal well-

being and his everlasting ruination. And if this is so,

then man can, finally, only look to his own self for the

key which will deliver him from such a terrible end.

That is, after God's part toward man's salvation is

finished, man's salvation from eternal punishment

remains quite unfinished. In this key, vitally impor

tant, matter that remains, man is represented as being

absolutely and solely his own saviour, from "hell,"

and it is dishonest and deceptive to try to "cover up"

or deny this.

Instead of calling such a message a "gospel" it
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ought to be called what it is: a little glimmer of hope

for escape from eternal punishment. How can anyone

who really believes in nothing better than that dare to

bring children into the world? Why put them into the

very position that will most likely result in their

endless misery? Can the slight possibility of a

relatively good life of eighty or ninety years be worth

the risk? Would it not be better never to be born in

order to avoid such a danger? Why protect our houses

from destruction with fire insurance, even though only

a tiny percentage of homes ever burn, and yet be

responsible for bringing other human beings, indeed,

our own children, into a most unprotected condition

(mortal life) which is sure to result in such a great

percentage entering into an awful endless

punishment? Why deny or try to avoid these things

when anyone who cares at all about others is bound to

think of them?

If such a message is true, the least one can do is

make it clear to the unsaved that ultimately their

salvation lies in themselves and not at all in their God.

It should also be made plain that what Christianity is

is a religion of the survival of the fittest, who rely upon

themselves to complete what God left unfinished for

salvation. Anyone who can remain optimistic in light

of such a situation is, at least, quite illogical.

God is ordinarily pictured as being unwilling to

provide for man's greatest need—that of having a will

ing heart. Yet we know that He has made full

provision for this in matters of, comparatively, little

consequence {e.g. Ezra 1:1,5). We know that He is

able to provide man with a heart that is willing to

practice every good work superaboundingly

(2Cor.9:9, cf Eph.3:20,21). In light of such con

siderations, it must be admitted that our perception of
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God's love for His creatures is made a subject for the

microscope and not the telescope if it actually is true—

as the usual teachings lead us to conclude—that He

fails to provide for our greatest need.

Glibly replying that He (supposedly) cannot do so

without violating one or more of His attributes (does

this not in itself seem altogether unlikely, even im

possible?) or at least without changing the nature of

things, will not help at all. For we will then wish that

He had better attributes than those which make it im

possible for Him alone to be our Saviour! And we will

wish that He had been wiser and had not created "the

nature of things" in such a way! If in the end the very

best that can be said is "few there be that found it,"

and that even these only "found it" thanks to

themselves, then such an alleged "gospel" is certainly

a far more pessimistic than optimistic message.

Nothing that the Scriptures state concerning any of

God's judgments, past or future, even the most severe,

contradict the things we have shared here—that at

present, and in the future, salvation is Gods gracious

work, and that it is for all mankind. That is a positive

and optimistic message! And it is the truth. Let us not

allow the mistranslation of the word aibn in most

Bibles as "ever" to turn us away from the truth. The

rendering should be "eon" or "age," as can be clearly

demonstrated by a consistent study of all its oc-

curences. God's works of judgment and salvation do

not oppose one another.

Let us believe that "God ... fo the Saviour of all

mar^kind, especially of believers. These things be

charging and teaching" (1 Tim.4:10,ll). "Stand

aloof" from all teachings to the contrary, for they are,

in fact, "profane prattlings" (2 Tim.2:16).

James Coram
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ZECHARIAH

The time the word of Yahweh came to Zechariah

places him among the last of the prophets. Only

Malachi came later. Haggai started two months

before, in the sixth month, but does not seem to have

continued as long (1:1). At that time the Samaritans

had hindered the building of the temple, but the king

who made this decree had died. When Darius became

king, the Jews were allowed to proceed, but other

hindrances arose, and the people themselves had lost

the holy zeal which characterized them at their return.

They built their own homes luxuriously, but
neglected the rebuilding of the house of Yahweh
(Haggai 1:4). To remedy this, as we shall see, a spirit

of resoluteness was sent to help them preserve the

worship of Yahweh in the land.

Zechariah is constructed like most of inspired

revelation, in that its principal subjects are repeated

in inverse order. At the beginning (1:1-6) and the end

(12:1-14:21) we have literal prophecies. Within these

are symbols in visions (1:7-6:15) and, in parables

(11:1-17). In the center are predictions which balance

(7:1-8:23 with 9:1-10:12). Two sets of Symbolic

Visions (1:7-2:13 and 4:1-5:10) are each followed by

sections concerning the Sprout, or "Branch" (3:1-10

and 6:9-15). They balance each other, Yahweh's Pur

poses being divided into the Lampstand (4:1-14) and

the Measuring Line (2:1-13); and the External

Enemies into the Flying Sickle (or "Roll") with the

Ephah (5:1-11) and the Horns with the Artificers (or

"Carpenters," 1:18-21); the Spiritual Currents into

the Horseman (1:7-17) and the Chariots (6:1-8)
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THE HORSES OF ZECHARIAH

The two visions of symbolic horses found in

Zechariah's prophecy, which the skeleton shows to be

complementary, should be considered together. The

object of the first is to show that the world is at peace

while the temple of God is still unfinished. This is con

trary to God's mind. So the second vision shows us the

spiritual currents set in motion to disturb the calm

contentment and false complacency of the peoples,

while still at enmity with God. As a similar situation

exists today, and now, as then, there are strong

spiritual surges which threaten the peace of the whole

world, it is of extraordinary interest and profit to see

how God wrought His will, and how the prophecy

found its fulfillment in the past. So also will His

prophecies for the future be fulfilled. The spriritual

forces are already at work.

The first vision (1:7-17) falls into two complemen

tary parts, the symbols (7-8) and their interpretation

(9-17). The first symbol is simple. It is night. Darkness

covers the earth. As it is today, the nations sit in

darkness and the shadow of death (Isa.9:2; Luke 1:79).

In a broad sense the whole action of the two visions is

calculated to dispel this darkness and bring in the day

of Yahweh. There is no night of Yahweh. Then His il

luminating spirit, unlike the horses of this vision, will

spread the light over all the earth, and His hand will

be visible to all. In Zechariah's time, however, as it is

today, the spiritual forces at work in the world operate

behind a curtain of darkness that few can penetrate.

May God give us light so that we will be able to see

through this black curtain, and observe the spiritual

currents that carry out His intention!

Not only is it night, but the rider on the red horse,
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who is first to appear in the vision, stands in the shade,

between mountains. Does not this give us the place of
Israel at that time? They should have shed light by

their blessedness through obedience to Yahweh, as, in

deed, they did in the days of David and Solomon. But

their defeat and deportation cast a shadow on the

character of Yahweh, and changed them from being

the highest mountain on the earth to a depression

between the mountains, so that they were in deeper

darkness than the rest. As they had no temple, there

was no public worship of Yahweh. And a God Who

seemingly could not maintain His place of worship

against the petty opposition in the land was in eclipse,

and the people were in the dark shadow along with

Him.

The Hebrew text and the A. V. read myrtles (eds) in

stead of mountains (erim). But the Septuagint makes it

mountains. These do not look much alike in English

letters, but in Hebrew the d and r differ very slightly,

and are often confused. The final m is so like the s

that, in writing it, I exaggerate the difference. The fact

that the companion vision also has mountains adds

considerably to the conviction that mountains is cor
rect. Besides, no satisfactory interpretation of

"myrtles" seems to be possible. At least we have never

seen one. Mountains, on the contrary, are clearly sym

bols of political powers, and these overshadowed the

little band of Jews who returned from deportation.

THE COLORED HORSES

Symbols in the Bible must not be interpreted by

western standards or customs, but according to the

mental attitude of the orient. There the horse was

seldom used as it is with us, to carry burdens or draw

loads. That was done by the ox and the donkey. The
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name of the horse is sus, which means swift. Even

today the Arabian strain is noted for its speed. This
was not at all necessary in the ordinary life of Bible

times, hence horses were not used by the poor. The

Assembler noted it as most incongruous to see servants

riding on horses, and chiefs going as servants on the

earth (Ecc.lO:7). So the horse may symbolize high
rank or authority, especially if it is white in color.

The horse is usually associated with war in the

Scriptures. In Proverbs we read that a horse is

prepared for the day of battle, yet of Yahweh is

salvation (Ecc.lO:7). Nearly all of the occurrences,

from the horses of Pharaoh (Ex. 14:9), and the many

horses of the kings (which were forbidden, Deut.

17:16) speak of their use for warfare. But the symbol is

by no means confined to that. It may stand for any

widespread calamity, such as a black horse for famine

(Rev.6:5), and a greenish horse for the pestilence or

death (Rev.6:8). Only the red horse is distinctly a sym

bol of war (Rev.6:4).

We have the key to the literal meaning given us in

Zechariah's companion vision. In response to his

question, "What are these, my lord?" he is told,

"These are the four spirits of the heavens faring forth

from stationing themselves with the Lord of the entire
earth" (Zech.6:5). Perhaps we would call one of them

"the spirit of the times," for men do not know or

recognize the Lord of all the earth. They imagine that

the spiritual currents among mankind are causeless,

casual, adventitious, a mere matter of chance. They

have never learned the lesson taught to Nebuchadnez

zar, that the Supreme is in authority in the kingdom of

mortals (Dan.4:25), and, even now, "the heavens do

rule." In the kingdom of the heavens this authority

will be recognized; now it is practically denied.
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THE YELLOW HORSE

The significance of the yellow color is not so easily
determined as that of the red and white. This word is
so diversely rendered in the King James Version, that

we must go to the original to make sure of its meaning.

The A. V. translates it fine (flax Isa.l9:9), choicest vine
(Gen.49:ll; Isa.5:2), noble vine (Jer.2:21), and here

speckled (or bay, margin, Zech.l:8). The color com

mon to raw flax and muscat grapes and palomino

horses is a shade of yellow. This is found in a later
Greek version also (xanthoi yellow).

As the Scriptures seem to give us no clue to the part

assigned to the yellow horse, we must go to nature for

such illumination as it may give. This, however, is only

suggestive, not conclusive. The white horse is really a

compound of all the colors. Hence it is not confined to

any specific calamity, but speaks of authority from

heaven to inflict any or all of them. The red horse is

associated with armed conflict. The three colors which

make up the white are red, yellow and blue, the so-

called primary colors, of which all others are com

posed.

If we leave out the blue, representing heaven, then

the red and yellow will cover the rest of the spectrum.

It is quite possible, then, and most appropriate, if we

consider the yellow horses as representative of all the

opposing spirit forces on earth except the one

definitely devoted to warfare. As, however, the

greenish horse of the end time (Rev.6:8) is very similar

in appearance (green is a combination of blue and

yellow), we may be quite safe in concluding that it is a

symbol of death, whether by the sword or by famine or

by pestilence, or by the wild beasts of the earth.

These were sent by Yahweh to walk in the earth.
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This is startling, for a horse is built for speed, and is

supposed to be swift. The reason is soon seen. They

did not start wars, or famines, or kill, or exercise

authority. They may have prepared for these by their

presence, but they report that all is quiet in the earth.

We might think that this is an ideal condition of af

fairs. Not so Yahweh! Peace is, indeed, His ultimate

goal. It will come with the Prince of peace. But not

before! Until Jerusalem, the "Tenancy of Peace,' will

spread it over the whole earth, all tranquillity is false

and temporary, and the sooner it is disturbed the

better. Yahweh is jealous for Jerusalem and for Zion

with a great jealousy (1:14). He is angry with the

nations and promises to return and rebuild Jerusalem

and the cities round about (15-17). This was fulfilled

in the era before the coming of Christ.

THE SECOND VISION

The second vision (6:1-8) is evidently the sequel to

the first. Horses and chariots invoke the false peace

that prevailed. These, however, take their stand

between two mountains of copper. This gives us a clue

as to the time. Nebuchadnezzar took peace from the

earth when he conquered it. He was the head of gold.

The Medo-Persians again disturbed the peace by tak

ing over world rule. They were the chest and arms of

silver. Now that the earth is quiet again, the next great

conqueror is due. This will be Alexander the Great, of

Macedonia. His kingdom is the belly and thighs of
copper (Dan.6:32). Zechariah is being shown the

preparatory spiritual currents which will lead up to the

next great world dominion, as well as Yahweh's

provision for the furtherance of His worship in the

temple.

As in the parallel vision there are mountains, but
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here they are metallic, made of copper. In the great

images seen by Nebuchadnezzar, the succeeding

kingdoms were represented by metals, gold, silver,

copper, iron and clay. The Babylonian empire had

passed away, and the Medo-Persian was declining.

But the Grecian was in process of formation. It was the

next conqueror of Israel. Most of the military history of

the time centered there. Athens and Sparta carried on

the Peloponnesian war about this time (410-404 B.C.)

These may be represented by the two mountains. Two

of the chariots went to the land of the north, which

would be their general direction from the land of

Israel. One team goes southward, and one walks in

the land, and so slowly prepares for the wars of the

Maccabees. As a result the spirit of Yahweh, which is

the spirit of peace, is stopped in the land of the north

and the copper kingdom of Alexander conquers the

earth.
HORSES AND CHARIOTS

Horses and chariots were associated with human

might, and independence of God, and with warfare, in

Israel, ever since Pharaoh lost his in the sea. When the

subject of a king came up, Yahweh directed that he

should not multiply horses for himself (Deut.l7:16).

When the great combination of nations came against

Israel under Jabin, king of Hazor, with very many

horses and chariots, Joshua defeated them. He did not

keep their horses, but felled them, and their chariots

he burned with fire (Josh. 11:4-6). When Absalom

prepared his insurrection against David he prepared

horses and chariots. The Psalmist says (20:7): "These

in a chariot, and those on horses, yet we the name of

Yahweh our Elohim are mentioning." They are a sym

bol of strong spiritual currents among the nations and

in the land.
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The differences between the horses in the first

vision of Zechariah and those in the later one are

notable. In the first they have returned from walking
in all the earth and report the state of quietness that

exists at the time. In the second they are hitched to
chariots and fare forth to specific regions in order to

stir up the conflict called for by the future plans of
Yahweh for the nation of Israel. By the different direc

tions in which they are sent there is a clear indication

of a great change in the center of earthly dominion.

Hereto it had been in the east. Now it veers around to

the north. The introduction of the phalanx, in which

several rows of soldiers presented a solid front of

spearheads, gave the Greeks such an advantage over

their foes, that they swept all before them.

THE COLORS OF THE HORSES

As in the previous vision, the red horses indicate

conflict and the white authority, yet, being harnessed

to chariots, they do not report the lack of these, but

foretell their prevalence in the future. In fact, the

action seems to be going on, and the red horses seem

to be going everywhere, for no particular region is

assigned to them. They probably symbolize Alex

ander's conquests, which were worldwide. In full ac

cord with this is the destination of the white horses.

They go to the north, which is the general direction of

Greece. World power had been in the east, under

Babylon and Persia. Now it was to be transferred to

the north, giving world dominion to the copper

kingdom of Alexander the Great.

THE DUSKY HORSES

The A.V. says that the horses of the second chariot

are blacky and this is supported by the Septuagint. But
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the Hebrew reads otherwise. The stem, meaning

dawn (which they translate morning as a rule), has an

adjective which might be rendered dusky. The two

words are very similar in Hebrew. Black is shch/ and
dusky is shchr. The / is formed much like the r, but has

an added upright stroke above it which, if faded or in

distinct, makes it look very much like an r. Either way

the symbol would probably be very similar, as the

colors are so nearly alike.

Black horses are the symbol of famine (Matt.24:7;

Mark 13:5; Luke 21:11; Rev.6:5,6). This was to be ex

pected, after the red horses had been there, for war is

almost always followed by famine. At this time

military history was made by Athens and Sparta, who

carried on the Peloponnesian war (410-404 B.C.), and,

in turn, were conquered by Alexander of Macedonia,

who rode the chariot with the red horses everywhere.

In other places, however, there was no prolonged con

flict. His progress was swift. Hence there was not the

lack of sustenance that almost always follows a long

drawn out warfare in other regions. In Judea, although

the high priest had refused to obey Alexander, and

had aroused his anger, nevertheless supplication was

made to Yahweh to save them. The priests, with the

high priest at their head went out to meet him. At

sight of the chief priest Alexander worshipped him

because of a dream he had at the beginning of his

triumphal march, in which a person dressed like the

high priest had promised him success. So there was no

fighting in Judea.

THE DAPPLED HORSES

The "dappled" horses present a problem until we

have some idea of the color of the spots. The Hebrew

provides this, for the stem of the word is used of hail
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(Ex.9:18). This suggests that the spots were white. As

the horses do not all leave at the same time, for the

white ones left "after" the dusky, so the dappled may

go after the white. As they go southward, this may ex

plain why no great empires have ever arisen south of

them after Egypt had been subdued. There, authority

was confined to comparatively small districts for a

long time. From the standpoint of the land, the spirit

of world authority was henceforth confined to the

north. It had once been in the south, when Egypt

enslaved Israel and would not allow them to worship

Yahweh. Then it was transferred to the east, and

deported them and destroyed their temple. Now it was

in the north, and would eventually destroy the temple

again. But this was beyond the scope of the vision.

THE RESOLUTE HORSES

The A.V. calls these "bay," that is, reddish brown

horses, but it puts "strong" in the margin. It

sometimes translates this Hebrew stem courage

(Deut.31:6) and again steadfastly minded (Ruth 1:18).

The term resolute combines these thoughts. These

horses do not seem to be sent away anywhere, but to

walk up and down in the land itself. This suggests that

they represent that resolute spirit which energized

those who rebuilt the temple in spite of the opposition,

and those later heroes, like the Maccabees, who

defended it. Zechariah's prophecy was sent to foster

this very spirit. The mentors of Judah said in their

heart, "Resoluteness is with me! The dwellers of

Jerusalem are in Yahweh of hosts, their Elohim"

(12:5). Something of this spirit persists today among

the repatriated Jews in the land.
A.E.K.
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EDITORIAL

For ten years now I have been personally involved

with the preparation of this magazine. It is with

thanksgiving and praise to God that I look back on this

decade of opportunity in participating so directly in

the work of the Concordant Publishing Concern.

There have been many disappointments and dif

ficulties, but there has always been the assurance that

God is at work in this world, and He blesses us con

tinually in Christ.

It is in the book of Philippians that I have found the

greatest help for living and working. Here the apostle

Paul focuses our attention on God even while He is

considering the service of the believer. At the very

beginning he writes, "I am thanking my God at every

remembrance of you, always, in every petition of mine

for you all, making the petition with joy . . . having

this same confidence, that He Who undertakes a good

work among you will be performing it until the day of

Jesus Christ" (1:3-6). The foundation for joy and

peace is confidence in God. We do not know if Paul

was ever able to visit the Philippians again as he

planned (1:25; 2:24), though we assume he was. But it

was a blessing in itself just to have the confidence in

the Lord that this would come about.

Yet regarding ourselves and the flesh, we can have
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no confidence (3:4). Here at the Concern, no matter

how attentive we are to our work, typographical,

printing and binding errors, publishing and mailing

delays and all sorts of frustrations enter into the

production of this magazine every issue. This is not an

excuse for carelessness, but it does help to keep us

humble and also to increase our conscious reliance on

God.

We are to be testing the things of consequence

(Phil. 1:10). And what can be of greater consequence

than the purpose and operations of God? In this issue

we are considering His directings in the travels of

Paul, His faithfulness to Israel and His plans for dying

humanity. If He is so attentive to these greater matters

is it not true that He is attentive to the concerns in

each of our little worlds? Whether we are publishing a

magazine or plowing a field or feeding a family, if we

can see the hand of God in it all, and take the results

from Him, it will be a rewarding experience. "The

Lord is near. Do not worry about anything, but in

everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,

let your requests be made known to God, and the

peace of God, that is superior to every frame of mind,

shall be garrisoning your hearts and your apprehen

sions in Christ Jesus" (Phil.4:5-7).

We are happy to plant or irrigate the Word of God,

and are content that God will make it grow up as He

sees best (1 Cor. 3:5-7). This is the lot graciously given

to us by God for now (and the next decade and the

next seventy-two years if it be His will) until Christ

comes and makes us useful in that perfect work He has

prepared for us all. Therefore we are rejoicing in the

Lord and are finding that God does indeed fill our

every need in accord with His riches in glory in Christ

Jesus (Phil.4:4,19). D.H.H.



Problems of Translation

VIVIFY OR MAKE ALIVE

Vivify is a term much needed by students of the Scrip

tures to express a thought which is not clearly ap

parent in the phrase "make alive/' Much meditation

and investigation have convinced us that it does not

merely signify the impartation of life to the dead, but

the abolition of the death process altogether. The

"living/' that is, mortals who have death operating in

them and so are slowly but surely dying, may also be

vivified by the impartation of a spirit which will stop

the dying process. This is so important that we will

consider each passage in which it occurs, so as to see if

we cannot confirm this conclusion.

In forming the vocabulary for the Concordant

Version the preference was always given to plain

Anglo-Saxon terms. Latin derivatives were avoided

when possible. But it is one of the special features of

English that synonyms out of these two sources tend to

differentiate, as, for instance pork and pig, so that we

are obliged to use the Latin terms at times for cor

rectness and accuracy. So with make alive. In the

Scriptures it seems inadequate, while vivify will

readily adapt itself to the fuller significance.

John 5:21 For even as the Father is rousing the dead and

vivifying, thus the Son also is vivifying whom He

will.
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This passage, as above rendered, is a remarkable
confirmation of the view we have suggested. It is not

that God "quickeneth them" (A.V.), that is, the dead

indiscriminately, after or in connection with their

resurrection, but only those whom the Son will,

whether dying or dead, are vivified. In fact most of the

dead, in view here, who will enter the judgment, are

not vivified when they are roused. Their vivification

comes much later, and is not within the scope of this

passage. Hitherto the words and maketh them alive

added nothing to the sense whatever. They were

either emphatic or redundant. In this view they are

full of further truth, indicating that vivification is not

for the dead alone.

John 6:63 The spirit is that which is vivifying. The flesh is not

benefiting anything.

Our Lord is here speaking of life through His

declarations. There is no thought of actual death and

resurrection, but of added life. If they should believe

His word they would sustain their life through it, not

by eating flesh, as they were doing. Flesh would keep

them alive (not give them life) for a short period, and

they would die. Faith would keep them alive (not give

them life) for the eon which was impending.

Rom. 4:17 [Abraham] believes it of the God Who is vivifying

the dead ....

Abraham was practically dead, so far as progeny was

concerned. What he needed was vivification in some

degree in order to have the necessary vitality for

generating a seed so multudinous as was promised to

him. He was not dead, so did not need to be raised or

roused. So God is not presented here as One Who raises

the dead, but as the One Who can impart life such as

nullifies the death process. Abraham was invigorated
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(Rom.4:20). His body was dead only in a figurative

sense, and the "making alive" corresponded to this,

being also figurative, or a special usage best expressed
by vivify.

Rom. 8:11 Now if the spirit of Him Who rouses Jesus from

among the dead is making its home in you, He Who

rouses Christ Jesus from among the dead will also be

vivifying your mortal bodies because of His spirit

making its home in you.

It is evident that our future resurrection will not be

because of the spirit which dwells in us. The dead will

not possess it then, and if it depends on this spirit now,

we could have it at any time. But it is a fact that the

spirit which homes in us is able to put the practices of

the body to death so that we may be living (see verse

13). It is this "living" by the power of God's spirit

which is our present vivification. It is confined to our

spirits, indeed, yet is a powerful foretaste of the future.

1 Cor. 15:22 even as, in Adam, all are dying, thus also, in Christ,

shall all be vivified.

Not all will die in Adam. Those who are alive at the

presence of the Lord will not actually die at all.

Moreover, probably untold millions on the new earth,

who will have access to the tree of life, will be kept

alive by its fruit or its leaves (Rev.22:2). That these are

necessary shows that they are dying. But they effec

tually prevent actual death, for death shall be no more

(Rev.21:4). So that the probability is that not half of

those in Adam will die. But all will have the death

process working in them. And it is this all which is in

view here. Consequently vivification will be imparted,

in many cases, to those who have not breathed their

last, but who inherit mortality from Adam. Here it is

essential to limit the thought to the death and life
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processes, or contradiction and confusion will result.

As a marvelously concise, discriminating and com

prehensive summary of rousing, resurrection, and

vivification is given us by the apostle Paul in the con

text of this passage, it may be of great help to us if we

seek to get a. clear grasp of it with out minds and allow

it to get a firm hold of our hearts. This chapter is

usually supposed to deal simply with "resurrection,"

hence the companion truths of rousing and

vivification are usually overlooked. As the Authorized

Version seldom distinguishes rousing from resurrec

tion, and renders rouse as raise in this very passage,

thus obliterating one of the distinctions which are so

helpful, we will quote the statements we wish to study

from the Concordant Version.

Christ has been roused from among the dead

the Firstfruit of those who are reposing.

Through a man came death.

through a Man, also, comes the resurrection of the dead.

Even as, in Adam, all are dying,

thus also, in Christ, shall all be vivified.

Yet each in his own class:

the Firstfruit, Christ;

thereupon those who are Christ's in His presence;

thereafter the consummation.

THE THREEFOLD SCOPE

The scope of these assertions varies as much as can

be. It goes from One to all. A single One, Christ, was

roused, but all will be vivified. In between we have

the resurrection of the dead. This cannot include all,

for all do not die. Those of us who survive until the

Lord's presence (1 Thess.4:15) cannot be included.

We will be changed, not raised (1 Cor. 15:52). This

mortal will put on immortality. Only the dead, who

have gone to corruption, will put on incorruption.
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Those in Israel who will be alive when He comes to
them will not die. To them He is not only the
Resurrection, for the dead, but the Life, for the living

(John 11:26). Everyone who is living and believing in
Him should not die for the eon.

Besides this there is the vast multitude of saints who

will be born during the thousand years and in the

succeeding eon, in the new earth. The leaves of the

trees along the banks of the stream that issues out of

the millennial temple will keep them in health

(Ezek.47:7,12), and in the new creation there will be

the tree of life restored (Rev.22:2). These trees would

be needless had these saints been vivified, and were

they in possession of immortality. The millennial

saints will live to its end and enter the new earth.

Death will have no place in the new creation on the

earth, so no one will die. None of these can be

included in Paul's statement concerning the resurrec

tion, because they do not die. He does not say that, as

all die, so shall all be resurrected. That is not true of

resurrection alone. The omission of the word all is in

spired. Let us leave it out.

THREE DISTINCT RELATIONSHIPS

Christ is the Firstfruit of those who are reposing.

Resurrection is through Him as the second Man. In

Christ comes vivification.

He is the earliest Example of those who will be

roused from repose. These are, as it were, God's

harvest, which must surely follow. This seems to refer

especially to the saints, for the term repose seems to be

used uniquely of them (1 Thess.4:14,15, etc.). Paul has

been speaking of those who are put to repose in Christ

(1 Cor. 15:18). He has gone before us, a part of the

same crop. If He has been roused we may rest assured
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that we will follow in due time, unless we are vivified

before. We are associated with Him so closely that our

souls must share with His the awakening of that day.

But resurrection is different. There, as a Man (not as

Christ), He is the Channel, the Means, by which the

bodies of the dead will be resurrected. This is not

confined to the saints, for it is not as Christ, but as a

Man, and we know that all who are in the tombs shall

hear His voice, and there shall be a resurrection of

judging as well as a resurrection of life (John 5:28,29).

Just as the first man is the channel through which

death comes to his posterity, so the second Man, the

Lord from heaven, is the channel through which

comes resurrection of the dead. There will be two

kinds of resurrections, one of judging, before the great

white throne, and one of life at Christ's presence,

limited to those who are His, who are vivified also, as

the word life implies.

These are strange and striking figures, for all

resurrection involves life. The fact that one is a

resurrection of life, in contrast to another, shows that

the resurrection of judging lacks life in some sense.

The figure is corroborated and confirmed when we

read that the dead stand before the great white throne

(Rev.20:12). The life that they have is not to be

compared to the immortality of the resurrection of life.

It is not in Christ, but only through the second Man.

In Christ is the only relationship that brings

vivification, incorruption, immortality, deathlessness.

The resurrection of life is included in it, but it goes far

further, for it is the portion of all, even those who do

not die, and even those who take part in the

resurrection of judging and enter the second death. All

of these were in Adam, and therefore experienced the

dying process which is common to all of his posterity,
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even if they do not actually enter the death state. The

same all, we are told will be vivified, that is, ex

perience the reverse of the process of dying. They

receive immortality, in Christ.

At the present time in Christ is limited to those who

are His by faith. But when death is abolished this

marvelous position will be extended to include all who

have been in Adam. To be in Christ now is a gracious

privilege and depends on faith. But this is not essential

at all times, as we can see from our place in Adam. We

have that without faith or anything of ours. As the last

Adam, Christ must have all humanity in Him. Being a

life-giving or vivifying Spirit (1 Cor.l5:45), all who are

in Him must be vivified. Just as the living God is the

Saviour of all mankind, especially of believers

(1 Tim.4:10), so Christ is the Vivifier of all, especially

of those who believe, for these will be made alive at

His presence, at the great crisis between the evil and

the good eons, while the unbeliever will need to go

through the great white throne judging and the

second death before he is vivified at the consum

mation.

The character in which our Lord is presented is

worthy of our closest attention in the interpretation of

any passage of Scripture. He fills many functions,

which are conveyed to us by the name or title which

He bears. In this passage it is of vital value that we dis

tinguish between Him as the Firstfruit, the Man and

the Christ. The relationship is further clarified when

we see that we are associated with Him as the

Firstfruit, that He is a channel as a Man, and that all

will be in Him as the Anointed.

In connection with rousing and resurrection no

classes are given, no time is set It is clear from other

scriptures that these apply to every case of
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resurrection until the rest of the dead are raised at the

great white throne. But now a new element enters,

because the vivification is in Christ. Those raised for

the great white throne judgment are not in Christ.

Christ Himself has been vivified. Those who are His

will be vivified at His presence. The third class needs

much explanation, which is given in the passage that

follows. The consummation is carefully fixed by many

details, such as the abolition of all authority and

power, the subjection of the Son when He gives over

the kingdom to God, and the abolition of death. This

does not follow the resurrection of all at the great

white throne, for the second death follows. The last

class, composed of all who are held by the last enemy

during the last eon, will be given life in Christ at the

consummation of the eons.

We cannot reason that, in parallels like these, the

earlier statements must limit and define the later. We

cannot say that vivification is the same as resurrection,

and has the same scope, just because resurrection

appears in the first members of a parallel. In fact it

would be far more logical to reason that vivification

must mean more than resurrection, for this is usually

the case in such parallels. They do not merely restate a

thought. The second member may be similar, but it

uses the first as a stepping stone to some greater and

higher revelation.

We commend this passage to students of the Scrip

tures who wish to get a clear understanding of these

great distinctions. Few seem to realize how great are

the differences between rousing, resurrection, and

vivification in actual application, in God's dealing

with His creatures. Hence there is a tendency to

merge them all into one and call it resurrection. This is

one reason why the great truth of universal vivification
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has been lost and is now denied and decried. Let us

hold fast to the great fact that all will be vivified,

though all will not be roused or raised. And let us insist

that the final vivification will not take place until the

consummation, when death shall be abolished, and

God become All in all.

1 Cor. 15:36 What you are sowing, is not being vivified if it

should not be dying.

Here also the point is quite obscure unless we dis

tinguish between what is dead and what is dying. A

dead kernel of wheat would produce no grain. It is the

dying kernel which is given life, and this is a process

which corresponds to vivification rather than resurrec

tion.

1 Cor. 15:45 The first man, Adam, became a living soul; the last

Adam a vivifying Spirit.

Here we have life, or rather living, brought before

us, as in the two Adams. In Adam the life was

manifested in sensation. By it he perceived and

reacted to the world about him. The last Adam had all

this and far more, for He was able to impart this

process to others. This is, of course, most clearly

evidenced in His dealings with the dead. But the fact

that He will bestow immortality on the mortal, as well

as incorruptibility on those who have gone to corrup

tion, shows that more is meant. The first Adam

brought in the death process as well as the crisis, so the

last Adam brings a life process even to the living, as

well as to the dead.

2 Cor. 3: 6 the letter is killing, yet the spirit is vivifying.

Gal. 3:21 if a law were given, that is able to vivify,

The law was given in order to keep those alive who

fulfilled it. But it could not reverse the death process.

Rather it aided it. Yet the law appeared to be able—
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not to bring life to the dead, as make alive would

imply—but to keep those alive who kept its precepts.

1 Tim. 6:13 God, Who is vivifying all,

God has vivified only One so far, our Lord, Who

alone has immortality. But His vivification is represen

tative and an earnest of the time when death will be

abolished, and this great boon is extended to all.

1 Pet. 3:18 being put to death, indeed, in flesh, yet vivified in

spirit,

The dying process was unknown to Christ until His

crucifixion. Then He was put under the dominion of

Death by means of His flesh. Corresponding to this

His resurrection and present life are by spirit. He has

flesh, but even His body is spiritual, so that it cannot

be killed by means of His flesh.

"Make alive" denotes the act of bringing from the

state of death to a state of life. Although the Greek

word zbopoied, LivE-make, is a compound of these two

terms, our study has shown us that the Greek really

denotes a change from the dying process (as well as

the death state) into a process of living. For this "make

alive" is unsatisfactory in most cases and misleading in

others. Hence it is wise, in these connections, to use a

special term which already has a similar usage (for

vivify is defined as animate, inspire), and allow this to

take on the scriptural meaning from the contexts.

This distinction seems to have been known to our

early translators, so that they also, in place of "make

alive" usually used "quicken." I once thought this an

arbitrary and useless change from the simpler words,

but now I see that it was justified. However, since

"quicken" has become archaic and fails to convey the

proper sense, we have no recourse except to use

"vivify." A.E.K.
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GRACE: CERTAINTY AND EXPECTATION

Doubt; uncertainty; danger; risk: these troubles are

the lot of all who have accepted salvation by human

merit. As a result of popular teaching, most believers

must echo the words of those on board ship with Paul

in his voyage to Rome: "... all further expectation of

our being saved was taken from us" (Acts 27:20). And

like the starving mariners, but concerning a far more

consequential matter, that of salvation in Christ, their

experience is one of perpetually being "apprehensive"

(Acts 27:33). Their theology causes them to worry

about the future (and understandably so), and is not at

all conducive to practical cheerfulness. What con

fidence they have is in themselves. This problem exists

because they have not listened to God's messenger,

the apostle Paul, who has an evangel of grace for

them, who tells them what their future will be and so

gives them a good expectation in grace upon which

they may absolutely rely (cf Acts 27:22-25;

2Thess.2:17).

The only proper ground for any sure expectations

that we may have is in the promises of God, for He has

spoken and does not lie (Titus 1:2). For, though He

knows what the future holds, since He knows all (1
John 3:20), we do not even know what a day may

bring forth (Prov.27:l). But when it comes to God's

promises, we too may know the future! They alone can

cast out our dangers and fears. Believing His gracious
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Word fosters expectation and removes apprehen-
siveness. It exchanges a gloomy, infirm uncertainty for

a happy and healthful certainty.

Let us fully and freely believe that our "life is hid
together with Christ in God," and that "Whenever

Christ, our Life, should be manifested, then you also
shall be manifested together with Him in glory"

(Col.3:3,4). Let us rejoice that the glad-message to

"all in every place who are invoking the name of our

Lord, Jesus Christ" is that He "will be confirming you

also until the consummation, unimpeachable in the

day of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is God

(1 Cor. 1:2,8,9). Though we would pray that God

would keep us spiritually watchful, and free from

"drowsing," we do not know if He will grant this

blessing to us or not. But we do know that "whether

we may be watching or drowsing, we should be living

at the same time together with Him, for God did not

appoint us to indignation, but to the procuring of

salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ"

(1 Thess.5:9,10). It is absolutely basic to Paul's

evangel to believe that Grace is a powerful king, and

that God has determined that even "... where sin in

creases, grace superexceeds, that, even as Sin reigns in

death, thus Grace also should be reigning through

righteousness, for life, eonian, through Jesus Christ,

our Lord" (Rom.5:20,21). It is such words as these,

"the word of His grace" (c/Acts 20:32), which afford

us with consolation and true edification (cf

lThess.5:ll).
Since, apart from those things which God has

promised, we cannot be sure as to our future course, it

is far from ideal for us to talk about what we will do,

what we are going to do, unless it is clearly understood

(and at times this needs to be expressed) that we will
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only be doing certain things (1) </we live to see the

morrow, and (2), most importantly, "If the Lord

should ever be willing, then, we also shall be doing

this or that" (James 4:15). For after all, in the higher,

absolute sense, it is God Who does what we do

through us. "Yet now"—so long as these vital con

siderations are neglected or denied—"you are

vaunting in your ostentations. All such boasting is

wicked" (James 4:16). "Now may it not be mine to be

boasting, except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ"

(Gal.6:14).

It is not a minor matter to go contrary to or neglect

these principles, or to attempt to clothe them in a

facade of modesty. For to God and to all "perceiving

how to be doing the ideal" in such matters, all con

trary attitu'des and expressions are just so much

boasting. It is for these reasons that A.E. Knoch wrote,

"The fact is that God is the Deity, and we are His

creatures, and He is bent on blessing us by revealing

Himself to us. This can be done only through an ex

perience of evil and sin and judgment. In the last

analysis, as between the Creator and the created, He

alone is 'responsible,' for He makes us according to

His own purpose and plan, and we have no choice or

lot in the matter whatever. This is basic, but it should

not be made the basis of conclusions contrary to His

revelation [such as the claim that if this is true then

man should not receive judgment; such a conclusion

fails to take into account God's purpose in judgment,

in His wisdom, kindness* goodness and love]. . . . The

idea of responsibility is not an innocent addition to

Gods revelation. It is a harmful accretion to the Scrip

tures, leading to much that is contrary to the truth and

subversive to the knowledge of God" (The Problem

of Evil and the Judgments of God, pp.229,240).
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If eonian life is given to us in return for either our

beginning or our maintaining of a belief in Christ

(and, as many claim, for a satisfactory walk as well),

then it is a reward, compensation or payment, and it is

not a gratuitous gift. Now some have artfully claimed

that while eonian life is not given to us in return for

our faith (or our faithfulness), it is nonetheless only

given on this condition (based upon this requirement).

But if the actual key to eonian life is some risky con

tribution of our own (such as those things that, indeed,

are necessary in order to initiate or sustain oneself in a

life of faith), then eonian life is no longer a gratuitous,

gracious gift but a debt which God owes for our

faithfulness, a wage which He pays to those to whom

it is due.
GOD'S PURPOSE AND OUR OBEDIENCE

God's gracious promises may not be termed

"fatalistic/' for, unlike that eastern philosophy, they

will only be fulfilled through the antecedent and es

sential means which He has also appointed toward

their fulfillment (cp, e.g., Acts 27:22-26,30-34,43,44).

That is, they cannot be and will not be fulfilled apart

from the obedience of man which He has stipulated,

whether law-obedience or faith-obedience. As well,

unlike both "chance" ("free will") and "fate," God's

counsels and promises are designed by a heart of

perfect love toward the accomplishment of a glorious

purpose. Yet it is His causative decree which is the

Source of all that is (c/Isa.55:9-ll; Lam.3:37,38). God

"makes the world [this present system] and all that is

in it... He Himself gives to all life and breath and all
Besides, He makes . . . every nation of mankind; ...

specifying the setting of the seasons and the bounds of

their dwelling" on behalf of His creatures (Acts 17:24-

26).
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It is not that those "in Christ" under the law in

Israel do not have to obey its precepts satisfactorily if

they are to be saved. For this is just what they have to

do. But the point is that they, though "under law"

(Gal.4:5), had come "into" "the true grace of God"

(1 Pet.5:12). Consequently their salvation, though it

demanded the presence of works, was still not out of

works, for it was out of grace (Rom. 11:6). In Romans

11:1-6 Paul cites Gods gracious choice as the ground

of the salvation from idolatry which seven thousand

faithful Israelites enjoyed in Elijah's day. And yet

man's good works were certainly present in that saving

work of God. In fact, they were what it consisted of (cf

1 Kings 19:10-18)! "Thus, then, also, there has come

to be a remnant according to the choice of grace9

(Rom/ll:5)< As Paul has said, to those who would

boast in "their" achievements, "Now what have you

which you did not obtain? . . . [so] why are you

boasting as though not obtaining?" (1 Cor.4:7).

Likewise, in our case, it is not as if there are any in

"the ecclesia which is His body" who have never

believed the gospel, for it is only those who have

believed who comprise the ecclesia. Yet the message

"to all the saints who are also believers in Christ

Jesus" (Eph.l:l) is this: "The God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ. . . blesses us with every spiritual

blessing among the celestials, in Christ, according as

He chooses us in Him before the disruption of the

world, ... in love designating us beforehand for the

place of a Son for Him through Christ Jesus; in accord

with the delight of His will, for the laud of the glory of

His grace' (Eph. 1:3-6). As His chosen ones, we have

faith (Titus 1:1); but He preferred us from the begin

ning to be saved from unbelief! "Now we ought

to be thanking God always concerning you, brethren,
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beloved by the Lord, seeing that God prefers you from

the beginning for salvation, in holiness of the spirit

and faith in the truth, into which He also calls us

through our evangel, for the procuring of the glory of

our Lord Jesus Christ. Consequently, then, brethren,

stand firm, and hold to the traditions which you were

taught by us" (2 Thess.2:13-15).

The conscience of man, including that of believers,

may well be defiled, and so must not be given the

place of Arbiter of divine righteousness, which belongs

to God alone. Yet most believers insist that "it just

wouldn't be right" if risk, danger and chance were not

central to the proclamation of the evangel. May God

graciously save us from such imaginings, for they have

so clouded His true glory as our God and utterly

denied the word of His grace that they have robbed us

of the genuine "joy and peace" which can only be ours

"in believing" the truth.

We have a happy expectation: the advent of our

Saviour Jesus Christ (Titus 2:13)! And we will all be

present in that day (1 Cor. 15:51) and marvelously

manifested in great glory, to display the transcendent

riches of the grace of our loving and powerful God and

Father, Who chose us in Christ so long ago, and Who

"saves us" "in accord with His own purpose and the

grace which is given to us in Christ Jesus before times

eonian," "not in accord with our acts" (2 Tim. 1:9).

"Not for works which are wrought in righteousness

which we do, but according to His mercy, He saves

us" (Titus 3:5).

"Now may the God of expectation be filling you

with all joy and peace in believing, for you to be

superabounding in expectation, in the power of holy

spirit" (Rom. 15:13).
James Coram
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ISRAEL'S FAILINGS

AND GOD'S FAITHFULNESS

Israel is a people chosen by God and blessed with

"the sonship and the glory and the covenants and the

legislation and the divine service and the promises"

(Rom.9:4). But the vast majority of this nation has

been and remains unfaithful. "Will not their unbelief

nullify the faithfulness of God?" (Rom.3:3). They are

beloved (9:13; 11:28), yet they refuse that love in

wholly rejecting their greatest honor, which is that

Christ according to the flesh is out of them. And now

they wish to be anathema from Him.

In his study of Romans 9:6-13, entitled "Elections

with the Election," Pastor George Rogers observed,

"God's ways with Israel demand a vindication of His

character. His promises seem to have failed ...."*

More serious than the problem of Israel's apostasy is

the question of God's faithfulness. This has special

bearing on the message in Paul's evangel that nothing

will be able to separate us from the love of God in
Christ Jesus, our Lord (8:36-39). The principle value

that Romans 9,10 and 11 has for us today is not so

much in what it says about Israel, but in what it says

about God.
Here in 9:6-13 we are led to see that God selects a

small number of people within the larger group to

*Unsearchable Riches, Vol.28, p.53.
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become channels of His blessings for the whole. There

is a special election of Israel within Israel which God

uses in preparation for blessing the entire nation. This

is the way that God works. The "callousness, in part,"

which has come upon Israel (11:25) is not proof that

God has forgotten the promises, but is an example of

the way He achieves the fulfillment of His promises.

God always chooses "that which is not" (1 Cor. 1:28),

that which is "less than the least" (Eph.3:8), so that no

man may boast in His sight. But this does not mean

that His promises for the good of all Israel and even of

all mankind have lapsed. The part is for the blessing of

the whole.

It is most unfortunate that some have taken

passages from Romans 9:6-11:24 as though they were

full answers to Paul's sorrow over Israel. The passage

before us has often been interpreted as the fulfillment

of God's promises to the nation of Israel. It is claimed

that God never intended that the whole nation be

saved, but rather that when He made the promises He

had in mind only a small remnant from the descen

dants of Jacob who would join the select group of

believers in the present age and so become the "true

Israel" or the "spiritual Israel" which is the church.

Such a view only serves to cast doubt on the

promises of God. Paul is distressed in heart over the

great majority of Israelites who reject and oppose the

Messiah, and what this means concerning the

promises of God. Have Israel's failings forced God to

be unfaithful to His word?

THE WORD OF GOD

Now it is not such as that the word of God has

lapsed. God said to Abraham, "Blessing, yea blessing

you am I, and increasing, yea increasing your seed am
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I as the stars of the heavens and as the sand which is

on the seashore. And your seed shall tenant the

gateway of its enemies, and blessed in your seed shall

be all the nations of the earth, inasmuch as you

hearken to my voice" (Gen.22:17). Who are we to say

that God's word means less than it seems to mean?

Was God speaking to Abraham in mysteries, obscuring

His real meaning from him? No, Paul is telling us that

contrary to all appearances God has not forgotten His

word and is not neglecting His promises concerning

the nation of Israel. Even as Paul wrote there was

evidence that God was preparing the way for granting

the promised blessings to the vast seed of Abraham.

. . .for not all those out of Israel, these are Israel.

Traditional interpretation has made it almost impossi

ble for us to understand what Paul is saying here.

There is indeed, in E. H. Clayton's words, "a limiting

sense of the word Israel" here, and the word "for" is to

be taken as introducing evidence for the preceding

statement that God's word has not lapsed. But the ex

istence of a limited Israel, an Israel within Israel which

is faithful to God, is not the evidence of the fulfilled

promises of God; it is rather evidence that God's word

is not lapsing but is being carried out by activities

which will eventually lead to the fulfillment of every

word spoken.*

All through the years from the days of the twelve

sons of Israel up to Paul's own days, God has been

choosing a few, like Joshua and David and Peter, who,

despite their failures, were right in heart, believing

that "the Lord is not tardy as to the promise" (2 Peter

*C.E.B.Cranfield has provided an excellent interpretation along

these lines in volume 2 of his commentary on Romans in the I.C.C.
series (T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1979), pages 473-475.
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3:9). They do represent, however imperfectly, a "true

Israel," displaying the meaning of that name, which is

" upright-with-El." This divine operation of the mer

ciful salvation of a few out of the nation during the

present wicked eon is the evidence that God in a

similar way, is going to save all Israel in the eon to

come.

ABRAHAM'S SEED

Neither that Abrahams seed are all children, but

"In Isaac shall your seed be called" As an illustration

of the fact that God may limit the application of His

blessings in accord with His purposes, Paul points to

the case of Abraham and Isaac. Abraham had several

sons, Ishmael, Isaac, and the sons by Keturah as well,

but Isaac alone was the promised son. They were all

his seed, but only one was the seed in view.

But this is not an example of the temporary

limitations on Israel. Isaac was not out of Israel at all,

but was, rather, Israel's father. The point is that even

as only one of Abraham's sons was chosen by God for

one particular purpose, so only a portion of Israel's

descendants have been chosen during the present eon

to carry on another of God's special purposes for that

nation. This is a present limitation, but this does not

mean it is a final or eternal one.

In this it becomes clear again that Paul has not given

us a complete solution to the problem of 9:1-5, but his

sorrow is relieved as he centers attention on the

operations of God. The choice of Isaac out of all the

sons of Abraham reminds us that "the remnant ac

cording to the choice of grace" (11:5) is also in accord

with God's purpose. It does not point us to the end of

that purpose, but it assures us that it is being worked

out by the operation of God.
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CHILDREN OF THE PROMISE

That is, that the children of the flesh, not these are

the children of God, but the children of the promise is

He reckoning for the seed. The stress continues to be

on the operations of God. All the descendants of Israel

are children of the flesh. In reality of course Isaac was

as much a child of flesh as Ishmael. But the promise

concerning Isaac was not granted to him as the

physical son of Abraham. It was given to him as the

achievement of God.

The children of the flesh are not (as we might have

expected) contrasted here with children of spirit or

children of faith, but with children of God. This takes

the emphasis from the status of the children and

places it on the operation of God. The children of the

flesh can be designated as children of God only as God

gives them of His spirit and grants them faith. They

can be children of promise only as God implants the

promise in their hearts and fills them with trust in

Him or makes a promise concerning them.

Thus Paul shows us that God's way is, and has

always been, to choose the unworthy and make them

into His children. That He did so in the case of Isaac

and in the cases of a few in Paul's day is assurance to

the apostle that He is carrying out His promises

toward their full accomplishment. The more we focus

our attention on God and His operations the more

certain we will become of the glorious consummation.

THIS SEASON

For the word of the promise is this: At "this season'

I shall come, "and there will be for Sarah a son." This

citation from Genesis 17:21; 18:14 (see also Genesis

18:10 and 21:2) seems to lay stress on the words "this

season." It may be that the apostle sees special
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significance in the fact that this promise had its

appointed time of fulfillment. This is true for all of

God's promises, including that to bless Israel and

make them a blessing. When Paul wrote, it was not the

season for all Israel to be saved. The fact that a few

from Israel were being saved does not indicate that the

promise of salvation must be adjusted and

accommodated to the circumstances. The promise

remains in full force, and the enlightenment of a few

gives evidence of this fact. God is actively engaged in

carrying out His word. He will achieve all that He has

promised and purposed to do, and He will do so at the

appointed time.

THE PURPOSE OF GOD

Yet, not only so, but Rebecca also is having her bed

of one, Isaac, our father. For, not as yet being born,

nor putting into practice anything good or bad, that

the purpose of God may be remaining as a choice. The

case of Isaac has shown us that God does what appears

to be impossible. The case of Jacob shows us that God

does what we would never have expected. We must

not judge a situation by appearances, but rather

perceive matters in accord with the Word of God.

Isaac and Rebecca had twin sons, Esau and Jacob,

but the promise was for one of them only. It was for

the younger one, Jacob, and it was marked out for

Him by God even before he was born. That it was all

of God has been emphasized by the birth of Isaac at

the appointed time when Sarah could not have had

children, and now it is stressed again by the choice of

Jacob before he had done anything good or bad. The

point is even magnified further when we find that

Jacob was not the firstborn and had no claims on the

promise. From the human standpoint Isaac could
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never have been born and Jacob could never have

been chosen.

Similarly, from a human standpoint Israel will never

receive the promised blessings because it is impossible

for that nation to become "upright-with-El," and they

are entirely unworthy. So also, we ourselves cannot be

secured by the love of God if the matter would be

judged by human standards. Nevertheless, it is God's

way to do the impossible. His purpose is in accord with

His choice of grace . . . not out of acts, but of Him

Who is calling, it was declared to her that "The

greater shall be slaving for the inferior."

A. E. Knoch wrote, "Without a long commentary

being needed, these words say that in divine selection

works do not decide. In the case of Jacob and Esau the

proof is convincingly conclusive, for, when God sets

the inferior over the greater, both had not done any

work whatever, and had neither good or bad on their

account. In God's purpose of election something en

tirely different decides.

"... Works in the proper place in the life of the

believer, are useful and good and pleasing to God. But

in His purpose in election they are the greatest foes of

grace. There it is impossible for both to exist together.

A greater contrast cannot be imagined. Seeing that

divine election is in grace, works must be banished

from it.

".-. . To say of the divine motive underlying our

election that God sees beforehand who will do well

and ill during their lifetime, and who are willing to

accept Christ and who will reject Him, and that

election is based on this foreknowledge, [is] a lawless

attack on the basic principles of divine procedure. Is a

single born sinner worthy of being chosen? What does

God say as to the place of the will in connection with
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election? 'Consequently, then, it is not of him who is

willing, nor of him who is racing, but of God, the Mer

ciful' (Rom.9:16. His gracious purpose is the only

motive for our selection. That is the one safe and un
changeable basis. It could not be such if our works had

anything to do with it."*

Nevertheless, some have claimed that God chose

Jacob because He looked ahead and saw that he would

desire the birthright. It would be truer to say that

Jacob desired the birthright because God had chosen

him. But the real point here is that God chose Jacob

because it was in accord with His purpose of grace.

Similarly Esau was not rejected because he cared so

little for the birthright, but he was rejected because of

God's purpose to choose the one with no claims, even

due to birth, and so manifest His mercy.

The children of promise among Israel, in Paul's day,

were like Jacob. It was wholly unlikely, from a human

standpoint, that they would be chosen and blessed.

And if their eventual blessing was unlikely, the even

tual salvation of the entire nation seemed absolutely

out of the question. Yet it will be so since that is God's

promise.
JACOB AND ESAU

. . . according as it is written, "Jacob I love, yet

Esau I hate." Both God's love for Jacob and His hate

for Esau must be understood in relation to His pur

pose. His hate consists in a rejection of human

"worthiness" and a refusal of human claims, so that

His love may be manifested gratuitously and

appreciated fully. Jacob himself experienced the love

of God in a limited way only, for he was continually

•Unsearchable Riches, Vol.42, pp. 232,233.
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dwelling on his own schemes and the distresses of his

life. But he did have the blessing of receiving the

promises and the privilege of believing them. Love is

the motivating source of all of God's operations, and

its enjoyment is the end in view; hate is a temporary

means toward that end, serving as a foil to the glory of

the consummation.

Many years ago, Alan Burns wrote, "There is no

compulsion in [God's] love. There is no venom in His

hate. The simple difference between God's relation to

Jacob and to Esau was that He looked upon Esau as he

was, and He looked upon Jacob as he was to be. He

regarded Jacob in the future tense, whereas for the

time then being He chose to regard Esau in the

present tense alone."*

In citing Malachi 1:1,2, the apostle Paul is

reminding us of a word of God which is not lapsing.

God's love for Jacob is not forgotten or transferred to

someone else. It remains operative and effectual

despite the fact that it does not operate or produce the

effects desired by Israel. God has been calling out a

limited Israel within Israel, hardly noticeable by

mankind at large. But even more to the point, this

"election within the election " is being used for, and is

evidence of, God's purpose to save the whole nation.

These verses, therefore, present a strong testimony

to the truth that God is still operating, despite all

appearances to the contrary. This is a vital lesson for us

all to learn. It is exactly the realization gained by Job

through all his sufferings and through the revelations

of the latter chapters when God speaks of His wisdom

and power in creation. God is, in fact, operating all

things.

p Unsearchable Riches, Vol.10, p. 154.
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Why, then, should we say that Romans 9:6-13 is not

the full solution to verses 1-5? Is it not enough for us to

rest in this assurance that all is in God's hands? No> for

as helpful as this awareness is, it alone will not remove

the pain in our hearts over those who are in darkness.

Believing the truth as to God's full deity would ac

tually increase this sorrow and pain as well as obscure

God's righteousness, wisdom and love, if all will never

be saved. But when the knowledge that God has

purposed to save all mankind is joined to a recognition

that God is operating all things, our hearts can be

directed more freely in petitions to God on their

behalf. Only in this way may the sorrow be replaced

by delight (Rom. 10:1) in realization that their sal

vation is in accord with the will of God (1 Tim.2:l-6).

It is indeed a great and important step for the

believer to accept God's own word that all is out of

Him. But this alone is not enough if we are to progress

into maturity and any realization of the dimensions of

the love of God. To know that God is at work is

reassuring in the midst of sorrows, but to realize that

the sorrows are part of His purpose and that He is

using them for good, to see that all is for Him as well

as out of Him and through Him—this goes beyond the

usual understanding of the deity of God. And this is

exactly what we need if we are to enter into "the peace

of God that is superior to every frame of mind"

(Phil.4:7).

Israel, in part, is calloused to the revelations God

has giVen them, and the promises have not been

fulfilled. But the limitations God has imposed on His

promises are temporary and preparatory for their com

plete expression. God is operating all things together

for good, and He remains faithful to His Word.

D.H.H.
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GOD'S CHOICE OF ISRAEL

God's choice of ourselves has come to our hearts as so

wonderful a thing, that we may well contemplate the

character of His choice of Israel. It is a theme

profoundly moving, revealing as it does, the Fatherly

regard of God for a people so strangely at variance

with the nations of the earth.

To see how uniquely they fulfill that aspect of God's

purpose which concerns the earth, is to see the ever-

moving hand of God amid the tangle of human affairs.

It is to note a long continued patience as part of a set

purpose, a purpose which stands inviolate against all

attempts at frustration. For choice was made of such a

people, not because of what they were, and are, but in

view of what they can and will ultimately be.

"For you are a holy people for Yahweh, your

Elohim. It is you your Elohim has chosen to become

His for a special people from all the peoples who are

on the surface of the ground. Not because your mul

titude was more than all the peoples was Yahweh

attached to you, and chose you, for you were the

fewest of all the peoples. But it was because of the love

of Yahweh for you, and because of His keeping of the

oath that He swore to your fathers that Yahweh

brought you forth with a steadfast hand, and

ransomed you from the house of servants, from the

hand of Pharaoh, king of Egypt" (Deut.7:6-8).
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How lovely are the salient points of this declaration!

Here are a people to be holy, separate, devoted to

God. Chosen by Him to become for Him a special

people. A selective choice this, for it is "from all the

peoples who are on the surface of the ground." And

not because of their importance, but rather through

their insignificance. We see here how God chooses the

weak, the ignoble and the scorned, so that no flesh

should be boasting before Him.

Israel possessed no particular worth. They were

least of all the peoples. Yahweh's attachment was

purely of His love for them. As we further read: "In all

their distress He is not a foe. And the messenger of His

presence saved them. In His love and in His sparing

He redeems them, and He will transport and assist

them all the days of the eon" (Isa.63:9). Jeremiah, too,

adds his testimony, as from afar Yahweh appeared to

him: "And with love eonian I love you. Therefore I

draw you with kindness" (Jer.31:3). Note the rare se

quence. / love you, therefore I draw you.

Intervals there were when God seemed to hide His

face, appearing even to have forsaken them

altogether. But see how finely it is put. "For a small

moment I forsook you. Yet with great compassions will

I convene you. In effervescent wrath I concealed My

face a moment from you, yet with kindness eonian

have I compassion on you" (Isa.54:7,8).

Only God could make such a contrast as is here set

forth: "For a small moment I forsook you. With great

compassions will I convene you." How long the

moment appears to Israel they must painfully realize.

But how great the compassions, and how wondrous

the gathering they have yet to learn. It is all of God's

will, the evil as well as the good. In much detail this is

well brought out in the twenty-eighth chapter of
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Deuteronomy. There we see the overwhelming

character of the evil which attends this race of the

wandering foot. This, however, is but one side of the

picture. There is another, equally clear and convinc

ing. For not only is there the scattering, the thrusting

out, but the gathering, the bringing in. Their captivity

is to be turned, and their true destiny accomplished.

The following passages well set this forth.

And the nations see your righteousness,

And all the kings your glory,

And you are called by a new name,

Which the mouth of Yahweh will specify.

And you become a crown of beauty in the land of Yahweh,

And a royal turban in the palm of your Elohim.

And it will not be said of you any further, "Forsaken,"

And of your land it will not be said any further, "Desolation,"

For He shall call you Hephsibah [My-Delight-in-Her],

And your land Beulah [Possessed],

For Yahweh is delighted in you,

And your land is possessed (Isa.62:2-4).

Hear the word of Yahweh, ye nations,

And tell it in the coastlands afar, and say,

The Winnower of Israel will convene them!

And He will keep them as a shepherd his flock.

For ransomed by Yahweh is Jacob,

And He redeems him from a hand more steadfast than his.

And they come and jubilate in the height of Zion,

And they stream to the goodness of Yahweh,

For grain and for grape juice and for clarified oil,

And for the young of the flock and the herd,

And their soul will become as a garden soaked,

And they will not continue to pine in the future (Jer. 31:10-12).

Behold Me convening them from all the lands where I expelled

them, in My anger and in My fury and in My great wrath,

And I restore them to this place,

And I cause them to dwell trustingly.

And they become Mine for a people,

And I become theirs for Elohim.
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And I give to them one heart and one way,

To fear Me all the days for their good,

And for their sons after them.

And I contract with them a covenant eonian,

Which I will not turn back from after them, to do good to them.

And My fear will I bestow in their heart,

To avoid their withdrawing from Me.

And I shall be elated over them to do them good.

And I will plant them in this land in truth,

With all My heart and with all My soul

For thus says Yahweh:

As I bring on this people all this great evil,

So will I bring on them all the good which I am speaking

concerning them (Jer. 32:37-42).

Surely, language could not more literally define

Israel's great future as being of God's set purpose. It

voices in true eloquence the quality of God's choice.

And it sets completely aside the mistaken theological

idea that "the church has taken the place of Israel."

Forsaken during God's "small moment" they may be,

but thrust away, never. Indeed, Paul's great statement

should be conclusive. "God does not thrust away His

people whom He foreknew" (Rom. 11:2).

"Foreknew" is a most telling and penetrating word.

It holds the entire question of the quality of God's

choice. And its interweaving character is so

pronounced as Paul portrays it, that full quotation will

be strengthening to the point:

For I am not willing for you to be ignorant of this secret, brethren,

lest you may be passing for prudent among yourselves, that

callousness, in part on Israel has come, until the complement of

the nations may be entering. And thus all Israel shall be saved, ac

cording as it is written, Arriving out of Zion shall be the Rescuer.

He will be turning irreverence from Jacob. And this is My

covenant with them whenever I should be eliminating their sins.

As to the evangel, indeed, they are enemies because of you, yet, as

to choice, they are beloved because of the fathers.

For unregretted are the graces and calling of God. For even as
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you once were stubborn toward God, yet now were shown mercy

by their stubbornness, thus these also are now stubborn to this

mercy of yours, that now they also may be shown mercy. For God

locks up all together in stubbornness, that He may be merciful to
all (Rom. 11:23-32).

What a play of words in this arresting quotation!

We see that Israel's past stubbornness is the medium

of our present mercy. Also, that by virtue of its

grandeur, they, though still stubborn, are to be shown

mercy. And, further, of such a quality is the emerging

mercy of God, that it is to reach all.

God's choice of Israel was made in full view of what

should befall them. In cognizance, too, of their

willfully repeated disobedience. The contingencies

and crises of their history were, and are still, known to

Him. Indeed, they are marked out and assigned by the

God of Israel. Thus, again and again in Jeremiah's

prophecy, we note the phrase, with variations, "I will

bring evil upon this people." And that there is a depth

of purpose in the periods of its occurrence, may well

be inferred from their present unique position.

The strange thing, however, is that religious

Christendom thinks that this is just how it should be

left. The professing church appears to think that God

has done with them. And it is with such feelings of

complacency that it considers "the church has taken

the place of Israel." This conclusion has permeated

centuries of churchdom, and is held to still. It also ex

plains the activities of the church along political lines.

Happy are they, however, who perceive the perfection

of God's choice, who see that whosoever He takes up,

He watches over, disciplines and controls until His

predetermined purpose is accomplished.

Israel, therefore, as the people of His choice, are still

"the apple of His eye." They still stand as a people
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apart, and watched over, even in their blindness and
ignorance. An unconditional covenant is theirs, a

promise of rare grace. With Abraham it is concerning

the Land (Gen. 15:8-21), and with David, the Throne

(2 Sam.7:M7).

How these great people failed to sustain the rich

promise of their earthly history, we well know, It is

remarkable, too, that in their failure they verified their

own Scripture. Of all nations, they alone have had

their history written in advance. And it has been truly

said that "the history of the Jew is the history of

miracle, even as it is the miracle of history."

As we look at this unique race in our midst we are

reminded of our own choice. And the ground of our

acceptance and assurance, as theirs, is the shed blood.

It is that which God sees as the appointed and

acknowledged token. In the homes in Egypt it was the

blood upon the lintel that availed, not the feelings or

experiences of those within. So with Rahab's scarlet

cord. Its deep significance was for Joshua and those

with him.
Do we not see in all this, the impressiveness of God's

side of things? Man is so apt to stress the human fac

tor. And even believers do not see in the degree they

should, the framed purpose of God as it affects the

great people of His choice. Great because of what He

will yet make them to be. And just because we have a

destiny apart from theirs we should view with interest

the wonderful future divinely assigned to them. No

previous experience in the land will compare with

what shall be. Tribulation will they have had until it

seemed unendurable. But then, in a veritable haven of

God, encompassed by a restful landscape of His boun

tiful ordering, they and the nations around will live in

a peace earth had never before known.
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It will then be seen and properly acknowledged that

God's choice of such a people was a wise and

beneficent one. Israel—God's Israel—has come into

its own. In the words of another: "This mass of men

and women overflowing all old frontier lines. Where

has the curse of former times left even a line on these

radiant, noble features? Where is there a trace of the

old aloofness in this warm-hearted, benevolent-

minded race, bearers of good tidings, ready also for

gracious acts? A name and a praise indeed! Small

wonder if a magnetic attraction towards a people once

a byword and a proverb has made the past to seem like

a bad dream!"

Above all, a King now reigns Who is a King indeed.

Men are blessed in Him. All nations call Him blessed,

and the knowledge and recognition of His glory

spreads even as His dominion extends from sea to sea

and to the ends of the earth.

But we have only glimpsed millennial splendors.

The new heavens and earth will reveal an even greater

glory as a tangible issue of the divine purpose. So, in

marvelous and ever ascendant ways, the beings of a

changed universe move to their appointed and exalted

end. Then indeed will the full purport of His

changeless choice be seen. And we shall witness in

perfection that blessedness which with ourselves now

is so fitful and far below the ideal, as seen in Christ.

God will be everything to everyone. O that now He

were everything to those who have realized the

marvels of His grace! William Mealand

INDEXES

The subject and reference index to Unsearchable Riches

volumes 61-70 (1970-1979) is now in print. It is free for the asking.

Previous indexes are also available.



Studies in the Minor Prophets

MALACHI

The name, Malachi, means "My Messenger," and the

book refers to several messengers who bring the word

of God to Israel. There is Malachi himself (1:1), and

there is the faithful priest (2:7). The Messiah is called

the Messenger of the covenant in 3:1, and the same

verse looks ahead to John the Baptist, who "surfaces

the way" before the Lord as His messenger. Finally,

although he is not called a messenger here, we learn in

4:5 that Elijah, the prophet, will also come and

"restore the heart of the fathers to the sons, and the

heart of the sons to their fathers."

For the most part, the message of Malachi seems to

be of judgment and wrath. The book can be divided

into two sections, the first dealing with Yahweh's

choice of Israel (1:1-5), and the second, taking up the

bulk of the prophecy, dealing primarily with Yahweh's

rebukes against Israel (1:6-4:5). Yet despite this,

Malachi brings a message of hope and promise,

preparing the way for the book of Matthew.

It surely appears to be a contradiction to introduce

this "load" (1:1) with the words, "I love you, says
Yahweh" (1:2). But, then, so also does the evangel

("well-message") given to us seem paradoxical, speak

ing both of salvation and the death of God's Son on

the cross.
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It is not that Israel, or we today, are so mystically

endowed that we look for truth only in contradictions.
But we have come to realize that when God calls that

which is not as though it were (Rom.4:17) that it is

true in the ultimate sense and often presently true in

an inward or spiritual way. It is true because God has

said it, and eventually He will make it manifest. The

death of His Son is good news because of what God

has revealed concerning its purpose. The stern

reproval of Israel (Mal.3:7) is involved with God's love

for Israel because of the end in view.

Malachi exposes Israel's great sin which was this

very failure to look beyond surface appearances and to

believe God. The whole book considers various claims,

promises and laws of Yahweh which are questioned by

the nation. "I love you, says Yahweh. Yet you say, In

what way do you love us?" (1:2). From all appearances

the descendants of Esau were faring better than the

descendants of Jacob. "Ye weary Yahweh Elohim with

your words. Yet you say, In what way do we weary

Him? When you say, All doing evil are good in the

eyes of Yahweh, and in them He delights" (2:17). In

His love God was leading the nation of Israel through

the experiences of rebellion and harsh judgments so

that they might enter into the enjoyment of His

blessings.

"Your words are steadfast against Me, says Yahweh.

Yet you say, What do we speak against Thee? You say,

It is futility to serve Elohim. And what gain is it that

we keep His charge, and that we go somberly in view

of Yahweh of hosts? And now we are pronouncing the

arrogant happy. Moreover, the doers of wickedness

are built up. Moreover, they test Elohim and are es

caping" (3:13-15). It is very easy to forget God's

promises because of what we see around about us.
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Israel had their sacred scriptures, but they were wise

only in what they could see and touch (cp 2 Tim.3:15).

They should have said, What does it matter if the

arrogant seem happy, and the doers of wickedness are

built up, when Yahweh has said that He loves us?

Israel has revered the scrolls but have not believed

God's message written in them. They have boasted in

Yahweh but have not heeded His words. The Lord has

said to them, "If, then, the light that is in you is

darkness, how dense is the darkness!" (Matt.6:23).

And so it is still today. Yet the messenger of the

covenant will come according to His promise: "For

this is the covenant which I shall contract with the

house of Israel after those days .... I will bestow My

law within them, and on their hearts shall I write it,

and I will become theirs for Elohim, and they shall

become Mine for a people" (Jer.31:33). Then, like

Saul of Tarsus, they will see a great light, and the

darkness will disappear. "Lo! He is coming with

clouds, and every eye shall be seeing Him—those also

who stab Him—and all the tribes of the land shall be

grieving over Him. Yea! Amen!" (Rev. 1:7). This,

finally, is the message of Malachi: "Yet the Sun of

righteousness shall radiate to you who fear My name,

and healing is in its wings" (4:2). D.H.H.

BIBLE TRUTH CHURCHES OF GOD

The first international convocation of the Bible Truth Churches

of God was held in New York City, August 2-9. Brother Thomas

Sutton presided, and many friends attended from England,

Jamaica, Barbados and the United States. The general theme was

"The God of Heaven Will Prosper Us" (c/Neh.2:20), with special

consideration given each day to the fruit of the spirit (Gal.5:22).

Besides the sessions indoors, special times were set aside for

sharing the evangel of grace and the word of the conciliation out

side.



The Word of God and of the Lord

ENDURANCE AND PATIENCE

ON THE ROAD

"Now they passed through the Phrygian and

Galatian district*, being forbidden by the holy spirit to

speak the word in the [province of] Asia. Yet coming

about Mysia, they tried to go into Bithynia, and the

spirit of Jesus does not let them. Yet they, passing by

Mysia, descended into Troas" (Acts 16:6-8).

Paul had revisited Derbe and Lystra in the

Lycaonian district of southeastern Galatia and had

also gone to Iconium (and certainly Antioch) in the

Phrygian district.

0The Greek has here: tin Phrugian kai Galatikin choran; the

definite article is followed by the adjective Phrugian. "The

Phrygian and Galatian district" was that part of ancient Phrygia

which had been incorporated into the Roman province of Galatia,

while the major part of Phrygia was in the Roman province of Asia.

(chora is listed under the keyword country on page 62 of our Con

cordance; district is one of the variants.)

The equivalent for the Latin "provincia" is eparcheia, prefec

ture. Festus was the prefect or procurator of the Roman province

of Judea which included Samaria and Galilee. It is possible that

Paul had this entire province in mind when he spoke to king Herod

Agrippa II (Acts 26:10). But Mark (1:5) who wrote for Jewish

readers, obviously meant the entire district which the Jews have

always called Judea, exclusive of Samaria and Galilee.

Iturea was never a province, but rather a district of the realm of

Herod Agrippa II to whom emperor Claudius had given the

former tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanias (cf Luke 3:1 and

Keyword Concordance, p. 161).
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For the dissemination of the word of God and of the

Lord it was mandatory to proclaim the evangel of

Christ above all in the provincial capitals and in those

cities which were important centers of com

munications in the Roman empire. Paul had selected

Antioch because it was the civil and military center of

southern Galatia.

Hence it is conceivable that the apostle had planned

to proceed from Antioch in a westerly direction toward

Ephesus, the capital of the province of Asia [in

western Asia Minor]. Other cities of importance in this

area are well known to us: Pergamum, Thyatira, Sar-

dis, Philadelphia, Smyrna, Laodicea, Hierapolis and

Colosse (cf Rev.2:8,12,18; 3:1,7,14; Col.4:13).

If Paul had taken the southern route from Antioch

to Ephesus, he would have passed through Colosse,

Hierapolis and Laodicea. However the Lord had

chosen Epaphras, a faithful dispenser of Christ, for the

proclamation of the evangel in these cities (cf Col. 1:7;

4:12,13). And in Gods purpose the apostle himself was

to go to Ephesus at a later date.

Before Saul, Silas and Timothy left the area around

Antioch, they were forbidden by the holy spirit to

speak the word in the province of Asia. So they turned

north and traversed ancient Phrygia with the intent to

go to the highly civilized Roman province of Bithynia

on the Black Sea where there were Greek cities and

Jewish settlements (for they were not forbidden to

travel through the province of Asia). When they came

to the eastern boundary of Mysia where it borders

Bithynia, the spirit of Jesus did not let them enter the

province of Bithynia. Probably Paul received the latter

interdiction in a vision. The term "spirit of Jesus'' oc

curs only here in Acts 16:7.
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When Luke in Acts 16:6,8 used terms like passed

through and passing by, he obviously wanted to say

that there was either no evangelistic activity worth

reporting, or none at all We may be certain that the

apostle had visited all Galatian ecclesias founded dur

ing his first journey (including Antioch). However it is

highly improbable that Paul ever passed through the

whole length of the Galatian province from Derbe in

the south up to Ancyra (Ankara) in the north with the

intent of founding new ecclesias.

If he had turned west from Ancyra, he would have

reached the adjacent Bithynian territory in a day or

two and would not have come about Mysia first before

approaching Bithynia as he actually did according to

Acts 16:7, for Bithynia borders on Mysia in the west

and on northern Galatia in the east.

Some New Testament editions include maps which

show the journeys of Paul and indicate that he went

up to Ancyra on both the second and the third mis

sionary journeys. This "North Galatian" theory might

draw support from two other scriptures dealing with

Paul's passing through: Acts 18:23 and 19:1. Here

again Luke did not report any evangelistic activities,

but confined himself to these brief remarks: ". . . pass

ing consecutively through the Galatian province [or

rather, district] and Phrygia . . . passing through the

upper parts

Actually Paul had traversed the Lycaonian and

Phrygian districts of Galatia where he established the

faith of all the disciples (18:23) on his third journey.

Then the apostle proceeded in a westerly direction, for

his destination was Ephesus (19:1) in the far west on

the Aegean Sea. By no stretch of imagination could he

have gone north to Ancyra at this occasion either.

"The upper parts" (19:1) were definitely not the
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northern parts of Galatia, around Ancyra, but rather

the higher-lying hinterland territories which separated

Phrygian from Ephesus. When Paul passed through

the upper parts, he did not take the usual main road

via Colosse, Hierapolis or Laodicea along the river

valleys, but pursued a straight westward course* after

having left Galatic Phrygia.

TROAS

On the second missionary journey the holy spirit

had barred Paul's way to Ephesus, and the spirit of

Jesus had prohibited his entrance into Bithynia. Thus

by way of obstacles or inhibitions Paul was advised

that this was not the time for speaking the word

anywhere in Asia Minor. When the apostle and his

companions had reached the southern boundary of

Mysia (the northwestern district of the province of

Asia) they left the main road and turned west across

the mountains and proceeded on unknown paths until

they descended into Troas, the port of call for ships

sailing between Asia Minor and Europe.

Troas, being a Roman colony, enjoyed a special

status; the Roman citizens and veterans who had

settled there had received a municipal constitution

similar to that of the city of Rome. Thus Troas, as

other Roman colonies, was more or less independent

from the provincial administration. Hence Paul may

have felt that for all practical purposes he was no

longer in the province of Asia, so he may have spoken

the word of the Lord in private, when he met someone

who was willing to listen.

*Paul came by an upper road to Ephesus, passing by those of

Colosse and Laodicea who never saw his face in the flesh (Concor

dant Commentary, p.209).
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For the time being, Paul and his companions proba

bly enjoyed a period of rest after a strenuous journey

of at least six weeks over a distance of more than 600

miles. Considering possible detours, the mountainous

terrain and the summer heat, a longer period of time is

well possible.

LUKE THE BELOVED PHYSICIAN AND CO-WORKER

Humanly speaking, the apostle's plans for his

second missionary journey had been thwarted; there

had been only negative divine guidance what not to

do and where not to go. In Troas Paul was finally

given positive guidance: "And during the night, a

vision was seen by Paul. A certain man, a Macedonian,

was standing and entreating him, and saying, 'Cross

over into Macedonia! Help us!' Now as he perceived

the vision, we immediately seek to come out to

Macedonia, deducing that God has called us to bring

the evangel to them" (Acts 16:9,10).

Here in verse 10 begins the first "we" section which

ends with verse 17. Obviously Luke, the narrator, was

an eyewitness to the events reported in verses 10 to 17;

hence he wrote in the first person plural: ". . . we im

mediately seek . . . God has called us . . . ."

We have no way of knowing whether Luke had

been at Troas practicing as a physician or had just

come to this city. But it is probably safe to assume that

Paul met Luke here for the first time, and it is con

ceivable that the apostle consulted him about his

impaired health and then expounded the way of God

to him during the weeks of resting in Troas. By the

time that Paul had the vision in the night, Luke had

obviously become a dear friend and a faithful brother

in the Lord. Otherwise it would be hard to understand

why the apostle informed Luke about the vision, and
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why Luke felt that he too was called by God to bring

the evangel to the Macedonians. At this juncture, so it

seems, Luke joined Paul's party with the intent to par

ticipate in future evangelistic activities. In Colossians

4:14 Paul calls him "the beloved physician," in

Philemon 24 he mentions him as one of his fellow

workers, and when the apostle wrote the second letter

to Timothy, Luke only was with him (4:10).

There are only five "we" sections in Acts (chapters

16,20,21,27,28) where Luke recounts what he himself

saw and heard; he probably referred to diary notes

which he had made, e.g. during the sea journey from

Caesarea to Italy. Luke always remains in the

background when he alludes to the fact that he was ac

tually an eyewitness when "setting out from Troas, we

run ... to Philippi," when "we sail off from Philippi,"

when "we went up to Jerusalem," when "we are to

sail away to Italy," when "thus to Rome we come"

(16:11; 20:6; 21:15; 27:1; 28:14).

A CERTAIN MAN, A MACEDONIAN

The Greek indefinite pronoun tis has the standard

any. One of its variants, certain, has been used in a

number of cases, e.g. "there was a certain disciple in

Damascus named Ananias" (Acts 9:10), "a certain dis

ciple named Tabitha" (9:36), "a certain Simon, a

tanner" (9:43), "a certain woman named Lydia"

(16:14), "a certain Jew named Apollos" (18:24), "a

certain/Ananias, a pious man" (22:12).

In these cases the identity of the person named was

known to those immediately involved, at least at the

time when the name was mentioned. Ananias was

known among the disciples in Damascus, just as

Tabitha was in Joppa. And "a certain man" was well
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known among the Jewish population in Caesaria; his

name was Cornelius (10:1). Now what about "a

certain man" in Acts 16:9 who was a Macedonian?

Was he known to Paul and perhaps those immediately

involved, namely Luke, Silas and Timothy?

Let me stress the significance of the indefinite

pronoun tis (certain) by a similar example where it was

omitted. When Saul was a guest in the house of Judas

in Straight Street, Damascus, "he perceived in a vision

a man named Ananias entering and placing his hands

on him so that he should be receiving sight" (9:12).

Why did Luke refer to Ananias as "a man" [and not: a

certain man] in this case? Because Ananias was not yet

known to the person involved in this vision, i.e. to

Saul.

Years later when Paul stood on the stairs of the

Jerusalem citadel, he told the Jewish crowd about a

certain Ananias, a pious man, well "attested by all the

Jews dwelling there" (22:12) and meanwhile well

known to Paul.

In the Damascus vision Saul saw "a man;" in the

Troas vision "a certain man" was seen by Paul. Ob

viously Luke meant to say that the apostle saw a

certain Macedonian with whose identity he was

familiar, not just some unknown person from

Macedonia. The question may arise, how could Paul

have been sure of the fact that this "certain man" was

"a Macedonian"? How had he recognized his

nationality? The Macedonians too spoke Greek, and

undoubtedly they dressed in the customary Greek

style of the Aegean cities; hence there was nothing dis

tinctive in the speech or the outward appearance of a

Macedonian to set him apart from other Greeks.

The theory that the man's plea for help indicated

sufficiently where he came from does not carry the
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force of certitude since Luke called him a certain man

when he gave Paul's report on the vision. The apostle

had come so far west just a few days or weeks ago and

had probably never met a Macedonian before. Hence

the idea suggests itself that Luke may have been the

"certain man" who was well informed about Philippi;

he may have described it to Paul as "the foremost city

of that part of Macedonia" (16:12) and may have

pointed out the opportunities for proclaiming the

word of the Lord in this Roman colony. Luke is of

course silent about himself as always.

It is possible that in his vague description of the

vision, Luke was not so explicit as Paul and veiled the

identity of the certain man. For these are Luke's own

words: "A certain man, a Macedonian, was standing

and entreating him and saying." And from Paul's

report only five words are quoted verbatim: "Cross

over to Macedonia! Help us!"

ENDURANCE AND PATIENCE ON THE ROAD

At long last the apostle felt that the divine guidance

had become positive and permitted him to cross over

to Europe, the more so as all of them, Silas, Timothy

and Luke, deduced from this night-vision "that God

has called us to bring the evangel to them." Hence

they decided "immediately ... to come out to

Macedonia . . . setting out from Troas, we run straight

to Samothrace, yet the ensuing day to Neapolis, and

thence to Philippi, which is the foremost city of that

part of Macedonia" (16:10-12).

This had been a long way, both in time and dis

tance, from the old mission field in southern Galatia in

Asia Minor to a new one on the European continent.

Paul had recognized the negative guidance of the holy

spirit and the spirit of Jesus and certainly "perceived
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that affliction is producing endurance" (Rom.5:3)

until the day when he received positive guidance in

the night-vision. He may have prayed ever so often

during the long weeks of uncertainty to be filled full

with the realization of His will, in all wisdom and

spiritual understanding, to walk worthily of the Lord

for all pleasing, bearing fruit in every good work, and

growing in the realization of God, thus being endued

with all power, in accord with the might of His glory,

for all endurance and patience with joy; at the same

time giving thanks to the Father (cf Col. 1:9-12).

Let us add this petition of Paul's to our own prayers

since we all need endurance and patience on the road.

H.H.R.

(To be continued)

HOWARD HOUGH

On October 19, our brother, Howard Hough of Almont,

Michigan, finished his earthly career at the age of 92. Always

ready with a word from the Scriptures and with a song, he rejoiced

in the transcendent grace of God and in the happy expectation of

always being together with our Lord. God, as the great Potter,

shaped him through sorrows and hard experiences into a man of

unusual gentleness and compassion, strengthening him in faith,

expectation and love.

It was through the ministry of Pastor George Rogers in Almont

during the early years of this century that he was first introduced

to the fact that God had a purpose. Along with his wife Faye, who

preceded him in death in 1933, he was one of the earliest sub

scribers to Unsearchable Riches. Through the years he continued

to encourage and foster the ministry of grace and reconciliation.

He heralded the Word himself, but his greatest influence was by

the way he lived. Thanks be to God for His indescribable gratuity!

Our longing hearts look onward beyond the toil and strife,

Where Christ our Lord awaits us, in fuller perfect life.
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